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Abstract 

B lymphocytes are multifunctional and play important roles in both innate and 

adaptive immunity. The diverse roles of B cells can be attributed to the various and 

distinct types of B cells as determined by their origin, developmental stage, antigen 

specificity, and function. 

Evidence suggests that human innate-like B cells (i.e., marginal zone and/or B1-

like B cells) develop during fetal life. However, the characteristics of human fetal B-

lineage cells are less understood. Recent studies of fetal and human umbilical cord B 

cells indicated that CD27, a well-established marker of human memory B cells, may also 

be expressed on human B1-like B cells. Indeed, CD27+ B cells are present in patients with 

hyper-IgM 1 (HIGM1) syndrome who are unable to generate GCs or memory B cells. In 

order to define the origin of naïve CD27+IgD+ human B cells, I studied B-cell 

development in both fetal and adult tissues. 

In human fetal liver, most CD19+ cells co-express CD10, a marker of human 

developing B cells. Some CD19+CD10+ B cells express CD27, and these fetal CD27+ cells 

are present in the pro-B, pre-B, and immature/transitional B-cell compartments. Lower 

frequencies of phenotypically identical cells are also identified in adult bone marrow. 

CD27+ pro-B, pre-B, and immature/transitional B cells express recombination activating 

gene-1, terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase, and Vpre-B mRNA comparable to their 

CD27− counterparts. CD27+ and CD27− developing B cells show similar immunoglobulin 
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heavy chain gene usage with low levels of mutations, suggesting that CD27+ developing 

B cells are distinct from mutated memory B cells. Despite these similarities, CD27+ 

developing B cells differ from CD27− developing B cells by their increased expression of 

LIN28B, a transcription factor associated with the fetal lymphoid lineages of mice. 

Furthermore, CD27+ pro-B cells efficiently generate IgM+IgD+ immature/transitional B 

cells in vitro. Our observations suggest that CD27 expression during B-cell development 

identifies a physiologic state or lineage for human B-cell development distinct from the 

memory B-cell compartment. 

Regarding B-cell repertoire, due to the random recombination of 

immunoglobulin V, D, and J gene segments during B-cell development, B cells are 

highly diversified in their antigen specificity. Through their specific B-cell antigen 

receptors (BCRs), B cells recognize foreign (and self-) antigens, and present these 

antigens to cognate T cells to elicit/establish humoral responses, such as germinal centers, 

immunological memory, and long-lasting circulating antibodies. Some bacteria and 

viruses escape the host’s immune system by mimicking host antigens, as B cells that 

recognize shared epitopes on self- and foreign antigens may provide protection against 

such pathogens; however, these B cells are normally eliminated by tolerance 

mechanisms during development. The extent of tolerization manifest among human B 

cells that recognize both self- and foreign antigens is unknown. Here, I and my 

colleagues use an efficient single B-cell culture method and multiplexed antigen-binding 
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assays to determine the specificity of about 2,300 clonal IgG antibodies produced by the 

progeny of single transitional and mature B cells. We show that in healthy individuals, 

half of the self-reactive B cells crossreact with foreign antigen, and that the frequencies of 

crossreactive B cells decrease by half between the transitional and mature B-cell stages, 

indicating that a substantial fraction of foreign specificities is lost by the second 

tolerance mechanisms. In SLE patients, who show defective peripheral tolerance, 

frequencies of crossreactive B cells are unchanged between the B-cell stages. The 

crossreactive, mature B cells in SLE patients show distinct reactivity to foreign antigens. 

We propose that activating forbidden B cells may be a good strategy for protection 

against host-mimicking pathogens if we can control tolerance.  

Activated B cells can present antigen to T cells, as well as differentiate into 

memory B cells and plasma cells. Indeed, activated B cells express high levels of MHCII 

and are considered to be professional antigen presenting cells (APC), along with 

dendritic cells and macrophages. APC can be used to discover the epitopes targeted in 

T-cell responses; T cells are co-cultured with autologous APC in the presence of antigens 

and T-cell responses are evaluated. With numerous epitope candidates, mapping T-cell 

epitopes requires large numbers of APC; the availability of APC in blood is a limiting 

component and leukapheresis is often required. Since B cells can be expanded in vitro 

more easily than other APC, they represent a solution for the challenge of isolating 

adequate numbers of APC from blood in order to determine T-cell antigen specificity. I 
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modified our single B-cell culture to support efficient activation and proliferation of both 

naïve and memory human B cells for the purpose of generating large numbers of 

autologous APC. Briefly, naïve or memory B cells recovered from blood are cultured 

with recombinant human IL-2, IL-4, IL-21, and BAFF on CD154+ feeder cells; this culture 

supports extensive B-cell proliferation, with approximately 103 fold increases following 8 

days in culture, and 106 fold increases when cultures are split and cultured for 8 more 

days. The capacity for continued proliferation is stable for at least another week. In 

culture, a significant fraction of naïve B cells undergo isotype switching and terminally 

differentiate into plasmacytes. Culture-derived (CD) B cells are readily cryopreserved, 

and when recovered, retain their ability to proliferate and differentiate. Significantly, 

proliferating CD B cells express high levels of MHCII, CD80, and CD86. I have examined 

the APC function of CD B cells and found that they present both allo- and microbial 

antigens to autologous T cells with comparable efficiency to PBMC. Moreover, I am able 

to activate and expand antigen-specific memory B cells; these cultured cells are highly 

effective in presenting antigen to T cells. This culture method provides a platform for 

studying the BCR and TCR repertoires within a single individual. 
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1. Introduction 
B cells were recognized as a distinct lymphoid cell lineage 50 years ago [1], and 

since have been regarded as a key player in the adaptive immune system. The defining 

characteristic of B cells is their expression of clonally distributed, membrane antigen 

receptors (B-cell antigen receptors, or BCRs) which provide survival and activation 

signals for B-cell development and differentiation [2]. When B cells reach their terminal 

stage of differentiation as plasmacytes, this receptor becomes modified for secretion and 

is released as antibody [3]. The unique specificity of individual BCR/antibody molecules 

for antigen ligands is determined by highly variable amino acid sequences in the 

complementarity determining regions (CDRs) present in the N-terminal, variable 

domains of BCR/antibody [4]. This variability determines the spectrum of antigens that 

can activate each B cell and defines their genetic relatedness as somatic clones [5]. 

Individual B-cell clones produce BCR/antibody with distinct specificity and are 

functionally unique from those of other B-cell clones. Thus, single B cells (and their 

sisters) define a unique specificity and large populations of B cells provide a broad 

spectrum of BCR/antibodies specific for virtually any antigen [6]. 

In addition to their antigen-driven differentiation into plasmacytes, B cells 

activated by antigen can process and present antigens to T lymphocytes, produce 

cytokines that modulate immune response, and differentiate into long-lived memory 

cells [7-9]; all of these properties fundamentally contribute to effective innate and 
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adaptive immune responses and are tightly controlled during the course of B-cell 

development and activation [10-12]. 

1.1 B-cell development 

 In general, B cells are classified by their developmental lineage, stage of 

development, activation state, and functional properties. B cells take their name from the 

organ in which they were first shown to originate in birds, i.e., the bursa of Fabricius [1]. 

In humans, B cells first develop and mature in the fetal liver (FL) and postnatally in the 

bone marrow (BM) [13, 14]. B cells acquire their specificity for antigen during a series of 

developmental and maturational steps that may be distinguished by the differential 

expression of intracellular and surface molecules linked to stage-specific genomic 

rearrangements that create the mature BCR [15-19]. 

1.1.1 Immunoglobulin structure and gene diversity 

1.1.1.1 Immunoglobulin structure 

Each antibody, or immunoglobulin molecule, is composed of four polypeptide 

chains – two identical heavy chains and two identical light chains, encoded by the 

immunoglobulin (Ig) heavy chain locus (IGH) and Ig κ or λ locus (IGK or IGL), 

respectively (Figure 1; [20]). Heavy and light chains are linked through disulfide bonds, 

and each chain comprises both a variable region and a constant region [4]. Within each 

variable region are three hypervariable regions, CDRs, which are composed of amino 

acid residues conformationally and electrostatically complementary to specific antigen 
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ligands [21]. The three CDRs, CDR1, CDR2, and CDR3, for each heavy and light chains, 

collectively form an antigen-binding site that determines the specificity of a B cell [21]. In 

contrast to the variable region, the constant regions of immunoglobulins remain 

essentially invariant. The constant regions of the heavy chains (CH) define the effector 

function of the immunoglobulin, i.e., how the rest of the immune system will respond to 

the immunoglobulin [22]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic structure of an antibody 

An antibody molecule comprises two identical heavy chains (dark blue) and two 
identical light chains (light blue). Each of heavy and light chains has a variable 
component (VH or VL) and a constant component (CH or CL). The two arms of the 
antibody are formed by paired heavy and light chains, and the antigen binding sites are 
located at the termini of the arms. The stem part of the antibody is formed by the 
constant regions of the heavy chains and is responsible for the effector activities of the 
antibody. Adapted from [20]. Depiction courtesy of Guang Yang, Duke University. 
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1.1.1.2 Immunoglobulin genes 

The Ig heavy chain gene locus is composed of variable (V), diversity (D), joining 

(J), and constant (C) regions, while the Ig light chain loci contain V, J, and C regions. 

These Ig gene regions are organized into several clusters of coding DNA segments [23]. 

Some gene segments are pseudogenes defective in encoding proteins. Because of 

polymorphisms, the numbers of functional V, D, and J gene segments differ among 

individuals. The human IGH locus comprises 38-46 functional V segments, 23 D 

segments, 6 J segments, and 9 C-segments, whereas IGK comprises 31-36 V segments, 5 J 

segments, and a single C segment and IGL comprises 29-33 V segments, 4-5 J segments, 

and 4-5 C segments (Figure 2; [24, 25]). 

The human CH gene locus contains nine gene segments in the order of 5’-Cμ-Cδ-

Cγ3-Cγ1- Cα1-Cγ2-Cγ4-Cε-Cα2-3’ (Figure 2; [24]). An immunoglobulin uses a single 

type of CH, which determines its isotype or class (i.e., IgM, IgD, IgG1-4, IgE, IgA1 or 

IgA2) and the effector function (described later) [22]. Cμ and Cδ are the constant regions 

first expressed by B cells during B-cell development. Cμ and Cδ can be switched to Cγ, 

Cε, or Cα through a process called class-switch recombination (described later) [26]. 

Each heavy chain constant gene contains two exons: the first encodes the hydrophobic 

transmembrane domain and cytoplasmic tail of the transmembrane form of 

immunoglobulin (i.e., BCR); the second encodes the secretion domain of secreted 

immunoglobulin (i.e., antibody) [3]. Alternative RNA splicing of these exons regulates 
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the production of membrane-bound vs secreted forms [3]. B cells initially express 

membrane-bound BCR. Once B cells are activated and differentiate to antibody-secreting 

cells, B cells produce secreted antibody [27, 28]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Organization of immunoglobulin gene segments and antibody isotypes in 

human 

(A) Schematic representation of human immunoglobulin germ-line gene segments, 
showing V (red), D (green), J (yellow), and C (blue) gene segments. L, leader sequence, 
encodes a leader peptide that guides transport of the heavy chains or light chains 
through the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). (B) Schematic of antibody isotypes and the 
organization of C region gene segments, showing Cμ (blue), Cδ (purple), Cγ (yellow), Cε 
(green), and Cα (orange). Ψ denotes a pseudogene defective in encoding proteins. 
Adapted from Janeway’s Immunobiology, 8ed [25]. Copyright © Garland Science 2012. 
Reprinted with permission. 
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During B-cell development, V, D, and J gene sequences are recombined to 

produce a heavy chain coding sequence from one segment each of the V, D, and J 

regions, as well as a light chain coding sequence from one segment each of V and J [23]. 

In general, each B cell expresses one heavy chain and one light chain (Igκ or Igλ), a 

phenomenon called allelic exclusion, although a small fraction of B cells (0.2% - 0.5% of 

peripheral B cells in man, and 2% - 5% in mouse) express one heavy chain and dual light 

chains [29, 30]. 

1.1.1.3 V(D)J recombination 

The collection of immunoglobulin specificities in an individual organism, known 

as the immunoglobulin repertoire or BCR repertoire, is orders of magnitude greater than 

the number of protein-encoding germline genes [4]. The generation of such diversity in 

the BCR repertoire relies on a process of genomic rearrangements or V(D)J 

recombination, in which Ig gene loci are rearranged such that a single V segment is 

joined with a single J segment (and at the heavy chain gene locus, a single intervening D 

segment is also included in the recombined gene) [23]. This random recombination of 

gene segments permits the B-cell pool to produce as many as 6348 heavy chains from 

~75 gene segments in the IGH locus in humans and a similar quantity in mice [6, 24]. 

Other aspects of V(D)J recombination, as well as additional mechanisms described 

below, enable an individual’s B-cell pool to produce an array of 1012 different 

immunoglobulins [4, 6, 23]. This impressive process of amplifying the diversity of BCRs 
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equips B cells to recognize an extremely broad spectrum of foreign antigens but 

unavoidably, self-antigens as well [31]. Consequently, physiologic mechanisms that 

remove or control autoreactive B cells during B-cell development and activation are 

required to avoid autoimmune disease [32]. 

The process of V(D)J recombination involves a coordinated series of enzymatic 

and cellular events unique to B and T cells [6, 33, 34]. V(D)J recombination is initiated 

with the cleavage of double-stranded (ds) DNA by recombinase proteins encoded by 

recombination-activating genes 1 and 2 (RAG1 and RAG2). RAG-mediated ds cleavage 

generates hairpins at the ends of the coding DNA sequences, which are then opened up 

by DNA-dependent protein kinases (DNA-PK) and the nuclease protein Artemis [35]. 

Due to the semi-random nature in which the hairpins are opened and blunted, this step 

introduces template-encoded palindromic nucleotide additions (P-nucleotide additions), 

which further increases BCR diversity [35]. The recombination process is completed by 

DNA ligase, which covalently joins the two ends of the coding DNA segments [33].  

The diversity of the heavy chain is increased further still by non-templated 

coding nucleotide addition (N-addition) [34]. Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase 

(TdT) is the enzyme responsible for the addition of N-nucleotides to Ig heavy chain gene 

segment junctions during VDJ recombination. TdT is only expressed in early developing 

B cells, when VDJ recombination of the heavy chain locus occurs [16]. TdT adds N-

nucleotides to both D-J and V-DJ junctions. Once a functional heavy chain (i.e., in-frame 
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rearrangement of V, D, and J) has been generated, B cells downregulate the expression 

of TdT [16]. 

Collectively, V(D)J recombination and the junctional additions of nucleotides 

increase V(D)J length and the diversity of CDR3 [6]. Because of the imprecise nature of 

dsDNA recombination and the junctional additions, out-of-frame and non-productive 

arrangements may happen. In-frame sequences from the variable region through the 

constant region are required to express functional BCRs, and B cells without functional 

BCRs are eliminated during B-cell development [2]. Furthermore, the diversity of the Ig 

repertoire is greatly increased by the vast number of potential combinations of heavy 

chains and light chains [6]. 

1.1.2 B-cell developmental stages 

1.1.2.1 Sites of B lymphopoiesis 

B cells are produced continuously from hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) [36]. HSC 

are capable of self-renewal and give rise to all hematopoietic cells types. Multipotent 

progenitor cells are descended from HSC, have limited self-renewal potential and give 

rise to lineage-restricted progenitors, including common lymphoid progenitors (CLP), 

which generate the earliest committed B-lineage population, progenitor B cells (pro-B 

cells) [36]. 

The major site of B lymphopoiesis changes at birth [16, 17]. In utero, the FL and 

spleen are the major sites of B lymphopoiesis [16, 37, 38]; some B-cell progenitors can 
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also be found in the fetal omentum [13]. Human B lymphopoiesis starts at around 7 

weeks of gestational age in the FL and continues throughout fetal development [14]. 

After birth, the BM becomes the major site of B lymphopoiesis and continues to generate 

B cells throughout an individual’s lifetime, although the capacity to produce B cells 

declines with age [17]. 

 B-cell ontogeny differs in the fetus and adult BM. VH gene usage by B cells has 

been shown to be more restricted during fetal development, meaning that the fetal BCR 

repertoire uses certain gene segments more frequently [39]; this is related to different 

expression levels of B-lineage associated genes in developing B cells in fetal and adult 

environments [19]. For example, the expression of TdT in the FL is lower than in adult 

BM, resulting in a lower frequency of N-additions and consequently shorter HCDR3 

length in B cells originating in the FL [40]. 

1.1.2.2 Pro-B and pre-B cell development 

B-cell developmental stages are defined by their progress in rearranging heavy 

chain and light chain gene segments, and by the expression of diagnostic surface 

molecules [16, 41]. The pro-B cell stage is subcategorized into early and late stages by 

ordered rearrangements of the heavy chain gene segments. Early pro-B cells initiate D to 

JH rearrangement, and late pro-B cells initiate VH to DJH rearrangement [18]; once 

successful VHDJH rearrangements take place, the cells enter the precursor B (pre-B) cell 

stage (Figure 3; [16, 41]). In order to express the heavy chain (Igμ), the rearranged VHDJH 
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gene region is joined with the Cμ constant gene region by splicing [42]. Prior to light 

chain expression, two polypeptides, VpreB and λ5, together form a surrogate light chain 

(SLC) at the pre-B cell stage [42, 43]. A transiently expressed pre-BCR composed of Igμ 

and SLC polypeptides signals the pre-B cell to proliferate; these dividing cells are 

defined as large pre-B cells [42, 44]. Along with pre-BCR, an Ig-associated heterodimer 

of Igα and Igβ proteins is a component of the pre-BCR complex and is required for B-cell 

development [45]. After several rounds of proliferation, the cells exit cycle, decrease in 

size and enter the small pre-B cell stage where light chain rearrangement (Vk-Jk or Vλ-Jλ) 

occurs. Once pre-B cells generate functional rearranged VκJκ or VλJλ, the heavy and light 

chain proteins associate to form IgM, which is translocated to the cell surface. Surface 

expression of IgM marks the beginning of the immature B-cell stage [41]. Similar to the 

pre-BCR complex, the BCR complex comprises membrane immunoglobulin and the 

heterodimer of Igα and Igβ and is crucial for B-cell maturation and activation [45, 46]. 

In addition to Ig gene rearrangement, early B-cell stages can be identified by the 

expression of several surface molecules (Figure 3; [16]). Pro-B cells retain the 

hematopoietic progenitor marker CD34 in addition to other early B-cell markers such as 

CD10 and CD38, as well as the pan-B cell marker CD19 [16]. CD19 is expressed by B 

cells of virtually all stages until its expression is downregulated in terminally 

differentiated B cells [15, 47]. Functionally, CD19 is a crucial component of the B-cell co-

receptor complex and contains several tyrosine residues in the cytoplasmic domain, 
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which modulate signal transduction in B cells [48]. Subsequently, pre-B cells lose the 

expression of CD34 while gaining the expression of CD20 [41]. From the pre-B stage 

onward, CD20 is expressed continuously until the terminal differentiation of B cells [15]. 

As described above, surface BCR is undetectable at the pro-B and pre-B cell stages [41]. 

 
Figure 3. Developmental stages of human B cells in the central lymphoid organ 

Gene products that are important for each B-cell developmental stage and/or serve as 
developmental markers for flow cytometry are shown. Commitment to the lymphoid 
lineage starts when hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) differentiate into common lymphoid 
progenitors (CLP). Commitment to the B lineage begins with the initiation of D to J 
(early-pro-B) and V to DJ (late pro-B) rearrangements in IGH gene loci. Large pre-B cells 
have successfully rearranged IGH expressed as Igμ, coupled with surrogate light chain 
to form pre-BCR. Small pre-B cells undergo light chain gene rearrangement at either IGK 
or IGL, and then become immature B cells upon expression of functional heavy chains 
and light chains, paired as BCR. 
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Microenvironmental interactions are important for the development and 

proliferation of early B cells in human [41]. Nonlymphoid adherent, or stromal cells in 

contact with developing B lymphocytes secrete factors crucial for the survival and 

growth of human pro-B and pre-B cells [41]. Factors essential for the development and 

maturation of human B-cell precursors are determined using in vitro cultures or detected 

in patients with immunodeficiency [16, 49-51]. For example, IL-7 is dispensable for 

human early B-cell development, as indicated in patients with IL-7 receptor deficiency 

[49], in contrast to mouse B-lymphopoiesis, in which IL-7 has been shown to be essential 

[52, 53]. Thymic stromal-derived lymphopoietin (TSLP), a member of the IL-2 cytokine 

family, has been shown to support pro-B cell development and maturation from fetal 

HSC in both humans and mice [50, 53]; in mice, the effects of TSLP on adult pro-B cells 

are substantially weaker than those on fetal pro-B cells [53]. Finally, fms-like tyrosine 

kinase (FLT3) ligand promotes the differentiation and expansion of human fetal pro-B 

cells into more mature IgM+ cells [51]. 

1.1.2.3 Immature and transitional B cells 

Immature B cells migrate from the BM as transitional B cells, and subsequently 

mature within peripheral tissues to become mature, naïve B cells [54, 55]. These latter B-

cell stages can be characterized by surface markers as well as their capacity to give rise 

to cells with more mature phenotypes [55]. Human immature B cells are CD19+IgMloIgD- 

CD21-CD23- CD10+CD38hiCD24hi [54]. The survival and maturation of immature B cells 
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require the expression of functional BCRs [2]. Human transitional B cells can be divided 

into T1 and T2 subsets by the absence or presence of CD21 (also known as complement 

receptor 2), respectively [56]. Human T1 B cells are CD19+IgMhiIgD+CD10+CD24hiCD38hi, 

whereas T2 B cells express similar markers, but with relatively lower levels of IgM, 

CD10, CD24 and CD38, and higher levels of IgD [54, 57]. 

1.1.3 Mature B-cell subgroups 

The mature B-cell population can be subdivided based on cell surface markers, 

cell locale, cell origins, and their requirement for signals from T cells for activation 

(known as T-cell help) [58, 59]. In mice, at least three mature B-cell subgroups have been 

defined: follicular B cells (or B2 B cells), marginal zone (MZ) B cells, and B1 B cells; these 

differ in their phenotype, preference for V(D)J gene segment usage, BCR specificity, and 

function [39, 60, 61]. The human mature B-cell subsets are less understood; for example, 

there are on-going debates regarding the ontogeny, differentiation, and function of MZ 

and B1-like B cells in humans [60, 62, 63]. 

1.1.3.1 Follicular B cells 

Naïve B2 B cells in humans are characterized by a unique cell surface phenotype: 

CD19+IgMloIgDhiCD27-CD38-CD10- [15, 58, 60]. Naïve mature B cells can be found 

throughout the body, including in the BM, circulating blood, and secondary lymphoid 

organs including lymph nodes (LN) and spleen [64, 65]. LN and spleen contain 

immunocyte aggregates, namely B-cell follicles and T-cell zones [64, 65]. Conventional 
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B2 B cells are enriched in the B-cell follicles, and thus, are also named follicular B cells. 

Pathogens from local tissues enter draining LN either independently or else trafficked 

there by dendritic cells (DCs) where they are presented to T and B cells to initiate the 

adaptive immune response [65, 66]. The spleen is important for immune responses 

against blood-borne pathogens and comprises specialized microstructures such as red 

pulp, networks of arterioles, and white pulp [64]. Red pulp is the place in which worn-

out red blood cells are disposed. Central arterioles are surrounded by white pulp, which 

is an aggregate of immune cells. B-cell follicles are adjacent to periarteriolar lymphoid 

sheath (PALS), the T-cell area [64]. 

Naïve B2 B cells originate in the BM and are continuously replaced from the BM 

HSC [36]. Compared to other mature B-cell compartments, B2 B cells contain highly-

diversified BCR specificities [67]. As reflected by their close proximity to T cells in the 

spleen and LN, B2 B cells require interaction with T cells for their activation [68]. 

Subsequent to activation, B cells undergo a series of modification/reactions (described 

later) to shape their ability to recognize pathogens and form immunological memory, 

which ensures more timely responses upon antigen reencounter in the future [9, 69]. 

1.1.3.2 Marginal zone B cells 

MZ B cells were initially distinguished by their anatomical location [59, 64]. The 

MZ surrounds splenic B-cell follicles and in humans MZ B cells are 

IgMhiIgDlowCD27+CD21hiCD23-D10-, and most reside in the spleen, although some cells 
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with the MZ phenotype circulate in the blood [59]. Some studies suggest that circulating 

MZ cells are circulating IgM+ memory B cells because they contain somatic mutations 

[70-72]. However, MZ B cells can acquire somatic mutation without usual forms of T-cell 

help; this is evident as mutated CD27+IgM+ cells are found in patients with hyper-IgM 

syndrome (HIGM) caused by CD154 deficiency [73]. Some studies suggest that MZ B 

cells in humans may be the source of natural antibodies that provide protection against 

encapsulated bacteria [74]. More investigations are required to address the issues of MZ 

B cell ontogeny, differentiation, and activation [74]. 

1.1.3.3 B1 B cells 

In mice, B1 B cells are the main source of natural antibodies and are generated 

primarily during fetal development [61]. They are enriched in the pleural and peritoneal 

cavities after birth. Mouse B1 B cells express surface molecule CD5 [75]; however, CD5 is 

not a useful marker for defining human B1 B cells because CD5 is also expressed on 

immature and transitional human B cells in primary and secondary lymphoid organs [54, 

62]. To date, there is no consensus on the existence and surface phenotype of a 

population of human B1-like B cells orthologous to mouse B1 B cells [62, 63, 76]. 

Mouse B1 B cells carry a limited set of heavy chain V-gene segments, perhaps 

restricted by either selection on certain pre-BCR ligands expressed in hematopoietic 

organs in the fetus, or the ability to associate with one of relatively few of light chains 

[75]. In addition, these B cells have fewer N-nucleotide additions, consistent with lower 
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expression levels of RAG1/2 and TdT during B-cell development [75]. As a result, the 

BCR repertoire of B1 B cells is limited compared to their B2 B-cell counterparts [75]. B1 B 

cells are relatively polyreactive and harbor low-affinity BCRs that may be specific to 

conserved pathogen components (e.g., carbohydrates). B1 B cells are considered as 

innate-like immune cells for their ability to produce natural antibodies [77]. 

1.1.4 Tolerance mechanisms during B-cell development 

The immensely diverse repertoire generated by V(D)J recombination and 

combinatorial association of heavy and light chains inevitably generates a number of 

clones with specificity for self-antigens [10]. In fact, both mouse and human studies have 

determined that as many as 50-75% of immature B cells are autoreactive [31, 78]. Thus, 

mechanisms to remove (physically or functionally) potentially autoreactive B-cell clones 

from the developing B-cell pool are crucial for the prevention of autoimmune disease; 

these mechanisms are collectively called immunological tolerance [10]. At least three 

mechanisms are involved in immunological tolerance: clonal deletion, receptor editing, 

and anergy [11, 79, 80]. 

During B-cell development in the BM, immature B cells are the first to express 

functional BCRs on the surface and to be tested for reactivity against self-antigens [10]. 

BCR crosslinking is induced when autoreactive BCRs recognize self-antigens in the 

sterile BM environment, effecting developmental arrest [81, 82]. These B cells upregulate 

the expression of RAG to permit additional V(D)J gene rearrangements that change the 
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specificity of the BCRs [11]. This process is termed receptor editing. If these secondary 

rearrangements result in a non-autoreactive BCRs, the B cell is permitted to progress to 

the transitional and mature B-cell stages [11]. As a result, receptor editing removes about 

one third of autoreactive immature B cells [83]. In contrast, edited immature B cells 

retaining autoreactivity are deleted via apoptosis. However, clonal deletion is less 

favored and only used by a small fraction of autoreactive developing B cells [11].  

Anergy, an intrinsic functional inactivation of B cells upon antigen encounter, 

occurs in both BM and the periphery [79, 80]. Similar to receptor editing and clonal 

deletion, anergy is also induced by BCR crosslinking [84]. As demonstrated by 

Goodnow et al., the intensity of BCR signaling can determine whether B cells are 

subjected to deletion or anergy: high intensity signaling from extensive BCR crosslinking 

results in clonal deletion, whereas lower intensity signaling leads to anergy [84]. In 

humans, studies showed that CD19+CD27-IgM-IgD+ or CD19+CD27-CD21-/lo subsets are 

enriched for autoreactive anergic clones [85, 86]. 

This first tolerance checkpoint at the immature B-cell stage substantially reduces 

the frequency of autoreactive clones [31]; however, many self-reactive B cells escape this 

tolerance checkpoint and enter the periphery [10]. Because of this and the fact that some 

self-antigens are absent in the BM due to their tissue- or development-specific 

expression, tolerance mechanisms are also required in the periphery [87]. Anergy and 

clonal deletion also occur in the periphery to eliminate autoreactive transitional B cells 
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as they migrate from central to the peripheral sites [80]. On the other hand, receptor 

editing by autoreactive B cells in the periphery is less well understood [88]. In addition 

to the tolerance mechanisms induced by BCR signaling [89], autoreactive transitional B 

cells require more B cell-activating factor (BAFF, a member of the TNF family) to 

survive, and may die after failing to compete with non-autoreactive clones for available 

BAFF [90, 91]. 

Some additional regulatory mechanisms also help suppress autoreactive mature 

B cells and help B cells to distinguish self from non-self in the periphery. In the absence 

of pathogens, there is usually no inflammation to stimulate B-cell activation [68]. 

Furthermore, autoreactive B cells generally lack help from cognate T cells, i.e., T cells 

that display T-cell receptors (TCRs) specific for the same antigen as the BCRs; this is 

because T cells undergo independent tolerization in the thymus, where the autoimmune 

regulator gene (AIRE) in medullary thymic epithelial cells drives expression of tissue-

specific antigens, e.g., insulin [92]. Finally, regulatory T cells, a differentiated T-cell 

subset, often suppress the activity of autoreactive B cells; this immunomodulatory 

activity is important for preventing autoimmune diseases [93]. 

Of note, the first tolerance checkpoint seems to be B-cell intrinsic, whereas the 

second (or peripheral) checkpoint can be extrinsic to B cells but dependent on regulatory 

T cells. Molecular evidence from patients with defective B-cell signaling (such as 

PTPN22 polymorphism, or mutations in BTK, TACI, and AID) and more frequent 
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autoreactive transitional B cells suggests defects in central tolerance [94-97]. Patients 

with deficiencies of CD40 and major histocompatibility complex class II molecules 

(MHCII) failed peripheral tolerance demonstrate the importance of pathways extrinsic 

to B cells [12]; in addition, patients with IPEX (immune dysregulation 

polyendocrinopathy, enteropathy, X-lined) lacking regulatory T cells have normal 

central tolerance but defective peripheral tolerance, highlighting the role of T cells in the 

suppression of autoreactive B cells in the periphery [98]. 

Tolerance mechanisms remove ~ 50% of autoreactive clones at the central 

tolerance checkpoint and remove 50% of the remaining autoreactive clones at the 

peripheral checkpoint [28]. As a result, ~ 20% of circulating mature B-cell clones are 

autoreactive. Imperfections in immunological tolerance may represent the cost of 

balancing tolerance and potential autoimmunity in order to fight infectious pathogens 

that share epitopes with self-antigens. 

 

1.2 B-cell activation 

1.2.1 T-dependent activation 

Follicular B cells circulate in the blood and through the BM, spleen and LNs; 

circulating B cells can enter T-cell zones, travel into the follicles, and migrate back to 

blood [15]. These mature follicular B cells keep circulating until they encounter their 

corresponding antigens. Stimulation of BCR by antigens induces a cascade of signaling 
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events and initiates the activation of mature naïve B cells [25]. Generally, additional 

signals provided by cognate T cells are required for continued survival, proliferation 

and differentiation of B cells (Figure 4; [25, 68]). The antigens involved in T-dependent 

B-cell activation are classified as thymus-dependent (TD) antigens, which include most 

protein antigens [25]. On the other hand, antigens capable of activating B cells in the 

absence of T-cell help are called thymus-independent antigens (TI antigens; described 

later).  

 

Figure 4. B-cell activation 

Antigens can be classified based on whether the responding B cells require T-cell help 
for activation. After the BCRs bind a T-dependent (TD) antigen, additional signals (such 
as CD154 and cytokines) from T cells are required for full B-cell activation. In contrast, 
some antigens, so-called T-independent (TI) antigens, can activate B cells in the absence 
of T-cell help. Examples of T-independent antigens are mitogens (TI-1) and bacterial 
capsular polysaccharides (TI-2). Adapted from Janeway’s Immunobiology, 8ed [25]. 
Copyright © Garland Science 2012. Reprinted with permission. 
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Activated B cells provide two waves of humoral responses against invading 

pathogens. In the early phase of activation, circulating follicular B cells divide and 

quickly differentiate to plasmablasts/cytes that secrete antibodies against pathogens; this 

early response provides a quick defense, but is less powerful than that produced in the 

second phase in the germinal center (GC) [99]).  

Activated B cells proliferate extensively in the follicles and form GCs [69]. The 

GC is a transient anatomical structure that contains proliferating activated B cells in B-

cell follicles, and smaller numbers of follicular dendritic cells (FDCs) and antigen-

specific T cells [100]. In the GC, B cells undergo reactions to generate BCRs that bind 

cognate antigen with greater affinity, so-called affinity maturation [69, 101]. 

Furthermore, GC B cells can switch their Ig isotypes via class-switch recombination 

(CSR), a process involving recombination of gene segments in the heavy chain constant 

region, with deletion of the intervening sequence [26]. Afterward, the GC B cells 

differentiate and become plasmacytes or memory B cells [69]. Plasmacytes secrete high-

affinity antibodies and provide highly effective protection against pathogens as the 

second wave of humoral immune responses [69]. Meanwhile, memory B cells rest until 

being rechallenged with the same antigen in the future; once activated, memory B cells 

can repeat the affinity maturation process in the GC or differentiate into plasmacytes 

(described at section 1.2.6) [102]. 
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In addition to generating antibodies, activated B cells are capable of secreting 

several types of cytokines and presenting antigens to T cells; these functions are 

described in Sections 1.3 and 1.4. 

A subset of CD4 T cells called follicular helper T cells (TFH) is crucial in helping 

follicular B cells and ultimately GC B cells in their survival, activation, proliferation, and 

differentiation (reviewed in [103]). T-cell help to B cells includes both secreted and 

membrane-bound molecules and occurs during both primary (to naïve B cells) and recall 

(to memory B cells) responses. One of the most important factors that supports the 

survival and proliferation of B cells is CD154 (ligand for CD40), which is expressed by 

TFH cells [68, 104]. The survival signaling from the CD40-CD154 interaction between 

cognate B and T cells is important for the survival of GC B cells because GC B cells are 

prone to apoptosis [105]. In addition, BAFF secreted from TFH cells support B cells 

survival [91]. IL-21 from TFH cells plays a central role in the affinity maturation of GC B 

cells and plasmacytic differentiation [106]. IL-4 and other cytokines can support B-cell 

survival and induce CSR of GC B cells [107]. Programmed cell death protein-1 (PD-1), a 

costimulatory molecule of CD28 superfamily expressed on TFH cells, contributes to the 

survival and selection of GC B cells and regulates the formation of long-lived 

plasmacytes [108]. TFH cells express adhesion molecules, SAP (SLAM [signaling 

lymphocytic activation molecule]-associated protein), that stabilize the contact between 

T and B cells for effective T-B interaction and consequently for B-cell proliferation, 
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survival, and differentiation [109]. Taken together, the help from TFH cells is essential for 

the effective immune functions of GC B cells upon antigen encounter [68]. 

1.2.2 T-independent activation 

TI antigens are antigens that activate B cells in the absence of T-cell help. TI 

antigens fall into two categories: type 1 (TI-1) and type 2 (TI-2), based on the mechanism 

by which they activate B cells (Figure 4; [110-112]). 

TI-1 antigens, such as lipopolysaccharides of gram-negative bacteria, induce 

polyclonal B-cell activation regardless of BCR specificity, and are often called B-cell 

mitogens for their ability to trigger mitosis  [110]. TI-1 antigens bind B cells through 

surface molecules, e.g., toll-like receptors (TLRs), and do not require BCR crosslinking; 

immature and mature B cells can be activated by TI-1 antigens to undergo proliferation 

and secrete antibodies [111]. 

Type 2 antigens, such as bacterial capsular polysaccharides, contain highly 

repetitive structures [113]. TI-2 antigens activate (mouse) B-1 cells and (human and 

mouse) MZ B cells by crosslinking multiple BCRs [110, 113]. The strong resultant BCR 

signaling bypasses the need for T-cell help [110]. Unlike TI-1 antigens, TI-2 antigens 

activate only mature B cells [113]. B cells activated in this manner differentiate into 

plasmablasts/-cytes that secrete mainly IgM and some IgG2 (in humans) [113]. There is 

evidence that TI-2 antigens can induce immunological memory, for example, the 

generation of memory B cells by streptococcus pneumonia, a TI-2 antigen [112]. 
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1.2.3 Class-switch recombination 

V(D)J recombination of heavy and light chains during early B-cell development 

determines BCR specificity and generates a primary BCR repertoire with diverse 

specificities [4]. After activation with TD antigens, GC B cells acquire V(D)J mutations (a 

process called somatic hypermutation, or SHM) that modulate this primary, or germline 

repertoire by tuning BCR binding for increased affinity (described later; [114]). 

Furthermore, the switch to different immunoglobulin isotypes adds functional diversity 

to GC B-cell clones [69, 115]. 

IgM and IgD are the first immunoglobulin isotypes expressed on mature B cells 

[55]. After exposure to antigen, CSR can convert the expression of IgM and IgD to 

expression of other isotypes (reviewed in [26]). Activation-induced cytidine deaminase 

(AID), an enzyme that changes cytidine to uracil in the targeted gene regions, can target 

the constant region of Ig heavy chain genes and initiate CSR [115]. CSR involves only 

heavy chain, and although double-strand breaks occur in CSR, all resulting gene 

products are functional, as the gene recombinations occur at introns and do not cause 

frameshift mutations [26]. 

The targets of AID in CSR are the switch region (Sμ) that lies between the gene 

segments of JH and Cμ, and other similar repetitive sequences (Sγ1, Sγ2, Sγ3, Sγ4, Sε, 

and Sα) upstream of the other isotype gene regions (Cγ1, Cγ2, Cγ3, Cγ4, Cε, and Cα, 

respectively) [26]. Note the absence of a switch region upstream of Cδ; Igδ and Igμ are 
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expressed from the same transcript via alternative splicing [116]. After cytidine to 

uridine replacement, other enzymes are involved in inducing base excision, single-

strand breaks, and double-strand breaks (DSB). Then, the region between Sμ and 

another targeting switch region is deleted, and the two ends of DSB are rejoined directly 

without a homologous template (reviewed in [26]). 

The induction and targeting of AID are regulated by effector T cells [26]. First, 

CD40-CD154 interaction between B and T cells is critical for CSR; the deficiency of this 

interaction causes hyper-IgM syndrome, wherein IgM is overproduced and other 

antibody isotypes are underproduced [117]. Additionally, cytokines from helper T cells 

induce the binding of AID to switch gene regions in a biased fashion: in humans, IL-4 

preferentially induces the CSR between Sμ and Sγ or Sε, thus directing B cells to express 

IgG or IgE [107]; IL-21 induces CSR to generate IgA or all IgG subclasses (IgG1-4) [106]; 

and transforming growth factor β (TGFβ) induces IgA [26]. 

1.2.4 Germinal center reaction 

The GC reaction is characterized by affinity maturation via rounds of 

hypermutation within V(D)J rearrangements and the affinity-driven selection of 

mutated GC B cells [69, 101]. In contrast to the primary follicular response, the GC 

reaction establishes a long lasting and more effective humoral response that is crucial for 

the prevention of subsequent infection by homologous pathogens (reviewed in [69]). 

FDCs and GC TFH cells provide signals for the migration and survival of GC B cells [118].  
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Mature GCs are established around 7 days after antigen encounter [69], and are 

composed of two histological areas of greater and lesser cell density, termed the dark 

zone and light zone, respectively [100]. The dark zone is the location in which B cells 

undergo extensive proliferation; these B cells express CXC-chemokine receptor 4 

(CXCR4) [100]. Stromal cells in the dark zone express chemokine protein CXCL12, the 

ligand for CXCR4, and are responsible for retaining B cells at the dark zone [119]. Upon 

extensive division, the expression of CXCR4 on B cells decreases, whereas the expression 

of another chemokine receptor, CXCR5, increases; subsequently, B cells are attracted to 

the light zone where FDCs express CXCL13, the ligand for CXCR5 [119]. B cells with 

mutations that enhance their antigen-binding affinity are selected based on their ability 

to acquire antigens from the surface of FDC and subsequently present those antigens to 

TFH cells in the light zone. The light-zone B cells continue proliferating but at a lesser rate 

than those in the dark zone. B cells travel repeatedly between dark and light zones as the 

expression levels of surface chemokine receptors change; as described below, the cyclic-

reentry pattern promotes the generation of B cells with higher-affinity BCRs to the 

stimulating antigen [69]. 

In the dark zone, proliferating B cells experience SHM, in which point mutations 

are introduced to the V-region DNA sequence of rearranged functional Ig genes ([101], 

and reviewed in [114]). AID, responsible for the process of CSR, also mediates SHM 

[115]. When AID targets the V regions of both heavy and light chains in activated GC B 
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cells, point mutations are introduced and SHM occurs. SHM changes the amino acid 

sequences at the antigen-binding site and, consequently, their affinity for the antigen. 

The mutation rate is ~ 1 base pair (bp)/103 bp during each cell cycle (this is defined as 

hypermutation because the average mutation rate in mammalian cells is ~1 in every 1010 

bp); these mutations accumulate during successive rounds of proliferation and mutation 

[102]. Mutated B cells with nonfunctional or unfavorable BCRs are eliminated by 

apoptosis [2, 69]. As a result of SHM, many B-cell clones with subtle differences in 

specificity and increased avidity for the same antigen are generated [101]. 

After SHM, B cells enter the light zone, where selection for clones with high 

antigen-binding capacity takes place (reviewed in [69]). B cells harboring BCRs with 

higher affinity for antigens can take up and present more antigens to cognate T cells 

than those with lower affinity; in turn, T cells give more help to these B cells [68]. T cells 

provide B cells with the signals for activation (such as CD154) and differentiation (such 

as IL-4 and IL-21), and then drive the selection for higher affinity BCRs [68]. B cells with 

low affinity BCRs are removed by apoptosis [100]. The surviving high affinity B cells can 

reenter the dark zone to repeat proliferation and SHM, and then circulate back to the 

light zone for BCR affinity selection [69, 100]; this cyclical process is the characteristic of 

affinity maturation. Resultant high-affinity B cells can undergo class-switch 

recombination, and/or differentiate into memory B cells or plasmablasts/-cytes [69]. 
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1.2.5 B-cell plasmacytic differentiation 

Plasmablasts/-cytes are the only cell type that produces antibodies, and therefore 

they are the major effector B-cell type in humoral responses [120]. These cells have a 

large cytoplasm containing active ER and Golgi apparatus. Human plasmablasts are 

capable of proliferation and are characterized as CD19+CD20-CD27+CD38+CD138+/-, 

whereas human plasmacytes are terminally differentiated (i.e., non-cyclic) and 

characterized phenotypically as CD19+CD20-CD27+CD38+CD138+ [120, 121]. 

As mentioned previously, there are two waves of antibody production upon 

exposure to antigen in a primary response. The first wave, known as the extrafollicular 

response, is elicited quickly, within a few days after antigen exposure [99]. During this 

early response, activated B cells form primary foci (not GC), where they proliferate and 

differentiate into plasmablasts and plasmacytes. Plasmablasts are able to divide, 

undergo CSR, interact with T cells, and further differentiate into plasmacytes [121]. 

These antibody-secreting cells generated during the early response are short-lived; 

additionally, they exhibit little or no SHM, thus their secreted antibodies generally have 

low affinity for antigen. The life span of plasmablasts/-cytes in the extrafollicular 

response is measured in days to weeks [99]. 

A second wave of antibody production is mediated by post-GC plasmacytes 

[122]. These cells produce immunoglobulins with higher affinity for their cognate 

antigen; they are non-dividing, terminally differentiated cells [122]. Their life span may 
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be short (days to weeks) or long (years) depending on their anatomical location. 

Plasmacytes that travel to the medullary cords of the LN or the red pulp of the spleen 

are short-lived, whereas post-GC plasmacytes that localize to specific survival niches in 

the BM may survive for years [123]. 

In healthy adult humans, plasmablasts/-cytes are present at frequencies of 1-3% 

in the blood and ~15% in the BM relative to all B-cell subsets, and maintain serum 

antibody levels as an important means to defend against pathogens [15, 124, 125]. The 

generation of plasmacytes and the maintenance of antibody production are regulated 

tightly in order to produce effective humoral immunity. Plasmacytic differentiation is 

linked to the downregulation of the transcriptional regulators, including BCL-6 (B cell 

lymphoma 6), BACH2 (BTB and CNC homologue 2), and PAX5 (transcription factor 

paired box protein 5) (reviewed in [123]). After GC B cells commit to becoming 

plasmacytes, the amount of antibodies they produce is controlled by the upregulation of 

the transcriptional repressor BLIMP-1 (B lymphocyte-induced maturation protein 1) 

[126]. However, regulation of survival and longevity of plasmacytes is less well 

understood and requires additional studies [123]. 

1.2.6 Memory B cells 

Immunological memory is a central property of adaptive immunity. Memory 

responses are characterized by their substantial longevity and rapid and robust recall 

responses to homologous antigens [9, 102]. 
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Memory B cells have recall ability, i.e., the capacity to respond to their cognate 

antigen with a higher-affinity, stronger, and longer immune responses [102]. 

Phenotypically, human memory B cells can be identified by positive surface expression 

of CD19, BCR (IgM or other isotypes), CD27, and CD24 [55], as well as intracellular 

TLR9 [127]. Although memory B cells expressing any isotype of BCRs can exist, IgG 

memory B cells are the most studied subset among the circulating memory B cells [9, 

110]. Memory B cells are typically generated from post-GC B cells and have undergone 

SHM and CSR, although a GC-independent pathway also contributes in part to the 

generation of memory B cells [102]. 

The frequencies of antigen-specific memory B cells among IgG memory B cells 

are 0.1%~20%, which are >100-fold greater than those (10-5~10-6) among naïve B cells 

[128]. Memory B cells do not secrete antibodies; but once reactivated, memory B cells can 

differentiate to plasmacytes that secrete antibodies [125]. After the clearance of antigen, 

some fraction of the memory B-cell population re-enters the resting state and reside in 

secondary lymphoid tissues or in the BM, or circulate and so increase their opportunity 

to reencounter their antigen ligands [129]. Memory B cells retain proliferation capacity; 

once re-exposed to the same antigen, they can be reactivated and then proliferate [118]. 

Activated memory B cells either become plasmacytes or return to GCs to participate in 

the GC reaction [125]. In the GC, memory B cells go through additional rounds of GC 

reaction; thus, their affinity for specific antigen continues to increase with repeated 
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challenges [118]. The magnitude of antibody secretion is greater during the recall 

response, because the higher frequencies of antigen-specific memory B cells results in 

the generation of increased numbers of plasmacytes [130]. In humans, post-GC B cells 

respond quickly to booster immunizations; plasmacytes generate a wave of high-affinity 

antibodies peaking at day 7, a time that is significantly shorter than the time required for 

the production of high affinity antibodies (2-3 weeks) in the primary response [129, 131]. 

In addition, memory B cells can undergo plasmacytic differentiation driven by 

polyclonal stimulation (even without the presence of cognate antigens) [129]; thus, 

together with long-lived plasmacytes, memory B cells contribute to the long-term (years 

or even lifelong) maintenance of serum antibody levels to immunogens [132]. 

 

1.3 B-cell effector functions 

B cells are important in the establishment and maintenance of immune responses 

in both physiologic and pathologic conditions and are the sole lymphocyte type able to 

produce antibodies. B cells have multiple significant effector functions, namely antibody 

secretion, antigen presentation, and cytokine secretion [7, 8]. Antigen presentation by B 

cells is described in Section 1.4. 
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1.3.1 Antibody secretion 

B cells are well-known for their role in the humoral immune response by 

secreting antibodies that defend against a variety of foreign pathogens, as well as 

contribute to the development of many autoimmune diseases [27, 28]. 

Antibodies are composed of two functional fragments, determined through 

studies using proteases that cleave antibodies [133]. The N-terminal domains of the 

antibody molecule are the Fab fragments (fragment antigen binding) that contain the 

variable regions of heavy and light chains and are responsible for the specific and direct 

recognition of pathogens and toxin, followed by neutralization. This functional property 

of direct antigen-specific recognition has been widely and successfully applied to 

research, diagnosis, therapy, and disease prevention [134]. 

The second functional fragment is in the C-terminal antibody domains. This Fc 

fragment (fragment crystallizable) is composed of paired heavy-chain constant regions 

and is responsible for the interaction with cells expressing Fc receptors (FcR) [22]. The 

Fc-dependent functions of antibodies include activation of complement (a set of plasma 

proteins involved in attacking extracellular pathogens), opsonization  (a process of 

coating pathogen surfaces and facilitating phagocytosis), antibody-dependent cell-

mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC), and sensitization of mast cells and basophils upon Fc-

FcR binding [22]. IgM is the predominant isotype of natural antibodies, a subset of 

antibodies, that exist in the absence of immunization and are specific to antigens [135]. 
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In addition, IgM is responsible for complement activation and immune responses during 

early stages of infection [135]. A cascade of complement activation is initiated by the 

formation of antigen-antibody complexes on pathogen surfaces and marks pathogens 

for destruction by phagocytes or directly kills the antibody-coated pathogens [25]. IgG is 

the most predominant  isotype of antibody found in serum (75% in humans); depending 

on the subclass, IgG mediates opsonization, activation of complement for the 

elimination of invading pathogens, and ADCC by macrophages [136]. IgE mediates type 

2 immune responses in parasite infection and allergy [137]. Mast cells and basophils 

express FcR for IgE (FcεR). The binding of FcεR initiates degranulation, a process 

wherein mediators are quickly released from mast cells; whereas the crosslinking of 

FcεR on basophils can induce their secretion of IL-4 and IL-13 [137]. IgA is the dominant 

isotype found in the gastrointestinal tract, respiratory tract, genitourinary tract, tears, 

and milk, and is important in mucosal immunity [138]. 

1.3.2 Cytokine production 

Activated B cells are known to secrete several cytokines, including lymphotoxin 

(LT, a member of TNF family), interferon γ (IFNγ), IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-10, and IL-12, 

which are important for T-cell activation and differentiation (reviewed in [139]). For 

example, LT can induce effective Th2 responses in parasite infection; IL-2 from B cells is 

required for the development of memory T cells against parasites (e.g., H. polygyrus) 
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[140]. IFNγ and IL-6 expressing B cells are involved in the induction of type 1 T helper 

(Th1) cell responses upon bacterial infection, such as Salmonella [141]. 

The importance of cytokine production by B cells is manifested in lymphoid 

tissue organogenesis, as mice with B cells deficient in LT show disorganization of spleen  

and developmental defects of both FDCs and T cells [142]. The heterodimer of LTα1 and 

LTβ2 producing B cells control the development of spleen FDCs, in return, FDCs 

produce CXCL13 to attract B cells into B-cell follicles [143]. This positive feedback loop 

between B cells and FDCs shapes follicles in the spleen. In contrast, the organogenesis of 

LN and Peyer’s patches is controlled by TNF secreted by B cells [144]. 

B cells produce IL-10 and TGFβ, which contribute to anti-inflammatory effects 

after infection or in chronic inflammation [145]. For example, IL-10 expressing B cells 

suppress the immune response to Salmonella and intracellular pathogens [145]. IL-10 

also regulates the differentiation of T helper cells into Th1, Th2, or Th17, and plays a role 

in autoimmune disease, as evident in studies of mouse experimental autoimmune 

encephalomyelitis (EAE) or collagen-induced arthritis (CIA) [146, 147], and human 

patients with multiple sclerosis [148]. IL-35 is a newly-described immunoregulatory 

cytokine that, along with IL-10, is produced by different sets of plasmacytes; 

significantly, these findings indicate a novel function (i.e., producing cytokines) of 

plasmacytes [149]. 
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1.4 B cells as antigen-presenting cells 

Adaptive cellular immune responses are tightly regulated in part by the 

requirement for intercellular interactions between antigen-presenting cells (APC) and T 

cells [150]. This ensures an efficient defense against pathogens, while preventing the 

attack of self tissues. The activation of antigen-specific T cells is initiated by antigens 

presented by MHC molecules on APC; the amplitude of T-cell immune responses is 

controlled by costimulatory factors expressed on APC as well as the availability of 

antigens [150, 151]. 

MHC molecules are glycoproteins encoded by a cluster of gene segments and 

categorized into at least two major classes, class I and class II, with different subunit 

compositions [25]. MHC molecules of both classes contain two polypeptide chains that 

form a peptide-binding groove. Almost all nucleated cells constitutively express MHC 

class I (MHCI) molecules [152]. Peptides of intracellular proteins are loaded to MHCI 

and the MHCI-peptide complexes are transported to cell surface to be recognized by 

CD8 T cells [152]. In contrast, MHC class II (MHCII) and costimulatory molecules are 

expressed on only a special set of immunocytes that are capable of presenting 

extracellular antigens to antigen-specific CD4 T cells and then activating those T cells 

[151]. 
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1.4.1 Professional antigen-presenting cells 

B cells, DCs, and macrophages constitutively express MHCII molecules and are 

therefore described as “professional APC” [153]. These cells differ in their antigen 

presenting capability and in the pathways involved in presenting antigens to T cells 

[152]. 

1.4.1.1 B cells 

B cells internalize antigens through both BCR-dependent and -independent 

mechanisms [154]. The BCR-dependent pathway makes B cells the most efficient APC to 

cognate T cells [155-157]. Once activated, B cells can also uptake antigen in a BCR-

independent manner through the lectin receptor DEC-205-mediated endocytosis and 

pinocytosis [156]. This process of antigen uptake by B cells is comparably efficient to that 

utilized by DCs, but less efficient than the uptake through BCRs [155-157]. 

B cells, even in resting states, constitutively display surface MHCII molecules 

[158, 159]. Upon activation, the expression of MHCII along with costimulatory 

molecules is upregulated [159]. Internalized antigens are processed and presented to T 

cells in the form of peptide-MHC (pMHC) complexes; subsequently, CD4 T cells are 

activated through the costimulatory molecules, and in turn, provide help (by 

upregulating CD154 and releasing cytokines) to activate cognate B cells [160, 161]. The 

reciprocal collaboration between cognate T and B cells is known as linked recognition, 
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and serves as a connection between the cellular and humoral immune responses to the 

same pathogens [160, 161].  

1.4.1.2 Dendritic cells  

DCs are closely located with naïve T cells and are exceptionally efficient in 

priming them [66, 156]. As indicated by their name, DCs comprise long dendrites that 

enhance their ability to capture antigens [66]. Pathways of antigen uptake by DCs 

include endocytosis, macropinocytosis, and phagocytosis [153, 156, 162]. After acquiring 

antigens, their migratory ability from tissue to secondary lymphoid organs enables DCs 

to bring antigens from initial inflammatory sites to where T cells are located [163]. In 

addition, DCs contain a specialized intracellular organization of endosomes and 

lysosomes that facilitates antigen processing for presentation appropriately to T cells 

[164]. The high expression levels of MHCII and costimulatory molecules allow DCs to 

efficiently activate antigen-specific T cells [156]. 

Human DCs comprise heterogeneous subgroups classified by their phenotype, 

function, locale, and genetic profile [165]. Classical myeloid DCs express the myeloid 

marker CD11c and can be further categorized into CD1c+ and CD141+ subsets; CD1c+ 

DCs express a wide range of lectins and other receptors associated with antigen uptake, 

processing, and presentation, whereas CD141+ DCs are capable of presenting soluble 

antigens to CD8 T cells (a process called cross-presentation)  [166]. Plasmacytoid DCs 

lack myeloid antigenic markers and specialize in secreting type 1 IFN and inducing the 
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generation of regulatory T cells [167]. CD11c+CD14+ DCs found in tissue and LN are less 

efficient at priming T cells  [165]. 

1.4.1.3 Macrophages 

In addition to MHCII expression, macrophages have an exceptional ability to 

uptake and digest antigens, and thus have been considered specialized APC [168]. Their 

lysosomal function is extraordinary and enables macrophages to clear antigen quickly 

[168]. However, the generation of antigen for presentation is limited due to the 

premature destruction of engulfed antigens [169]. Furthermore, macrophages express 

relatively low levels of MHC and costimulatory molecules before activation [152, 169]. 

Thus, macrophages are the least efficient professional APC [152, 169]. 

1.4.2 Pathways of antigen uptake, processing, and presentation 

1.4.2.1 Antigen uptake and processing 

Professional APC utilize the following pathways to uptake extracellular antigens: 

clathrin-dependent endocytosis, macropinocytosis, and phagocytosis [170]. Through 

these pathways, soluble and particulate antigens in the extracellular fluid are enclosed 

by the plasma membrane of the cells, endocytosed into the cells, and sorted into 

intracellular vesicular compartments specialized for antigen processing. The antigen 

processing compartments comprise early endosomes, late endosomes, lysosomes, and in 

some cases phagosomes, and vesicles fusing from each other or with ER and Golgi 

networks [153]. These compartments contain digestive agents such as reactive oxygen 
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reactants, proteases, and other antimicrobial agents to denature and process the 

captured antigens [153]. The generated peptide fragments are loaded to peptide-binding 

grooves of MHCII molecules in endosomes and transferred in pMHC complexes to the 

cell surface for presentation to CD4 T cells [170]. 

 Clathrin-dependent endocytosis is mediated by receptors such as BCRs, Fcγ 

receptors (FcγR) [162], and lectin receptors (e.g., mannose and DEC-205 receptors) [153, 

156, 162, 171]. The receptor-ligand complexes along with soluble material are captured 

into APC. Receptor-mediated endocytosis allows efficient uptake of target antigens, and 

can be antigen-specific (e.g., via BCRs), antigen non-specific (e.g., via lectin receptors), or 

targeted by IgG in immune complexes (via FcγR) [153]. 

 Macropinocytosis is an endocytic process in which extracellular soluble antigens 

are engulfed through actin-dependent membrane ruffling and folding [153, 162]. Fluid 

and its contents are captured and internalized nonspecifically into APC, and then the 

vesicles are fused with antigen-processing compartments [153, 162]. 

 Phagocytosis is an endocytic process for larger particles, even intact pathogens 

[153, 162]. The process is actin-dependent and is enhanced by receptors such as lectins, 

FcγR, complement receptors, and scavenger receptors. The captured particles and 

pathogens are retained in vesicular structures called phagosomes to be destroyed to 

varying degrees depending on the APC type [153]. The proteolytic capacity of the 
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phagosomes is regulated to total or partial destruction of antigens, resulting in the 

clearance of pathogens or the generation of immunogenic peptides, respectively [169]. 

In addition to extracellular antigens, professional APC can present T cells with 

intracellular antigens acquired through a process called autophagy in which cytosolic 

antigens are circled by double-membrane structures, autophagosomes [172]. 

Autophagosomes are fused with antigen-processing compartments for antigen 

degradation, providing an important source of peptides derived from transformed cells 

or intracellular pathogens for presentation through MHCII to CD4 T cells [172]. 

As mentioned earlier, peptides derived from intracellular proteins are mainly 

presented to CD8 T cells through the MHCI pathway, a process which occurs in almost 

all nucleated cells including professional APC [152]. Cytosolic proteins are degraded by 

proteasomes and the resulting peptides are actively transported via transporter 

associated with antigen processing (TAP) to the ER where they are loaded onto MHCI 

molecules [152]. 

1.4.2.2 MHC molecules and antigen presentation 

In humans, MHC molecules are encoded by sets of genes located on 

chromosome 6, with three genes for MHCI molecules (named human leukocyte antigens 

[HLA]-A, -B, and -C), and three genes for MHCII molecules (named HLA-DR, -DQ, and 

-DP) [20]. The MHC molecules within each class have similar structures and functions 

[173]. MHC molecules are expressed co-dominantly by both alleles; MHC genes are 
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highly polymorphic, meaning that many different allelic variants of MHC exist in a 

population as a whole [173]. As mentioned above, the complexes of MHC molecules and 

peptides derived from pathogens are essential for activating antigen-specific T cells [151]; 

pathogens may evolve variants to escape from being bound to MHC molecules and 

being eliminated by the following T-cell responses [174]. On the other hand, the multiple 

MHC loci and polymorphisms diversify the MHC molecules expressed on a cell and in 

the population to prevent pathogens from escaping at the antigen-presentation stage 

[173]. 

MHCI molecules are composed of a membrane-bound α chain (with three 

domains α1, α2, and α3) and a membrane-unbound β chain; α1 and α2 form a peptide-

binding groove [173]. MHCII molecules have heterodimeric α chains (α1 and α2 dimers) 

and β chains (β1 and β2 dimers), with  α1 and β1 forming a peptide-binding groove [25]. 

The length of peptides that can be bound by MHC molecules is restricted by the 

narrowness of the peptide-binding grooves [152]. MHCI binds peptides 8-10 amino 

acids in length, whereas MHCII binds longer peptides of around 13-17 amino acids [152]. 

The pMHC complexes are formed in the ER or endosomal compartments in APC, and 

brought to the cell surface for presentation to T cells [153]. 

Both peptides and peptide-laden MHC molecules directly contact the TCRs [152]. 

This interaction is stabilized by T-cell co-receptors, CD4 and CD8 (ref [152]). CD4- and 

CD8-expressing T cells are restricted to MHCII and MHCI, respectively, meaning CD4 T 
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cells recognize only those peptides complexed with MHCII whereas CD8 T cells 

recognize only peptides complexed with MHCI [153]. 

Furthermore, MHC molecules are involved in inducing the proliferation of 

allogeneic T cells [175]. The frequency of T cells specific to a given foreign antigen is 

around 10-5~10-6 in the T-cell pool, while the frequency of allo-reactive T cells is much 

higher, 1% ~ 10% [176, 177]. The polymorphisms of MHC molecules contributes to the 

high frequency of alloreactive T cells [175]. Evidence shows that T cells activated by 

foreign antigens that are presented in self-MHC molecules can crossreact with allo-MHC 

molecules in the absence of the corresponding foreign antigen, indicating that these 

alloreactive T cells are contained in the repertoire of self MHC-restricted T cells [175]. 

However, T cells recognize peptides presented by allogeneic MHC via, in most cases, a 

peptide-dependent manner that may be required for maintaining the structure of MHC 

molecules for T-cell recognition [175, 178]. 

1.4.3 Antigen-presenting B cells 

After encountering their cognate antigen ligand, B cells migrate to the T-B 

borders of secondary lymphoid organs [179]. As mentioned earlier, T-cell help is 

essential for B-cell activation in response to (T-dependent) antigens (Figure 4; [25, 68]). 

Conversely, B cells can act as APC and provide processed antigen for the activation and 

differentiation of cognate T cells [155]. Antigen presenting B cells are important for T 

cells in many stages, including the priming and differentiation of T cells, and the 
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development and reactivation of memory T cells [180-183]. Of note, B cells can present 

both foreign and self-antigens to T cells and modulate their responses [155]. 

Antigen-specific B cells acquire antigens from the environment, even when 

antigen concentrations may be very low (0.05nM for B cells with high affinity BCRs) 

[157]. The presentation efficiency of these B cells is attributable directly to BCR affinity 

[157]. The ability of B cells to concentrate and efficiently present antigens is attributed to 

BCR signaling, which enhances processes essential for antigen presentation, including 

fusion of endosomal compartments, acidification of endosomes, and downstream 

signaling [184]. 

Upon BCR signaling, B cells are activated and their expression of MHCII is 

upregulated; efficient antigen recognition and uptake, coupled with enhanced antigen 

presentation, enable B cells to be activated specifically [185]. Subsequently, primary T-

cell responses can be induced quickly (within 3 days) by B cells [180]. Activated T cells 

express CD154, which, in turn, sustains the activation state of B cells [68, 104]. The 

CD40-CD154 interaction also enhances B-cell antigen-presentation by promoting antigen 

processing and upregulating the expression of MHCII and costimulatory molecules, 

CD80 and CD86, which are required for T-cell activation [186]. Of note, B cells can 

function as APC to activate T cells in the absence of other professional APC (DCs or 

macrophages) [187]. 
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BCR signaling is not necessary for B cells to become potent APC [188]. For 

example, mitogens alone or CD154 with cytokines are sufficient to activate B cells even 

in the absence of cognate antigens and these activated B cells acquire and process 

antigens through the endocytotic pathways utilized by other APC types, e.g., DC [68, 

104]. However, the efficiency of cognate antigen presentation by B cells is much higher; 

specific B cells require 104-fold lower antigen concentration than do nonspecific B cells to 

activate T cells [154, 171]. 

Because B cells potently induce T-cell activation, the process requires tight 

regulation to avoid harmful immune responses  [189]. This is because, although most 

self-reactive T cells are eliminated by negative selection in the thymus, some T cells 

specific for self-antigens do exist in the periphery [189]. But absent CD40-CD154 

signaling, B cells acting as APC are tolerogenic and inactivate autoreactive peripheral T 

cells [190-192]. 

1.4.4 T-cell activation by antigen-presenting cells 

Like B cells, T cells bear antigen receptors on their surface. TCRs, which are also 

members of the immunoglobulin superfamily, bind and recognize antigens presented on 

MHC molecules of APC [20, 150, 151]. Similar to B cells, T cells undergo V(D)J 

recombination of TCR gene segments during T-cell development, diversifying the TCR 

repertoire [193]. The expressed TCRs comprise variable regions that bind antigens 

complementary to the antigen-binding site [25]. Unlike BCRs that recognize 
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conformational structures, TCRs recognize only linear peptides and require APC to 

present the peptides through MHC molecules [152]. TCRs are complexed with CD3 

molecules that contain cytoplasmic immunoreceptor tyrosine activation motifs (ITAMs) 

crucial for the downstream intracellular signaling of TCRs [194]. 

 

Figure 5. T-cell activation by APC 

APC deliver signals necessary for the activation, survival, and differentiation of T cells. 
The first signal is antigen complexed with MHC molecules; the second signal includes 
costimulatory molecules expressed on the surface and cytokines secreted into the 
extracellular space. Adapted from Janeway’s Immunobiology, 8ed [25]. Copyright © 
Garland Science 2012. Reprinted with permission. 
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T-cell activation by APC requires two signals from APC (Figure 5). The first is 

the pMHC complex binding to TCRs; the interaction between T cells and APC is 

essential for T-cell activation, proliferation, and effector functions [151]. The interface at 

which T cells and APC interact with each other, called the immunological synapse, is the 

site at which TCR signaling is triggered [195]. Once TCRs bind the pMHC, signal-related 

molecules are recruited to the immunological synapse and microclusters are formed 

with the changes in the membrane structures promoting downstream signal 

transduction [151, 195]. The first signal is essential, but not sufficient, for T-cell 

activation [150]. The second signal consists of costimulatory signals from APC, including 

membrane ligands (such as CD80/CD86 and CD40, ligands of CD28 family members 

and TNF family members, respectively), and secretory cytokines (such as IL-6, IL-12, 

TGFβ, and IL-4) [150]. Without the second signals, T cells are unresponsive or undergo 

apoptosis [150, 151]. 

Activation of naïve T cells, a process termed priming, is required for their 

differentiation, effector function, and the generation of immunological memory [196]. 

Post priming, CD4 T cells proliferate as uncommitted T0 helper cells that may further 

differentiate to Th1, Th2, Th17, TFH, or regulatory T cells, depending on the nature of 

antigens and the present in the activation milieu [197]. Helper T cells aid in the 

activation and differentiation of other cell types including B cells [197]. Post priming, 

CD8 T cells differentiate into cytotoxic lymphocytes that identify and kill target cells 
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infected by intracellular pathogens, or expressing neoantigens following transformation 

[198]. Most of the activated CD4 and CD8 T cells die after clearing the antigens, while 

some become memory T cells and stay resting until reencountering the same antigen 

[199]. 

 

1.5 Thesis Prospectus 

In this dissertation, I first sought to examine the development of human B cells 

through the analysis and characterization of B-cell progenitors from FL and adult BM. 

This study was conducted primarily to elucidate whether B1 and B2 lymphocytes 

develop in humans as they do in mice. Furthermore, I established a method for culturing 

single B cells in order to define the human B-cell repertoire in healthy humans and 

patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE); this project was later extended by a 

laboratory colleague, Akiko Watanabe. In addition to B-cell lineage and B-cell repertoire, 

I characterized the physiologic properties (antigen presentation) of in vitro expanded B 

cells originated from human mature, naïve B cells, as well as antigen-specific memory B 

cells. 

1.5.1 Specific aim 1: Determining whether CD27 identifies fetal-
lineage B cells 

CD27 is an accepted marker for memory B cells in humans [200-202]. However, 

CD27 expression has recently been detected on substantial populations of human B cells 

in cord blood and FL, tissues that contain few if any memory B lymphocytes [38, 203, 
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204]. In addition, CD27 expression was recently proposed to identify natural B cells, the 

human counterpart of murine B1 B cells [76]. These observations led me to explore the 

characteristics of human, CD27+ B cells, particularly in developing B cells present in FL. 

This work was accomplished in collaboration with Laurie McWilliams, a former fellow 

in the lab. We determined whether human FL developing B cells express CD27, and 

whether CD27+ developing B cells are enriched in FL compared to adult BM. We then 

characterized CD27+ developing B cells in FL and adult BM by comparison to B2 B cells, 

their CD27- counterparts. We further determined the physiologic differences between 

CD27+ and CD27- pro-B cells by determining if these two populations respond 

differently to cytokines known to support fetal pro-B cells survival and development 

and by comparing the expression of LIN28B, a transcription factor normally restricted to 

fetal hematopoietic lineages [205]. 

1.5.2 Specific aim 2: Characterizing the human B-cell repertoire, with 
a focus on self-/non-self discrimination at the second tolerance 
checkpoint 

The diversity of the B-cell repertoire results from random V(D)J recombination 

that occurs during B-cell development [4, 23]. An inevitable byproduct of this process is 

the formation of autoreactive B-cell clones, the majority of which are normally 

eliminated at tolerance checkpoints [10]. Interestingly, one of the strategies used by 

invading pathogens to escape from host immunity is to mimic host antigens [206-208]. 

Thus, the balance between immunity and tolerance is crucial for ensuring that B cells, as 
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a whole, are capable of fighting foreign pathogens but not attacking self. The resulting 

“holes” in the B-cell repertoire, however, have not been assessed in humans. I 

established an efficient single B-cell culture method for examining the human B-cell 

repertoire. In this project, I and my collaborators determined the kinetics of growth and 

IgG production from single transitional and mature naïve B cells from the peripheral 

blood of healthy donors or SLE patients. The BCR specificity of each clone was 

determined by multiplexed bead-based immunoassays against self- and foreign 

antigens. We characterized the immunological “holes” in the B-cell repertoire by 

comparing the B-cell reactivity to self or foreign antigens, or both, at transitional and 

mature B-cell stages, and determined the loss of specificities from B-cell repertoire 

during the second tolerance checkpoint in healthy individuals and SLE patients. 

Furthermore, we determined the properties of IGH genes (usage and CDR3 length) in B-

cell clones reactive to non-crossreactive (self or foreign) or crossreactive (self and foreign) 

antigen types. 

1.5.3 Specific aim 3: Utilizing culture-derived B cells as antigen-
presenting cells 

One use of APC is for the identification of T-cell epitopes in the development of 

efficient T-cell based vaccines [209]. Generally, to discover the specific determinants of 

T-cell responses, T cells are co-cultured with autologous APC in the presence of antigen 

polypeptides, and T-cell activation/proliferation is assessed [210, 211]. With numerous 

epitope candidates and multiple rounds of screening, a thorough mapping of T-cell 
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epitopes requires large numbers of autologous APCs [209, 212, 213]. In most human 

samples from peripheral blood, low numbers of APCs are the rate-limiting step for this 

process of T-cell epitope mapping; often, these studies require leukapheresis to obtain 

adequate numbers of APCs from patient blood [212, 213]. Although DCs are considered 

the optimal professional APC, the application of DCs in T-cell epitope mapping is 

limited, not only due to the low number of DCs in the circulation, but also because of the 

difficulty of expanding them in vitro [214]. In contrast, B lymphocytes are more 

abundant in the circulation and can be expanded easily in my culture system. To 

generate great numbers of APC, I modified my B-cell culture system (see aim 2) to 

support the activation and proliferation of human mature B cells. The result is very large 

pools of autologous APC B cells sufficient for the careful mapping of T-cell epitopes. In 

this part of my work, I examine the utility of culture-expanded B cells as APC in T-cell 

epitope mapping, including determining the growth kinetics and the expression of APC-

associated markers of cultured B cells, and evaluating their APC function for both allo- 

and foreign antigens. Furthermore, I expanded antigen-specific human memory B cells 

in culture and evaluated their efficacy in presenting antigen to cognate, autologous T 

cells. 
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2. The human fetal lymphocyte lineage: identification by 
CD27 and LIN28B expression in B-cell progenitors 

In this chapter, I show that CD27, coupled with the expression of LIN28B, is a 

marker to identify human fetal-lineage B-cell progenitors. This work was conducted in 

equal collaboration with Laurie McWilliams, a former clinical fellow in the laboratory. 

We were assisted by Masayuki Kuraoka, a scientist associate in the laboratory, who was 

a co-corresponding author. The following text was modified from its original 

publication, ‘The human fetal lymphocyte lineage: identification by CD27 and LIN28B 

expression in B-cell progenitors,’ published in Volume 94 of Journal of Leukocyte 

Biology (2013) [215]. 

2.1 Introduction 

Human B-cell development begins in the FL at approximately 7 weeks of 

gestation and continues for the life of the individual [13, 14, 38]. Postnatally, the 

predominant site of B-cell development transfers to the BM [16, 43, 54]. 

CD27, a member of the TNF receptor superfamily, is widely used as a surface 

marker of post-GC human memory B cells and plasmacytes [200-202, 216]. However, 

CD27 expression on human B cells is not restricted to these compartments. Weller et al. 

recovered a subset of IgM+IgD+CD27+ B cells that carry somatically mutated V(D)J 

rearrangements from the peripheral blood of patients with CD154null, HIGM1 syndrome 

who cannot form GC and claimed that these B cells are precursors of circulating human 

MZ B cells [70, 71, 73]. Although the origin(s) of human IgM+IgD+CD27+ B cells remains 
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controversial [38, 70, 71, 73, 200, 202], evidence indicates that at least some 

IgM+IgD+CD27+ B cells enter mature B-cell pools without T-cell help or antigen-driven 

clonal expansion [71]. Consistent with these observations and unlike post-GC memory B 

cells [38, 70, 71], Ig mutation patterns in IgM+IgD+CD27+ B cells appear not to be antigen 

selected [70, 71]. 

IgM+IgD+CD27+ B cells can also be detected in umbilical cord blood [73, 203, 204]. 

As few (approximately 3%) cord blood B lymphocytes are labeled by anti-CD27 mAbs, 

the initial conclusion was that the number of CD27+ B cells is negligible [203, 204]. 

Recently, however, this minor CD27+ cord blood B-cell compartment was attributed to a 

distinct lineage of human B1-like B cells [76, 217, 218]. Griffin et al. showed that 

CD20+CD27+CD43+CD70− human cord blood B cells exhibit crucial properties of mouse 

B1 B cells, including spontaneous IgM secretion, efficient T-cell stimulation, and tonic 

BCR signaling [76]. These potentially significant results, however, have been questioned 

[62, 219]. 

Nonetheless, these observations raise the possibility that CD27 expression marks 

a subset of newly formed B cells as well as mature antigen-experienced B-cell 

populations. Consistent with this notion, developing subsets of CD19+ and non-memory 

mature B cells have been reported to express CD27 [38, 220, 221]. Scheeren et al. found 

CD19+CD27+IgD+/− cells in fetal tissues including liver, mesenteric lymph nodes, spleen, 

and BM [38]. CD19+IgD−CD27+ cells from the FL and fetal BM were shown to lack surface 
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Ig light chain expression but to have CD34 [38]. In pediatric BM samples, Nilsson et al. 

found CD27 expression on CD19+CD10+ B cells as well as CD19+CD34+ cells [220]. 

Vaskova et al. also found CD27 expression on CD19+CD10+ B cells in the BM of children 

[221]. The latter group showed that most of the CD27+CD19+CD10+ B cells expressed 

CD34 and that virtually all expressed TdT and VpreB [221]. Thus, the concomitant 

expression of CD27 and these developing B-cell associated markers (CD10, CD34, TdT 

and VpreB) by B cells affirms the existence of CD27+ developing B cells in the fetal and 

pediatric samples. 

I sought to identify and characterize the earliest human CD27+ B cells and to 

compare these cells with conventional CD27− developing B cells. In this chapter, I 

describe a population of CD27+ developing human B cells present in both FL and adult 

BM. Indeed, CD27+ cells could be detected at each stage of B-cell development, although 

they are significantly more abundant in FL than in adult BM. Gene expression profiles 

for TdT, RAG-1, and VpreB are comparable in both CD27+ and CD27− developing B cells. 

In contrast, whether recovered from FL or adult BM, CD27+ pre-B cells exhibited 

prolonged expression of LIN28B, a transcription factor that is enriched in fetal cells 

(hematopoietic progenitor cells [Lin–Sca-1+c-Kit+ LSK and CLP], pro-B, pre-B, immature 

B, and gamma/delta T cells in mice, and fetal thymus, fetal liver, fetal spleen, and CD34+ 

core blood cells in humans) and promotes the development of fetal lineage lymphocytes 

(including B1a B cells, MZ B cells, gamma/delta T cells, and natural killer T cells in mice)  
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[205]. When placed in cultures that preferentially support fetal lineage human B-cell 

development, CD27+ pro-B cells mature into surface IgM+ immature/transitional B cells 

significantly more efficiently than do CD27− pro-B cells. These findings support the 

conclusion that CD27 expression by developing B cells marks a distinct pathway of 

human B-lymphocyte development that is most prominent in the fetus. 

2.2 Materials and methods 

2.2.1 Sample collection 

Human FL (13 and 19 wk gestation), umbilical cord blood, and adult BM (age: 

18–39 years, male or female) samples were obtained in accordance with Duke 

Institutional Review Board committee guidelines. The samples were obtained after 

elective terminations, in some cases for fetal defects not known to affect lymphopoiesis. 

Tissue was homogenized into a single-cell suspension, and leukocytes were isolated via 

Ficoll density gradient (Lymphoprep, Axis-Shield Laboratory Division, Dundee, 

Scotland). Samples were frozen and kept in liquid nitrogen until use.  

2.2.2 Monoclonal antibodies 

The following mAbs specific for human surface antigens were used. Anti-human 

CD10 phycoerythrin (PE)-Cy7 (clone: HI10a), CD19- allophycocyanin (APC)(clone: 

HIB19), CD19-APC-Cy7 (SJ25C1), CD27-PE (L128), CD27-APC (M-T271), CD27-V450 (M-

T271), CD34-Pacific Blue (581), CD43-FITC (1G10), CD45-Biotin (H130), IgM-FITC (G20-

127), IgM-APC-Cy7 (MHM-88), IgD-FITC (IA6-2), IgD-PE (IA6-2), and mouse IgG1 
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isotype control-FITC (MOPC-21) were purchased from BD Biosciences (San Diego, CA, 

USA) or BioLegend (San Diego, CA, USA). Streptavidin-Pacific Orange was purchased 

from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA).  

2.2.3 Flow cytometry 

Both analysis of B-cell phenotypes and B-cell isolation were performed by flow 

cytometry. Briefly, the cells were labeled with fluorochrome-conjugated mAb specific for 

the human surface antigens (listed above) in PBS containing 2% fetal bovine serum (FBS). 

Bound biotin-conjugated mAbs were revealed by fluorochrome-conjugated streptavidin. 

Labeled cells were analyzed and sorted by FACS Canto or FACS Aria, with Diva 

software (BD Biosciences). In some experiments, labeled cells were fixed before analysis 

with Cytofix/Cytoperm reagent (BD Biosciences), according to the manufacturer's 

instructions. Doublets were excluded from my analysis and cell sorting by 

combination(s) of FSC-A vs. FSC-H, FSC-H vs. FSC-W, and SSC-H vs. SSC-W gatings. 

Propidium iodide (PI) positive cells (dead cells) were also excluded from my analysis. 

After exclusion of doublets and dead cells, labeled cells were gated on FSCloSSClo 

lymphocytes, and then B-cell subsets were identified as follows: pro-B, 

CD45+CD19+CD10+IgM−IgD−CD34+; pre-B, CD45+CD19+CD10+IgM−IgD− CD34−; immature 

and transitional B, CD45+CD19+CD10+ IgM+IgD+/−; and mature B, 

CD45+CD19+CD10−IgMintIgDhi cells [16, 54]. 
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2.2.4 Gene expression analysis by quantitative PCR 

Levels of human TdT, RAG-1, VpreB, and LIN28B mRNA in B-cell subsets were 

determined by quantitative PCR [117, 222]. Briefly, total RNA was extracted from sorted 

pro-B, pre-B, pro-/pre-B, and immature/transitional B cells from human FL or adult BM 

and treated with DNase I (Invitrogen). cDNA was synthesized from the RNA by using 

Superscript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) [117, 222]. The cDNA was used for 

quantitative PCR, and gene expression was calculated by the comparative threshold 

method relative to Igβ transcript levels [117, 222]. PCR conditions were 95°C for 10 min, 

followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 45 s. Primer sequences are as follows: 

TdT_F, 5′-TCCACCACGAGCGTCC-CACT-3′; TdT_R, 5′-CTTTCCTGCGGGCCAGCT-

CC-3′; RAG1_F, 5′-TGGAGTGGCACC-CCCACACA-3′; RAG1_R, 5′-GTGCTGACGG-

GCTTGTCTTGCT-3′; VpreB_F, 5′-TCAGCCGGTGCTGCATCAGC-3′; VpreB_R, 5′-

GGGGGCC-CTGGCTCTTGTCT-3′; LIN28B_F, 5′-ACCTACCACCAAGCTGGCT-

TCAAT-3′; LIN28B_R, 5′-GGGTTCACTTTGGTCTCTAGTACGGT-3′; Igβ_F, 5′-

GTCATGGGATTCAGCACCTT-3′; Igβ_R, 5′-AGCCTTGCTGTCATCCTTGT-3′. 

2.2.5 Human pro-B cell culture 

Human pro-B cells were placed in a culture known to support differentiation of 

human fetal pro-B cells [51] as well as mouse B1 B-cell progenitors [223], with 

modifications. Briefly, CD27− and CD27+ human pro-B cells were sorted from 19 wk FL 

or adult BM and cultured for 10 and 14 days on a monolayer of MS5 stromal cells  [224] 
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(gift of David Baltimore, Pasadena, CA, USA) in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 2-

mercaptoethanol (55 μM), l-glutamine (2 mM), penicillin (100 U/ml), and streptomycin 

(100 μg/ml) (all from Invitrogen); 10% FBS (Hyclone, Logan UT, USA) and recombinant 

human cytokines; SCF (20 ng/ml) (Invitrogen); IL-7 (10 ng/ml) (R&D, Minneapolis, MN, 

USA); TSLP (10 ng/ml) (R&D); and Flt3 ligand (10 ng/ml) (R&D). The culture medium 

was replaced every 4 days. After they were cultured, the cells were enumerated, labeled 

with fluorochrome-tagged mAb, and analyzed by flow cytometry. 

2.2.6 Amplification of VHDJH rearrangements  

Nested PCR was performed to amplify human VHDJH rearrangements from 

cDNA samples [225], with modifications. Briefly, synthesized cDNA from total RNA 

extracted from human B-cell subsets and the Ramos cell line or total RNA libraries of 

human adult tonsil (Biochain Institute, Newark, CA, USA) and human FL 

(Biochain/Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) was subjected to primary PCR with Pfu turbo 

DNA polymerase (Stratagene) and external primers that recognize VH1-6 and reverse 

primers that recognize IgM-, IgA-, or IgG-constant regions (listed below). One twentieth 

(volume) of the primary PCR product was subjected to a second round of nested PCR, 

with Pfu turbo DNA polymerase with internal forward primers that recognize VH1-6 in 

separate reactions, with each reaction containing combined reverse primers specific for 

IgM-, IgA1-, or IgG-constant regions (listed below). PCR conditions (both primary and 

secondary PCR) were 95°C for 5 min, followed by 35 cycles at 94°C for 30 s, 55°C for 1 
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min, and 72°C for 1.5 min. VDJ amplicands were gel purified, ligated into plasmid 

vectors (Zero Blunt TOPO cloning kit, Invitrogen), and transformed into bacteria (Top10 

chemically potent Escherichia coli, Invitrogen). DNA sequences were obtained at the 

Duke DNA sequencing facility. VDJ rearrangements and point mutations were 

identified with IMGT/V-QUEST (http://imgt.cines.fr) or the SoDA algorithm [226]. To 

estimate the PCR error rate, I amplified VDJ transcripts from a human Burkitt's 

lymphoma B-cell line (Ramos [227]) that expresses a rearranged VH gene segment 

containing 6 point mutations compared with germline IGHV4-34*01. Additional point 

mutations were considered artifacts of the PCR. Primer sequences used in this study 

were as follows. External primers: VH1-Ext_F, 5′-CCATGGACTGGACCTGGAGG-3′; 

VH2-Ext_F, 5′-ATGGACATACTTTGTTCCA-3′; VH3-Ext_F, 5′-CCATGGAGTTT-

GGGCTGAGC-3′; VH4-Ext_F, 5′-ATGAAACACCTGTGGTTC-TT-3′; VH5-Ext_F, 5′-

ATGGGGTCAACCGCCATCCT-3′; VH6-Ext_F, 5′-ATGTCTGTCTC-CTTCCTCAT-3′; 

IgM-Ext_R, 5′-CCGACGGGGAATTCTCACAG-3′; IgA-Ext_R, 5′-CGAYGACCAC-

GTTCCCATCT-3′; IgG-Ext_R, 5′-TAGTCCTTGACCAGGCAGC-3′; Internal primers: 

VH1-Int_F, 5′-CAGGTGCAGCTGGTRCAGTCTGGG-3′; VH2-Int_F, 5′-CAGRGCACCT-

TGARGGAGTCTGGTCC-3′; VH3-Int_F, 5′-GAGGTKCAGCTGGTGG-AGTCTGGG-3′; 

VH4-Int_F, 5′-CAGGTGCAGCTGCAGGAGTCGG-3′; VH5-Int_F, 5′-GARGTGCAGCT-

GGTGCAGTCTGGAG-3′; VH6-Int_F, 5′-CAGGTACAGCTGCAGCA-GTCAGGTCC-3′; 

http://imgt.cines.fr/
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IgM-Int_R, 5′-GGAATTCTCACAGGAGACGAGG-3′; IgA1-Int_R, 5′-GCTGGTGCTG-

CAGAGGCTCAG-3′; IgG-Int_R, 5′-TCCARGAGCACCTCYGRGRG-3′. 

2.2.7 Statistical analysis 

The statistical significance of the results was determined by Student's t test, 

Mann-Whitney's U test, or χ2 test. P < 0.05 was deemed significant.  

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 CD27+CD19+CD10+ developing B cells in human fetal liver 

To determine the origins of CD27 expression by human B-lineage cells, I 

analyzed CD19+ human FL cells for expression of CD10, CD27, CD34, CD45, IgM, and 

IgD by flow cytometry. Consistent with prior observation [14], the CD19+ B-lineage cells 

comprised 27.1 ± 14.8% of the CD45+ lymphocytes (FSCloSSClo) in 13 wk FL (Figure 6 and 

Table 1) and increased to 42.5 ± 5.4% in 19 wk FL (Figure 7A and Table 1). Some 7.0–

8.8% of the CD19+ FL cells expressed CD27 (Figure 7A and Table 1), and the great 

majority (≥88%) of both the CD27−CD19+ and the CD27+CD19+ cells coexpressed CD10 

(Figure 7 and Table 1), a marker for developing human B cells (pro-B to transitional B-

cell stages) [228, 229]. Thus CD27 expression marks a significant fraction of 

developmentally immature human B cells in FL. 

The fetal CD27− and CD27+ CD19+CD10+ B-cell compartments were further 

analyzed for surface IgM and IgD expression, to identify IgM−IgD− (pro-/pre-B) and 

IgM+IgD+/− (immature/transitional B) cells. In 13 wk FL, a quarter (23.7±14.2%) of the 
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CD27−CD10+ B cells expressed surface IgM, whereas a 10th (9.0±9.2%) of the CD27+ 

developing B cells were IgM positive (Figure 6). The frequency of IgM+ cells in the 

CD19+CD10+ B cells was higher in the 19 wk FL; surface IgM+ cells were present in 

61.6±4.5% and 47.7±35.9% of the CD27− and CD27+ developing B cells, respectively 

(Figure 7A). 

 

Table 1: Frequency of CD27+ B-cell progenitors in FL, umbilical cord blood, adult BM, 
and peripheral blood 

 
aFrequencies of CD19+ cells in CD45+ lymphocytes are shown. Frequencies of bCD27+ cells, 
cCD10+ cells, dCD27-CD10+IgM-IgD-CD34+ cells, eCD27-CD10+IgM-IgD-CD34- cells, fCD27-

CD10+IgM+IgD+/- cells, gCD27+CD10+IgM-IgD-CD34+ cells, hCD27+CD10+IgM-IgD-CD34- 
cells, and iCD27+CD10+IgM+IgD+/- cells in CD19+ cells (as in a) are shown. Adapted from 
[215]. Copyright 2013 by Journal of Leukocyte Biology. Reprinted with permission. 

  (in CD19+) CD27-CD10+ (in CD19+) CD27+CD10+ (in CD19+) 

 
aCD19+ bCD27+ cCD10+ 

dIgM-

IgD-

CD34+ 

eIgM-

IgD-

CD34- 

fIgM+IgD+/- 
gIgM-

IgD-

CD34+ 

hIgM-

IgD-

CD34- 

iIgM+IgD+/- 

FL  
(13 wk) 
n = 2 

27.1 
(±14.8) 

7.0 
(±0.1) 

91.7 
(±6.4) 

19.6 
(±2.2) 

40.7 
(±8.4) 

20.4 
(±13.4) 

4.8 
(±0.2) 

1.0 
(±0.3) 

0.6 
(±0.6) 

FL  
(19 wk) 
n = 3 

42.5   
(±5.4) 

8.8 
(±3.6) 

94.1 
(±1.6) 

5.5 
(±1.6) 

24.7 
(±3.3) 

51.9 
(±6.0) 

3.8 
(±3.1) 

0.6 
(±0.3) 

3.1 
(±1.8) 

UCB 
n = 3 

3.8 
(±2.5) 

2.6 
(±0.5) 

33.1 
(±5.3) 

0.2 
(±0.1) 

0.3 
(±0.2) 

20.7 
(±5.3) <0.1 <0.1 0.5  

(±0.3) 

BM 
(Adult) 
n = 7 

13.4   
(±5.6) 

18.4 
(±5.9) 

31.1 
(±7.5) 

6.5 
(±2.2) 

17.4 
(±3.6) 

4.7 
(±2.7) 

0.7 
(±0.6) 

0.2 
(±0.1) 

0.1 
(±0.1) 

Blood 
(Adult) 
n = 2 

4.0     
(±2.3) 

39.8 
(±1.8) 

1.2 
(±0.6) <0.1 <0.1 0.3 

(±0.1) <0.1 0.1 
(±0.1) 

0.2 
(±0.0) 
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Figure 6. CD27+ developing B cells are present in 13 week human FL 

Typical flow diagrams of human developing B-cell subsets in 13 week FL are shown.  
Top row; CD19 and CD27 expression on CD45+ lymphocytes are shown. CD19+CD27- 
cells (R1) and CD19+CD27+ cells (R2) were further gated on CD19+CD10+ cells (R3 and R4, 
respectively) to identify developing B cells. These developing B cells were analyzed for 
surface IgM and IgD expression status to identify pro-/pre-B (IgM-IgD-; R5 and R6), 
immature B (IgM+IgD-) and transitional B (IgM+IgD+) cells. Surface Ig negative cells (R5 
and R6) were then analyzed by CD10 and CD34 expression to identify pro-B 
(CD10+CD34+) and pre-B (CD10+CD34-) cells. Copyright 2013 by Journal of Leukocyte 
Biology. Reprinted with permission. 
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Figure 7: Subsets of human developing B cells in FL and adult BM expressed low 
levels of CD27 

Typical flow cytometry diagrams of human developing B-cell subsets in 19 wk FL (A) 
and adult BM (B) are shown. After exclusion of doublets and PI+ cells, CD19 and CD27 
expression on CD45+FSCloSSClo lymphocytes are shown (top row). CD19+CD27− cells (R1) 
and CD19+CD27+ cells (R2) were further gated on CD19+CD10+ cells (R3 and R4, 
respectively) to identify developing B cells (second row). Those developing B cells were 
analyzed for surface IgM and IgD expression status to identify pro-/pre-B (IgM−IgD−; R5 
and R6), immature B (IgM+IgD−), and transitional B (IgM+IgD+) cells (third row). Surface 
IgM−IgD− cells (R5 and R6) were then analyzed by CD10 and CD34 expression to identify 
pro-B (CD10+CD34+) and pre-B cells (CD10+CD34−; bottom row). Figures near gating 
squares indicate frequencies of gated population within each diagram. Copyright 2013 
by Journal of Leukocyte Biology. Reprinted with permission. 
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2.3.2 Low frequencies of CD27+CD19+CD10+ B cells in adult bone 
marrow 

To determine whether CD27+ developing B cells are present only in FL, I 

performed similar analyses of adult BM, the postnatal site of primary B-lymphopoiesis. 

The frequency of CD19+ cells among the CD45+ FSCloSSClo lymphocytes from adult BM 

was lower (13.4±5.6%) than in FL (Figure 7 and Table 1). I found that approximately 20% 

of CD19+ cells were positive for CD27 expression (Figure 7 B and Table 1). However, 

unlike FL samples in which ≥88% of the CD19+ cells expressed CD10 (Figure 7A), the 

majority of the CD19+ cells (63.3±8.5% and 93.0±6.2% for the CD27− and CD27+ subsets, 

respectively) did not express CD10 (Figure 7B). These CD10−CD19+ cells comprised 

CD27−IgMintIgDhi mature B and CD27+IgM−IgD− class-switched memory B cells (data not 

shown). In the CD10+CD19+ B-cell compartments, IgM−IgD− pro-/pre-B cells were the 

most abundant (Figure 7B). As in the FL samples, CD34+ pro-B cells were predominant 

(77.8±13.2%) in the CD27+ pro-/pre-B cell compartment, whereas CD34− pre-B cells were 

the dominant subpopulation (73.6±6.1%) (Figure 7B) in the CD27− pro-/pre-B cell pool. 

In general, the frequency of CD27+ cells in each compartment of developing B 

cells was higher in FL than in adult BM (Figure 8). In FL, frequencies of CD27+ cells 

among the CD19+CD10+ B cells was about 8% (13 wk, 7.3±0.6%; 19 wk, 8.3±3.8%). The 

frequency of CD27+ cells was highest, approximately 25%, in the pro-B cell compartment 

(13 wk, 19.7±2.3%; 19 wk, 36.4±15.4%) and declined in the pre-B (13 wk, 2.4±0.2%; 19 wk, 

2.1±1.0%) and the immature/transitional B-cell (13 wk, 2.4±1.3%; 19 wk, 5.6±3.0%) 
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compartments (Figure 8). In adult BM, the frequency of CD27+ cells in these B-cell 

compartments followed a similar pattern, albeit at significantly lower frequencies. About 

4% (3.6±1.6%; P≤0.02 when compared with the FL samples) of the CD19+CD10+ adult BM 

B cells expressed CD27, whereas only 10% (9.6±6.2%; P≤0.07 and P≤0.01, when compared 

to 13 and 19 wk FL, respectively) of the pro-B cells did (Figure 8). Similarly, the 

frequency of CD27+ pre-B cells in BM (0.9±0.5%; P≤0.03) and immature/transitional B 

cells (3.5±2.8%; P>0.32) was about half that of FL (Figure 8).  

2.3.3 TdT, RAG-1, and VpreB mRNA expression in CD27+ developing 
B cells replicated that of CD27- developing B cells 

TdT, RAG-1, and Vpre-B are specifically expressed by the pro-B cells, pre-B cells, 

or both [19, 47, 230]. To confirm the identification of CD27+ developing B cells, I 

quantified and compared these transcripts in the CD27− and CD27+ pro-B 

(CD19+CD10+IgM−IgD− CD34+), pre-B (CD19+CD10+IgM−IgD−CD34−), pro-/pre-B 

(CD19+CD10+IgM−IgD−), and immature/transitional B cells (CD19+CD10+IgM+IgD+/−) from 

human FL and adult BM by quantitative PCR. 
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Figure 8: CD27+ developing B cells were present in FL at a higher frequency than in 
adult BM 

Frequencies of CD27+ cells in CD19+CD10+ total developing B cells, CD19+CD10+IgM−IgD− 

CD34+ pro-B cells, CD19+CD10+IgM−IgD−CD34− pre-B cells, and CD19+CD10+IgM+IgD+/− 
immature/transitional B cells in 13 wk FL (n=2), 19 wk FL (n=3), and adult BM (n=7) are 
shown. Vertical bars, the mean; (○), individual samples. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01, two-tailed 
Student's t test. Copyright 2013 by Journal of Leukocyte Biology. Reprinted with 
permission. 
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The expression pattern and levels of TdT, RAG-1, and VpreB mRNA in the 

CD27+ developing B-cell compartments were similar to those observed in the 

conventional CD27− developing B-cell compartments (Figure 9). Consistent with 

previous observations [19, 47, 230], TdT expression by the FL CD27− subsets was highest 

in the pro-B (0.84±0.30; relative to Igβ), fell in the pre-B (0.03±0.03; relative to Igβ), and 

was virtually absent in the immature/transitional B cells. The CD27+ pro-/pre-B cells 

expressed levels of TdT (0.53±0.25; relative to Igβ) comparable to those in the CD27− pro-

B cells. As pro-B cells were predominant (85.5 ± 4.0%) (Figure 7A) in the CD27+ pro-/pre-

B cells, these data suggest that CD27+ and CD27− pro-B cells express comparable levels of 

TdT in FL, although I cannot exclude the possibility that some pre-B cells in the CD27+ 

pro-/pre-B cell compartment express TdT. TdT expression was negligible in the CD27+ 

immature/transitional B cells. As expected [231], TdT expression in adult BM was higher 

than in FL. Expression was very high in the CD27− pro-B cells (4.24±1.95; relative to Igβ) 

and fell precipitously in the pre-B cells (0.25±0.10; relative to Igβ). The CD27+ pro-B cells 

in adult BM also expressed high levels (2.90±0.58; relative to Igβ) of TdT, but unlike the 

CD27− pre-B cells, substantial levels of TdT expression (1.50±1.29; relative to Igβ) were 

maintained in the CD27+ pre-B cells (Figure 9). 

RAG-1 transcript levels in the CD27+ pro-/pre-B cells (0.03±0.03; relative to Igβ) 

were within the range of those in the CD27− pro-B (0.06±0.01; relative to Igβ) and pre-B 

(0.01±0.01; relative to Igβ) cells, and few or no RAG-1 transcripts were recovered from 
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the CD27+ immature/transitional B cells in FL (Figure 9). Similarly, RAG-1 expression 

was comparable among the CD27− and CD27+ pro-B and pre-B cells in adult BM (range: 

CD27−, 0.02-0.10; CD27+, 0.05-0.09; relative to Igβ) (Figure 9). 

VpreB mRNA was detected in the pro-B, pre-B and pro-/pre-B cells in FL and 

adult BM, with higher levels in the CD27+ pro-/pre-B cells from 19 wk FL and the CD27+ 

pre-B cells from adult BM compared with their CD27− counterparts; the CD27+ pro-/pre-

B cells in 19 wk FL expressed 1.7- and 4.0-fold higher levels of VpreB mRNA than did 

the CD27− pro-B and pre-B cells, respectively (Figure 9). In adult BM, the CD27+ pre-B 

cells expressed 2.5-fold higher levels of VpreB mRNA when compared to levels in the 

CD27− pre-B cells (CD27+ pre-B, 1.64±0.06; CD27− pre-B, 0.62±0.22; relative to Igβ) (Figure 

9). 

I concluded that the characteristic patterns of surface molecules and gene 

expression that define each developmental stage of conventional CD27− B lymphopoiesis 

are applicable to CD27+ developing B cells. 
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Figure 9: TdT, RAG-1, and VpreB mRNA expression in CD27+ developing B cells 

Levels of TdT, RAG-1, and VpreB mRNA expression in CD27− and CD27+ developing B-
cell compartments were determined by quantitative PCR. CD19+CD10+IgM−IgD−CD34+ 
pro-B, CD19+CD10+IgM−IgD−CD34− pre-B, and CD19+CD10+IgM−IgD−CD34+/− pro-/pre-B 
cells were sorted from 13 wk FL, 19 wk FL, and adult BM and CD19+CD10+IgM+IgD+/− 
immature/transitional B cells were sorted from 19 wk FL. TdT, RAG1, and VpreB mRNA 
levels were normalized to Igβ mRNA levels. Histograms represent mean results ± SD 
(n=2–4). Copyright 2013 by Journal of Leukocyte Biology. Reprinted with permission. 
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2.3.4 CD27+ and CD27- developing B cells showed similar VH gene 
usage with infrequent point mutations  

To compare VH gene usage, HCDR3 lengths, and VH point mutations in CD27− 

and CD27+ developing B-cell subsets, I amplified cDNA from VHDJH transcripts from 19 

wk FL developing B-cell subsets and cloned and sequenced them. 

These amplifications revealed similar VH gene family (VH1–VH6) usage in the 

CD27− pro-B and pre-B cells (n=47) and in the CD27+ pro-/pre-B cell compartment (n=28), 

although some differences in the frequencies of specific VH gene segments were noted 

(Figure 10). Consistent with results in a previous study of human fetal BM pro-B cell 

libraries [232], the VH3-30 gene segment represented 25% of all VH3 gene rearrangements 

in both the CD27− pro-B cells (1/4) and the CD27+ pro-/pre-B cells (2/8), although one 

must consider the contribution of pre-B cells (14.5±4.0%) in the CD27+ population. VDJ 

rearrangements from other VH gene families were also recovered from the CD27+ and the 

CD27− pro-/pre-B cells, with no obvious differences in their frequencies (P≥0.14) (Figure 

10). 

Average HCDR3 lengths in VHDJH rearrangements recovered from CD27+ pro-

/pre- B cells (13.0±3.1 amino acids, a.a.) were comparable to those from the CD27− pro-B 

cells (11.6±3.9 a.a, P=0.14) and the CD27− pre-B cells (13.0±3.9 a.a, P=0.97) (Figure 11). 

CD27+ developing B cells and conventional CD27− developing B cells in human FL had 

similarly diverse repertoires of VH gene rearrangements. 
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Figure 10: CD27− and CD27+ developing B-cell compartments showed equally 
diversified VH gene usage 

VHDJH rearrangements were amplified by nested PCR with cDNA obtained from 
CD19+CD27− and CD19+CD27+ developing B-cell compartments in 19 wk FL. After PCR, 
the amplicands were cloned into bacteria and sequenced, and the VH gene sequences 
were compared to reference sequences to obtain VH gene segment identity. The 
percentage of VH gene segments within each VH gene family from CD19+CD27− pro-B 
(n=30), CD19+CD27− pre-B (n=17) and CD19+CD27+ pro/pre-B cells (n=28) are shown. 
Copyright 2013 by Journal of Leukocyte Biology. Reprinted with permission. 
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Figure 11. The average HCDR3 length of VHDJH rearrangements expressed in CD27+ 
and CD27- populations 

To evaluate for differences in average HCDR3 length (amino acids) between CD27+ and 
CD27- populations, I sorted cell suspensions from human FL into CD27- pro-B (n = 30) 
and pre-B (n = 17) cells as well as CD27+ pro-/pre-B (n = 28) cell mix.  RNA libraries of 
human FL (n = 44) and adult tonsil (n = 9) were used for comparison. There are no 
significant differences among B-cell subsets (P≥0.14). Copyright 2013 by Journal of 
Leukocyte Biology. Reprinted with permission.  
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Figure 12: CD27− and CD27+ developing B cells have infrequent point mutations 
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(Figure 12, continued) VHDJH rearrangements were amplified by nested PCR with cDNA 
synthesized from commercially available FL and adult tonsil RNA libraries (A), RNA 
extracted from the Ramos cell line (A), and the CD19+CD27− and CD19+CD27+ 
developing B-cell compartments from 19 wk FL (B). PCR amplicands were cloned into 
bacteria and sequenced, and the VH gene sequences were compared to reference 
sequences to obtain VH mutation frequencies and the number of point mutations per VH 
gene segment. Mutation frequencies (numbers of point mutations per bp sequenced) in 
each sample are indicated, and distributions of the number of point mutations (0–35) in 
each sequence is shown as a proportion of total sequences analyzed (numbers in center). 
Levels of background mutation due to the assay were established from the Ramos cell 
line. All VHDJH rearrangements recovered from that cell line contained identical 6 
nucleotide substitutions compared with germline IGHV4-34*01 sequence, but no 
additional VH point mutation was observed in 5015 bp of nucleotides sequenced. I 
estimated the background mutation frequency in this assay to be lower than 1 mutation 
per 5015 bp (≤ 2.0×10−4 mutations/bp). Copyright 2013 by Journal of Leukocyte Biology. 
Reprinted with permission. 

 

To determine whether CD27− and CD27+ developing B cells can be distinguished 

by their IGH mutation status, I compared frequencies of VH mutations in the CD27− and 

CD27+ FL B-cell subsets to those in a FL RNA library and an adult tonsil RNA library 

known to contain high frequencies of mutated VH rearrangements (683×10−4 mutations 

per bp) (Figure 12A). I also amplified VHDJH rearrangements from the Ramos cell line to 

determine the background mutation frequency of this assay (≤2.0×10−4 mutations/bp) 

(Figure 12A). The VH mutation frequency in the FL library (11.1×10−4 mutations/bp; 0–4 

point mutations/VH gene segment) was ≈50-fold lower than that in the adult tonsil 

library but significantly higher (P≤0.05) than background (Figure 12A). Similarly, low 

(3.0–16.3×10−4 mutations/bp) VH mutations were observed in both the CD27− and CD27+ 

developing B-cell compartments (Figure 12B). In the CD27− developing B cells, the VH 
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mutations increased with B-cell maturation (pro-B, 6.3 × 10−4 mutations/bp, P=0.10; pre-B, 

8.8 × 10−4 mutations/bp, P=0.12; immature/transitional B cells, 16.3 × 10−4 mutations/bp, 

P=0.013) (Figure 12B). The CD27− pro-B, pre-B, and immature/transitional B cells carried 

0–2 point mutations/VH gene segment (Figure 12B). Comparably low VH mutations were 

observed in the CD27+ pro-/pre-B cells (9.4×10−4 mutations/bp, P=0.054; 0–2 point 

mutations/VH gene segment) (Figure 12B) and CD27+ immature/transitional B cells 

(3.0×10−4 mutations/bp; 0–1 point mutations/VH gene segment) (Figure 12B). This low 

mutation frequency is consistent with the observation that CD27+IgM+IgD+ B cells in 

umbilical cord blood carry few or no V(D)J mutations but accumulate a substantial 

number of mutations over time [73]. These findings suggest that CD27+ immature and 

transitional B cells in FL are precursors to the mutated CD27+IgM+IgD+ MZ B cells 

present in older children and patients with HIGM1 [73]. In contrast, CD27+ FL B cells are 

distinct from bona fide CD27+ mutated memory B cells [200]. 

2.3.5 Human CD27+ pro-B and pre-B cells expressed elevated levels 
of LIN28B message 

LIN28B, a transcription factor normally restricted to fetal and neonatal 

hematopoietic cells, is capable of biasing adult lymphopoietic output toward “fetal 

lineage” lymphocytes: B1 and MZ B cells and γδ T cells [205]. To compare LIN28B 

expression in developing CD27+ and CD27− B cells, I sorted CD27+ and CD27− pro-B and 

pre-B cells from human FL and adult BM and quantified LIN28B expression by 

quantitative PCR. As expected [205], the LIN28B transcripts were abundant in a FL 
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library, but rare in an adult LN library (Figure 13A). The CD27+ and CD27− pro-B cells 

recovered from FL expressed comparably elevated levels of LIN28B. In contrast, 

whereas the CD27+ pre-B cells retained high levels of LIN28B expression, LIN28B 

message in the CD27− pre-B cells fell significantly (Figure 13B). LIN28B expression in the 

CD27+ pro-B and pre-B cells from adult BM was similar to that in FL (Figure 13C). The 

CD27− pro- and pre-B cells in adult BM expressed much lower levels of LIN28B (Figure 

13C), characteristic of the adult LN library (Figure 13A). CD27 expression by pro-B and 

pre-B cells, whether in FL or adult BM, correlates strongly with LIN28B transcript levels. 

 

 

Figure 13: CD27+ pre-B cells from FL expressed higher levels of LIN28B 

Levels of LIN28B mRNA expression in FL and adult lymph node RNA libraries (A) and 
CD27+ pro-B and pre-B and CD27− pro-B and pre-B cells sorted from FL (B) or adult BM 
(C) are shown. LIN28 mRNA levels were normalized to Igβ mRNA levels (mean ± SD, 4 
independent measurements). Samples: n=1 for RNA libraries and FL; n=2–3 for adult BM. 
Copyright 2013 by Journal of Leukocyte Biology. Reprinted with permission. 
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2.3.6 Human CD27+ pro-B cells generated IgM+ B cells more efficiently 
in vitro 

To define their differentiation potential, I sorted CD27− and CD27+ pro-B cells 

from 19 wk human FL and cultured them independently on MS5 stromal cells in media 

supplemented with cytokines (SCF, IL-7, TSLP, and Flt3 ligand) that support the 

differentiation of human fetal pro-B cells [51] and mouse B1 B-cell progenitors [223].  

In culture, the absolute number of both CD27+ and CD27− pro-B cells remained 

relatively constant, indicating similar rates of proliferation/survival, and both pro-B cell 

compartments gave rise to a similar number (2.0–2.5×104) of pre-B cells over 14 days in 

vitro (Figure 14). Virtually all (≥96%) differentiated progeny of the CD27+ or CD27− pro-B 

cells retained CD19 and CD10 expression, confirming them as B lymphocytes (Figure 

14). CD27+ pro-B cells, however, generated IgM+IgD+/− immature/transitional B cells far 

more efficiently than did the CD27− progenitors; the number of immature/transitional B 

cells in the cultures of CD27+ pro-B cells was 4- to 6-fold greater than in the cultures of 

FL-derived, CD27− pro-B cells (Figure 14). Indeed, approximately 20% (day 10, 19%; day 

14, 26%) of all CD19+CD10+ cells recovered from the CD27+ pro-B cell cultures exhibited 

the IgM+IgD+/− immature/transitional phenotype, whereas only about 5% (day 10, 3%; 

day 14, 7%) of cells from the CD27− pro-B cell culture did (Figure 14). 

 CD27+ pro-B cells are unquestionably functional progenitors of B lymphocytes, 

and their distinctive behavior in vitro suggests that CD27+ and CD27− pro-B cells have 

distinguishable differentiation potentials in vivo. 
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Figure 14: CD27+ pro-B cells from FL efficiently gave rise to immature/transitional B 
cells in vitro 
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(Figure 14, continued) Differentiation potential of CD27+ and CD27− pro-B cells were 
compared in culture. Sort-purified CD27+ or CD27− pro-B cells from 19 wk FL were 
cultured on an MS5 monolayer [224] in the presence of SCF, IL-7, TSLP, and Flt3 ligand 
for 10 and 14 days. (A) Flow diagrams of CD19 and CD10 expression on cultured 
CD45+FSCloSSClo FL lymphocytes are shown in the top row. Those CD19+CD10+ cells 
were analyzed for surface IgM and IgD expression (middle row), and the IgM−IgD− pro-
/pre-B cell compartments were further plotted based on CD34 and CD10 expression 
(bottom row). The number near each gating square indicates the frequency of gated cells 
within each flow diagram. (B) Absolute cell numbers of input 
CD19+CD10+IgM−IgD−CD34+ pro-B, and postcultured CD19+CD10+IgM−IgD−CD34+ pro-B, 
CD19+CD10+IgM−IgD−CD34− pre-B, and CD19+CD10+IgM+IgD+/− immature /transitional B 
cells from CD27− pro-B (○) and CD27+ pro-B cells (●) are shown. Representative data are 
shown from similar results obtained from 2 independent experiments. Copyright 2013 
by Journal of Leukocyte Biology. Reprinted with permission. 

 

2.4 Discussion 

CD27 expression is an accepted marker for most post-GC human memory B cells 

[200-202] and plasmacytes [216]. A more controversial notion [38, 70, 71, 73, 200, 202] is 

that CD27 may also identify additional human B-cell subsets, including MZ B cells [70, 

71, 73], developing B cells [38, 220, 221], and B1-like B cells [76, 217]. I determined the 

origins of non-memory CD27+ B cells, by analyzing CD27 expression on developing B 

cells from human FL and adult BM and observed significant CD27 expression by subsets 

of pro-B, pre-B, and immature/transitional B cells (Figure 7 and Figure 8). CD27+ 

developing B cells were most abundant in FL and especially so within the pro-B cell 

compartment (Figure 8). LIN28B expression was prolonged in CD27+ pre-B cells whether 

recovered from FL or adult BM (Figure 13)—an indication, I think, of the distinctive 

physiology of these cells (Figure 9, Figure 13, and Figure 14). Finally, in vitro, CD27+ pro-

http://www.jleukbio.org/content/94/5/991.long#F6
http://www.jleukbio.org/content/94/5/991.long#F6
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B cells exhibited a higher capacity to generate IgM+ immature/transitional B cells than 

did their CD27− counterparts when cultured in cytokines that optimally support the 

development of human fetal pro-B cells (Figure 14) [51]. I propose that in humans, CD27 

also marks constituents of the fetal lymphocyte lineage [205]. 

Consistent with the role of LIN28B in the specification of fetal lineage 

lymphocytes [205], CD27+CD10+ developing B cells were most numerous in FL and were 

enriched especially in the pro-B cell compartment (Figure 8). Indeed, the average 

frequency of CD27+ pro-B cells in FL (13 and 19 wk) was 6 times higher than that 

observed in adult BM (Table 1). 

CD27+ pre-B and immature B-cell frequencies were also higher in FL than in 

adult BM (Table 1) and remarkably so (31-fold) for immature/transitional B cells in 19 

wk FL (3.1 vs. 0.1%; Table 1). This increase is, at least in part, due to expanded B-

lymphopoiesis in FL (frequencies of CD10+ cells are 94 and 31% in FL and adult BM, 

respectively). I note, however, that the increased number of CD27+ pre- and 

immature/transitional B lymphocytes mirrors the abundance of mouse B1 B-cell 

precursors in FL and neonates [233-236]. The enrichment of both mouse B1 B-cell 

precursors and human CD27+ developing B cells in FL may be the result of 

developmental cues specific to the fetal environment or cell-intrinsic developmental 

programming [237]. In this regard, it was recently reported that LIN28B is expressed by 

mouse hematopoietic progenitors, including B-cell progenitors, in FL, by human fetal 
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tissues and by CD34+ human umbilical cord blood cells, but not by their adult-derived 

counterparts [205]. Transduction of Lin28 into adult mouse hematopoietic progenitors 

confers the properties of fetal lineage cells (i.e., transduced progenitors support biased 

lymphopoiesis for B1a and MZ B cells, γδ T cells, and NKT cells) [205]. 

In my hands, LIN28B expression levels were equivalent in CD27− and CD27+ pro-

B cells from FL, comparable in CD27+ pro-B cells from adult BM, but significantly lower 

in CD27− pro-B cells recovered from adult BM (Figure 13). Given the linkage between 

CD27 and LIN28B expression by adult BM pro-B cells (Figure 13), I conclude that, 

whereas the human fetal environment may promote LIN28B expression, at least some 

component of CD27/LIN28B expression by human CD10+ B cells is intrinsic. The low 

frequency of CD27+ pro-B cells in human adult BM (Figure 7, Figure 8, and Table 1) most 

likely precluded Yuan et al. [205] from identifying this adult LIN28B compartment. 

In FL and adult BM, the frequency of CD27+ cells was highest in the pro-B cell 

stage and subsequently fell with maturation to the pre-B and immature/transitional B-

cell stages (Figure 8). One explanation for this maturation-associated decline is reduced 

proliferation by CD27+ large pre-B cells. Indeed, the CD27+ pro-/pre-B cell compartment 

was characterized by the predominance of CD34+ pro-B cells; in contrast, CD34− pre-B 

cells dominated the CD27− pro-/pre-B cell pools (Figure 7). Proper pre-BCR 

assembly/signaling is crucial for the proliferation of large pre-B cells (pre-BI) [238], and it 

may be that CD27+ human pre-BI cells proliferate less than CD27− pre-BI cells, owing to 
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suboptimal pre-BCR assembly and/or signaling [238]. The inefficient downregulation of 

TdT in CD27+ pre-B cells (Figure 9) is consistent with impaired pre-BCR signaling [238, 

239]. 

As an alternative to signaling differences, CD27 expression in B-cell progenitors 

may be determined by an intrinsic developmental program that serially reduces 

expression of this molecule [221]. Vaskova et al. [221] identified pro-B, pre-BI, pre-BII 

(small pre-B), and immature B cells in pediatric BM as CD27+CD44−, CD27+CD44+, 

CD27−CD44+/−, and CD27−CD44−IgM+ cells (all CD19+CD10+), respectively. The 

predominance of CD34+ cells in the CD27+ pro-/pre-B cell compartment (Figure 7) is 

consistent with their claim. However, I found CD27−CD34+ pro-B cells to be substantially 

more numerous than CD27+ pro-B cells both in FL and adult BM (Figure 7, Figure 8, and 

Table 1). More significantly, I demonstrated functional differences between CD27+ and 

CD27− pro-B cells as determined by their different capacities to generate 

immature/transitional B cells in vitro (Figure 14). If Vaskova et al. [221] are correct and all 

human pro-B and pre-BI cells express CD27, this expression pattern must be intrinsically 

programmed, and all CD27− pro-B and pre-BI cells must descend from CD27+ 

populations. I think this possibility unlikely. 

The pre-BCR signaling and intrinsic program models are neither mutually 

exclusive nor exhaustive. Other pathways may lead to reduced frequencies of CD27+ B-

cell progenitors and precursors. For example, LIN28B repression of let-7 micro (mi)RNA 
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suggests the possibility that unknown transcriptional regulators play decisive roles in 

this developmental pathway. Additional work is needed, to characterize fully the 

development of this interesting, early B-cell population in human. 

It remains unclear whether CD27+ developing B cells retain CD27 expression 

throughout their development and maturation or whether CD27 is expressed in subsets 

of cells in the various stages of B-cell development. The former possibility implies a 

distinct lineage, whereas the latter is consistent with alternative differentiation potentials. 

In vivo, I observed CD27+ developing B cells at all developmental stages, including pro-B, 

pre-BI/II, and immature/transitional B cells (Figure 8). In vitro, however, 

immature/transitional B cells generated from sorted CD27+ pro-B cells did not retain 

surface CD27 expression (data not shown), perhaps due to the absence of unknown 

developmental signals in my culture system. As expected for a fetal lymphocyte lineage, 

the frequencies of CD27+ pro-B and pre-B cells in adult BM showed a strong, inverse 

correlation with donor age; in contrast, the ratios of CD27+ IgM− (pro-B or pre-B) and 

IgM+ immature/transitional B-cell compartment correlated poorly (data not shown). 

These results provide equivocal evidence, then, for a progenitor–progeny relationship 

for CD27+ pro-B, pre-B, and immature B cells. Nonetheless, it is interesting to consider 

the possible relationship between these CD27+ developing B cells and distinct subsets of 

mature CD27+ B cells, such as human B1 B cells and circulating MZ B cells. 
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Recently, Griffin et al. [76] reported that a small population of 

CD20+CD27+CD43+CD70− human B cells, presented both in umbilical cord and adult 

peripheral blood, represents the counterpart of mouse B1 B cells. Consistent with their 

report [76], I observed that 3.8 ± 2.5% of cord blood B cells were CD27+ (Table 1). Most of 

these CD27+ B cells displayed the IgMhiIgD+CD10low/− phenotype of transitional or MZ B 

cells; approximately 80% of the transitional/MZ B cells also expressed CD43 (data not 

shown). I could not, however, directly connect the CD27+ developing B cells in FL to the 

human B1 populations described by Griffin et al. [76], because CD43 is expressed by 

virtually all CD19+CD10+ B cells in FL and adult BM, regardless of whether they are 

CD27+ or CD27−. 

Similarly, these CD27+ developing B cells could be related to circulating MZ B 

cells, which are defined as CD19+CD27+IgM+IgD+ [70, 71, 73]. Circulating MZ B cells are 

present in human cord blood [73], suggesting fetal/prenatal development. In this regard, 

Scheeren et al. [38] have reported IgM+IgD+CD27+ mature B cells in human fetal spleen 

and liver (14 to 18 wk gestation) with the surface phenotype of circulating MZ B cells. 

The splenic IgM+IgD+CD27+ fetal B cells carried remarkably high frequencies of IGH 

mutations [38] normally present in older children and adults [70, 71, 73]. In my hands, 

virtually all CD19+IgM+IgD+CD27+ FL B cells expressed CD10 and high levels of IgM 

(Figure 7A), a phenotype consistent with transitional, but not mature human B cells [54]. 

Although, it is unclear whether Scheeren et al. evaluated CD10 expression, their 
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IgM+IgD+CD27+ splenic B cells and our CD19+CD10+IgM+IgD+CD27+ FL B cells are clearly 

distinguishable by their mutational status. 

I cannot conclusively link the CD27+ developing B cells of human FL to the B1-

like [76] [217] and circulating MZ [70, 71, 73] B cells described by other groups. 

Nonetheless, enrichment of CD27+ B cells in FL (Figure 7, Figure 8, and Table 1) and the 

strong correlation between CD27 and LIN28B expression in pro-B and pre-B cells (Figure 

13) support this possibility. Adult mouse BM hematopoietic progenitors transduced 

with Lin28 preferentially generate so-called fetal lineage lymphocytes, including B1a and 

MZ B cells [205]. It is reasonable, I think, to conclude that these B-cell lineages have a 

common physiologic progenitor that expresses LIN28 [205]. It is equally plausible to 

propose that the human FL CD27+ pro- and pre-B cells that express higher levels of 

LIN28B are the precursors of both B1-like and circulating MZ B cells in humans. It is 

interesting that unlike mouse, human adult BM contains a small but significant 

population of CD27+ pro- and pre-B cells that express LIN28B (Figure 13). This finding 

suggests that the generation of fetal lineage lymphocytes may continue, albeit on a 

reduced scale, even in adult humans. If LIN28B is expressed by committed B1 B-cell 

progenitors, then both FL and adult BM contain B1 B-cell progenitors, albeit at 10-fold 

lower frequencies. In contrast, LIN28B could be expressed at basal levels by 

uncommitted, CD27− progenitors and only respond to signals uniquely present in the FL 

pro-B cell niche. In either case, CD27− pro-B cells that express higher levels of LIN28B 
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(Figure 13) would be more likely to generate B1 B cells. Unfortunately, however, LIN28B 

expression may not be useful as a lineage marker, in that mature B1a B cells in mice do 

not express Lin28b [205]. Clearly, additional investigation is necessary to elucidate any 

connections between CD27+ developing B cells in human FL and the B1-like and 

circulating MZ B cells. 

This work characterizing CD27 expression in the earliest stages of human B-cell 

development expands the accepted understanding of this cell-surface marker, suggests 

an alternate pattern of expression associated with fetal lineage B cells, and points to a 

common origin for B1-like and circulating MZ B cells that is established in part by 

unique features of fetal development. 
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3. Loss of foreign specificity by peripheral B-cell 
tolerance 

In this chapter, I reveal that the BCR repertoire loses recognition of some foreign 

antigens at the second tolerance checkpoint in healthy donors, and that this regulation is 

impaired in SLE patients. This work was conducted by me, and later extended by Akiko 

Watanabe, a laboratory colleague. We were assisted by Masayuki Kuraoka, a scientist 

associate in the laboratory. The work presented in this chapter is in the process of 

submission. 

3.1 Introduction 

Random V(D)J recombination of Ig gene during B-cell development results in 

highly diverse B-cell repertoire, which is beneficial to provide a protection from a wide 

range of harmful microorganisms; however, this recombination process often generates 

BCRs that react with self-antigens [31, 240]. When tolerance removes or inactivates self-

reactive B cells, there is a possibility that it also removes or inactivates B cells that 

recognize foreign epitopes that structurally resemble determinants on self-antigens. This 

action would create “holes” in the B-cell repertoire that might be exploited by microbial 

pathogens [241]. Indeed, some pathogens, e.g., Campylobacter jejuni [242] and human 

immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1) [206, 207], are known to take advantage of these 

immunological “holes” by mimicking self-antigen, and thereby mitigating effective 

control by the host immune system [243, 244]. Despite these clinically important 
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examples, the extent to which foreign specificities are lost at the physiologic tolerance 

checkpoints is unclear. To estimate the size and frequency of these repertoire “holes”, it 

is necessary to determine the reactivity of individual B cells against multiple self- and 

foreign antigens and then to compare the extent of these crossreactive specificities before 

and after tolerance checkpoints. 

To survey the BCR repertoire before and after the second checkpoint, I 

developed a method for culturing human single B cells on layers of CD154-bearing 

stromal cells that efficiently promote B-cell proliferation and differentiation to 

plasmablasts and plasmacytes that secrete IgG. Using this method, I and my colleagues 

obtained approximately 2,300 clonal IgG Abs from individual transitional and mature B 

cells (i.e., prior to and after the second tolerance checkpoint) from the blood of healthy 

donors and patients diagnosed with SLE. We examined the antigen specificity of these 

clonal IgG Abs against twelve self-antigens and seven foreign antigens by Luminex 

multiplex assay. Here I show that a high proportion of transitional B cells are reactive to 

both self- and foreign antigens (hereafter, we call these B cells crossreactive). The 

frequencies of both self-reactive B cells and crossreactive cells decrease by half between 

the transitional and mature B-cell compartments in healthy controls. In contrast, SLE 

patients, all deficient in the second tolerance checkpoint, are significantly less efficient in 

the removal of both self-reactive and crossreactive B cells. As a consequence, self-

reactive mature B cells in SLE patients show distinct patterns of reactivity against 
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foreign antigens that are not present in healthy controls. These forbidden, crossreactive 

BCR typically have long HCDR3 and frequent JH6 gene usage, features shared by many 

broadly neutralizing Abs (bNAbs) against HIV-1 and influenza [245-248]. We propose 

that B-cell repertoires that offer broad protection against self-mimicking, microbial 

pathogens might be enriched in the “holes” created by tolerance mechanisms. Therefore, 

modulations of tolerance and subsequently activating B cells carrying such “forbidden” 

specificities may restore protection that is normally removed by tolerance. 

3.2 Materials and methods 

3.2.1 Patient samples 

This study was performed in accordance with Duke Institutional Review Board 

committee guidelines, and all samples were obtained after signed informed consent. 

Peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) samples from fourteen untreated SLE 

patients and five healthy controls were provided in blinded fashion by the Immune 

Tolerance Network (ITN). Additional peripheral blood samples from four healthy 

controls were obtained at the Duke University Medical Center. Leukocytes were isolated 

via Ficoll density gradient (SepMate-50 tubes, STEMCELL Technologies). Samples were 

frozen and kept in liquid nitrogen until use. 

3.2.2 Flow cytometry and definition of transitional and mature B cells 

Transitional and mature B-cell isolations were performed by flow cytometry. 

Briefly, the cells were labeled with fluorochrome-conjugated mAbs specific for human 
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surface antigens in DMEM containing 10% FBS. The following mAbs specific for human 

surface antigens were used. Anti-human IgM-FITC (MHM-88), CD27-PE (L128), CD3-

PE-Cy5 (UCHT1), CD14-Tri (TuK4), CD16-PE-Cy5 (3G8), CD10-PE-Cy7 (HI10a), CD19-

APC (HIB19), IgD-APC-Cy7 (IA6-2), CD38-BV421 (HIT2), and CD24-BV510 (ML5) were 

purchased from BD Biosciences or BioLegend. Mouse IgG1k isotype control (MG1K) 

was purchased from Rockland. Labeled cells were sorted by FACS Aria or FACS 

Vantage with Diva software (BD Biosciences). Flow cytometric data were analyzed with 

FlowJo software (Tree Star Inc.). Doublets were excluded from cell sorting by 

combinations of FSC-A vs. FSC-H gating. 7-AAD (BD Bioscience) positive cells (dead 

cells) and CD3/CD14/CD16 positive cells were also excluded. B-cell subsets were 

identified as follows: transitional B, CD19+CD27-CD38hiCD10+IgD+; mature B, 

CD19+CD27-CD38hiCD10+IgD+ cells [55]. BD Calibrite Beads (BD Biosciences) were used 

to count numbers of B cells in cultures. 

3.2.3 Single B-cell cultures 

Single transitional B cells and mature B cells from SLE patients and healthy 

control donors were expanded in the presence of MS40L-low feeder cells, which are 

transformed murine stromal MS5 cells that provide a low level of anchored CD154 [224]. 

Briefly, single B cells were directly sorted and cultured in each well of 96-well plates 

with MS40L-low feeder cells in RPMI1640 (Invitrogen) containing 10% HyClone FBS 

(Thermo scientific), 2-mercaptoethanol (5.5 × 10-5 M), penicillin (100 units/ml), 
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streptomycin (100 µg/ml), HEPES (10 mM), sodiumpyruvate (1 mM), and MEM 

nonessential amino acid (1×; all Invitrogen) and exogenous recombinant human IL-2 (50 

ng/ml), IL-4 (10 ng/ml), IL-21 (10 ng/ml) and BAFF (10 ng/ml; all Peprotech). Half of the 

culture media was replaced with fresh media twice each week. On day 25, culture 

supernatants were harvested for screening reactivity of clonal IgG Ab. Expanded clonal 

B cells were frozen for sequence analyses.  

3.2.4 Multiplex bead Luminex assay 

To screen the reactivity of clonal IgG Ab in culture supernatants against self- and 

foreign-antigens, a multiplex bead Luminex assay was performed according to 

manufacturer’s protocol (Luminex Corp.). The AtheNA Multi-Lyte ANA-II Plus Test 

System (Zeus Scientific) was used for determination of autoantibodies to ten different 

antigens (SSA, SSB, Sm, RNP, Scl-70, Jo-1, Centromere B, Histone, dsDNA and 

Hep2NA). In addition, another two self-antigens (insulin and kynureninase [KYNU]), 7 

foreign-antigens (glycoprotein gp41, JRFL gp140, 4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenylacetyl [NP], 

ovalbumin [OVA], keyhole limpet hemocyanin [KLH], rPA, and streptavidin) and goat 

anti-human Igκ, Igλ (both Southern Biotech) and anti-human IgG (Jackson 

ImmunoResearch) were coupled to carboxylated beads (Luminex Corp). Briefly, diluted 

culture supernatants (at 1:10 dilutions in assay buffer: 1×PBS containing 1% milk, 1% 

BSA, 0.05% NaN3 and 0.05% Tween20) and serially diluted standard anti-human ds-

DNA polyclonal Abs (LSBio) were incubated with the mixture of microspheres in a 96-
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well filter bottom plate (Millipore). After incubation for 2 h, the beads were washed by 

vacuum filtration three times and further incubated for 1 h with PE conjugated goat 

anti-human IgG antibody supplied by the AtheNA Multi-Lyte ANA-II Plus Test System. 

After three washes, the beads were re-suspended with assay buffer and the plates were 

read on the Bio-Plex 3D Suspension Array System (Bio-Rad). 

3.2.5 Amplification of VHDJH rearrangements 

Nested PCR was performed to amplify human VHDJH rearrangements from 

cDNA samples of cultured B cells. Briefly, total RNA was extracted from selected 

samples using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen). cDNA was synthesized from DNase I-treated 

RNA using Superscript III with oligo (dT)20 primers. One twentieth (volume) of the 

cDNA was then subjected to two rounds of PCR using Herculase II fusion DNA 

polymerase (Agilent Technologies) with established primers [249, 250]. PCR conditions 

(both primary and secondary PCR) were 94°C for 4 min, followed by 30 (for primary) or 

40 cycles (for secondary) at 94°C for 30 s, 58°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 45 s. VHDJH 

amplicands were gel purified, ligated into vectors, and transformed into bacteria as 

previously described [215]. DNA sequences were obtained at the Duke DNA sequencing 

facility. VHDJH rearrangements were identified with IMGT/V-QUEST 

(http://imgt.cines.fr). 

http://imgt.cines.fr/
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3.2.6 Statistical analyses of data 

Statistical significance (P < 0.05) was determined by paired t test, Mann-

Whitney’s U test, or the chi-square test. Statistical analysis was performed using 

GraphPad Prism 6 (GraphPad Software) 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Robust expansion and IgG production by B cells in single-cell 
cultures 

To characterize human B-cell repertoires before and after the second tolerance 

checkpoint, individual transitional B (CD19+CD27-CD38hiCD10+IgD+) and mature, naïve 

B (CD19+CD27-CD38loCD10-IgD+) cells from PBMCs were isolated (Figure 15A) [55] and 

cultured these B cells on a monolayer of MS40L-low feeder cells that express human 

CD154 [224]. With the addition of human IL-2, IL-4, IL-21 and BAFF, this culture system 

induced CD40:CD154-mediated B-cell proliferation (Figure 15B), Ig CSR, and 

differentiation into plasmablasts (data not shown). Thus, culture supernatants contained 

clonal IgG Abs produced by the progeny of single B cells (Figure 15C). Clonal IgG Abs 

present in culture supernatants were then screened for their specificity on a panel of 

foreign and self antigens. 
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Figure 15. Kinetics of B-cell growth and IgG production from single transitional B and 
mature B cells 

Single B cells were sorted directly to individual wells and cultured in the presence of 
MS40L-low feeder cells with exogenous recombinant human IL-2, IL-4, IL-21, and BAFF. 
(A) Representative flow plots of the gating strategy used to isolate transitional B 
(CD19+CD27-CD38hiCD10+IgD+) and mature naïve B cells (CD19+CD27-CD38loCD10-IgD+) 
from PBMCs of healthy controls are shown. Kinetics of B-cell numbers (B) and IgG 
concentrations in culture supernatants (C) during single B-cell cultures for transitional 
and mature B cells are shown. Twenty-two individual cultures for each time point were 
performed, and the data shown are values for samples that exceeded the background for 
cell counting and IgG determinations. 
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Figure 16. The second tolerance checkpoint acts specifically on self-reactivity in 
healthy donors 
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(Figure 16, continued) Reactivity of clonal Abs in culture supernatants of individual 
single B-cell cultures (n = 429 from transitional B-cell cultures, and n = 654 from mature 
B-cell cultures) from healthy individuals were tested against 4 positive and negative 
controls (anti-IgG, anti-Igκ, anti-Igλ, and BSA) and 19 antigens (12 self-antigens and 7 
foreign antigens) by Luminex multiplex assays. (A) Representative diagrams for 
transitional B cells (left) and mature B cells (right) from healthy donors are shown. Each 
dot represents an individual test for each antigen. Figures represent n = 68 and 76 for 
transitional B and mature B cells, respectively. Bars in blue indicate the threshold mean 
fluorescence intensities (MFIs) for each antigen (average + 6 SD of B-cell negative, mock-
treated samples). (B and C) Frequency of self-reactive B cells (B) and foreign antigen-
reactive B cells (C) in transitional and mature B cells determined by Luminex multiplex 
assay are shown. (B) Culture supernatant Abs that reacted with any self-antigens were 
considered as self-reactive. (C) Culture supernatant Abs that reacted with any foreign 
antigens but did not react with self-antigens are shown. Each dot represents an 
individual subject. The two B-cell compartments from the same individual are connected 
with lines. ∗∗, P < 0.01 by paired t test. 

 

Transitional and mature B cells proliferated in cultures and produced IgG Abs 

with similar kinetics (Figure 15, B and C). Single transitional B cells expanded about 300-

fold by day 13 and logarithmically increased until day 22 when cell numbers 

approached a plateau of proliferative expansion. By day 25, single transitional B cells 

could undergo 14-15 cell divisions to generate an average of 20,000 daughter cells 

(Figure 15B). In some cultures, IgG in culture supernatants were detectable as early as 

day 16, and IgG concentrations rose to approximately 3 µg/ml by day 25 (Figure 15C). 

Similarly, the proliferation of single mature B cells in culture produced approximately 

50,000 progeny cells over 25 days of culture (Figure 15B) and generated some 20 µg/ml 

of IgG in culture supernatants (Figure 15C). 
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3.3.2 Second tolerance checkpoint removes foreign specificities 
when they are linked to self-reactivity 

During normal human B-cell development, tolerance mechanisms remove or 

suppress self-reactive B cells in the BM and periphery [31, 240]. By analyzing 

recombinant Abs synthesized from single B cells, Wardemann et al. [31] found that in 

healthy humans the proportion of self-reactive B cells drops by half (40% to 20%) 

between new-emigrant and mature B cells, as measured by reactivity to the human 

larynx carcinoma HEp-2 cell lysates. To determine general properties for recognition of 

specific self-antigens and foreign antigens at the second tolerance checkpoint, 

transitional and mature B cells from nine healthy donors were sorted and cultured in my 

single-cell culture system. After culture, reactivity of clonal IgG Abs against twelve self-

antigens and seven foreign antigens was screened by multiplex bead Luminex assay 

(Figure 16A), and the frequencies of self-reactive B cells (bound one or more self-

antigens) in transitional and mature B-cell cultures were compared (Figure 16B). In 

parallel, the reactivity of the clonal IgG Abs to a defined set of foreign antigens was 

measured (Figure 16C). In subsequent experiments, PBMC samples, majority of which 

provided to us in blinded fashion, were used and analyzed. 

In healthy humans, the frequency of self-reactive B cells in the transitional 

compartment was 26.8% (± 11.3%), but this frequency decreased by half to 13.9% (± 

8.7%) in the mature compartment (Figure 16B). For all nine healthy individuals, 

frequencies of self-reactive B cells decreased from the transitional stage to the mature B-
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cell stage. In contrast, there was no difference between the transitional and mature B-cell 

populations in the frequency of B cells that reacted solely with foreign antigens, i.e., 

exhibited no crossreactivity to self-antigens (Figure 16C). The proportion of B cells 

specific for foreign antigens was approximately 5.0% (transitional 5.1% ± 3.7%, mature 

4.3% ± 3.4%) before and after the second tolerance checkpoint, indicating that this 

tolerance checkpoint does not act on B cells that do not recognize self-antigens. 

As those B cells that recognize foreign antigen epitopes crossreactive to host 

determinants will likely be lost during the second tolerance checkpoint, the frequencies 

of both self-only and self- + foreign-reactive (crossreactive) B cells should decrease after 

the transition of T2 B cells to mature B cells. Indeed, frequencies of crossreactive cells 

significantly decreased from transitional (12.9% ± 8.2%) to mature (6.6% ± 5.1%) B cells 

in healthy individuals (Figure 17, A and B), demonstrating that immunological tolerance 

acts to remove self-reactivity, but also deletes those B cells that recognize both foreign 

and self-antigens. 
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Figure 17. Crossreactive B cells are also eliminated at second tolerance checkpoint in 
healthy individuals 

(A) Frequencies of clonal Abs that react with both foreign and self-antigens in 
transitional and mature B-cell cultures (see legend of Figure 2) are shown. Each dot 
represents an individual subject. The two B-cell compartments from the same individual 
are connected with lines. ∗, P < 0.05 by paired t test. (B) Average (n = 9) frequencies of 
self-reactive B cells that do not react with a panel of foreign antigens (self-only) and 
foreign antigen reactive B cells that do (Self- & Foreign) or do not (Foreign only) 
crossreact with a panel of self-antigens in transitional B and mature B cells are shown. ∗, 
P < 0.05 by Mann-Whitney’s U test. 
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3.3.3 Defective second tolerance checkpoint in lupus impairs removal 
of crossreactive B cells  

SLE is a systemic autoimmune disease and is characterized by the presence of 

autoantibodies in the circulating blood [251, 252]. The mechanisms underlying the 

production of autoantibodies are unknown, but Wardemann and Meffre have shown 

that both the new emigrant (T2) and mature naive B cells in SLE patients contain higher 

frequencies of poly- or autoreactive cells than those in healthy controls, indicating both 

first and second tolerance checkpoints are defective in these patients [10, 240, 253]. We 

first determined whether my method for characterizing the B-cell repertoire was 

sufficiently sensitive to detect the impaired checkpoint associated with SLE. 

Consequently, we isolated transitional and mature B cells from PBMCs of fourteen SLE 

patients. As shown in Figure 18A, CD38hiCD10+ transitional B cells were less frequent in 

the CD19+CD27- naïve B-cell compartment of SLE patients than controls. The frequency 

of transitional B cells with this phenotype was 2.4% (± 2.0%) in SLE patients, in contrast 

to 5.9% (± 2.0%) in healthy individuals (Figure 18B). Comparison of the expression levels 

of CD10, CD38, and IgM by flow cytometry revealed that transitional B cells in SLE 

patients generally expressed lower levels of these molecules compared to healthy 

individuals, with the exception of two samples (Figure 18B). Surface IgD expression on 

transitional B cells was comparable between healthy donors and SLE patients (Figure 

18B). Therefore, in these samples, transitional B cells from most, but not all, SLE patients 

had a more mature phenotype. 
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Figure 18. Transitional B cells are infrequent and exhibit a more mature phenotype in 
PBMC of many SLE patients 

(A) Representative flow plots to isolate transitional B (CD19+CD27-CD38hiCD10+IgD+) 
and mature naïve B cells (CD19+CD27-CD38loCD10-IgD+) from PBMCs of healthy 
controls and SLE individuals are shown. (B) Frequency of transitional B cells in the 
CD19+CD27- compartment of PBMCs, and MFIs of surface CD10, CD38, IgM and IgD 
expression by transitional B cells were compared between healthy and SLE individuals. 
Individual dots represent individual subjects and horizontal bars represent the average 
of all subjects. Dotted lines represent average MFIs on mature B cells for each surface 
antigen. ∗∗, P < 0.01; ∗∗∗, P < 0.001 by Mann-Whitney’s U test. 
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The frequency of self-reactive B cells from SLE patients was unchanged after the 

second tolerance checkpoint; approximately 15% of both the transitional and mature B 

cells (transitional, 15.9% ± 8.1%; mature, 15.0% ± 7.1%; Figure 19, A and B) recognized 

one or more of the self-antigens in the Luminex screen. Although the unchanged 

frequencies of autoreactive clones at transitional to mature B cell stages may be due in 

part to the more mature phenotype of transitional B cells, we observed that in half of the 

samples from SLE patients, frequencies of self-reactive B cells actually increased over the 

T2 to mature transition (Figure 19B). Comparing the effects of the second tolerance 

checkpoint in healthy donors versus SLE patients, frequencies of self-reactive B cells 

decreased more than 2-fold in 7 of 9 healthy individuals, whereas reductions of self-

reactive B cells in SLE patients were less than 2-fold in 13 of 14 individuals (Figure 16B 

and Figure 19B). These results are consistent with an impaired second tolerance 

checkpoint in SLE patients [240, 253]. 

In association with the defective second tolerance checkpoint in SLE patients, 

frequencies of crossreactive B cells were unchanged between transitional and mature B 

cells (transitional, 5.9% ± 4.4%; mature, 5.9% ± 4.6%) in patients with this autoimmune 

disease. This failure to remove crossreactive B cells is in sharp contrast to what we 

observed in healthy donors and demonstrates that immune tolerance does limit primary 

B-cell repertoire to at least one class of foreign antigens (Figure 19 C and D). 
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3.3.4 Mature B cells in SLE patients show distinct reactivity against 
foreign antigens 

To further characterize mature B-cell repertoire between healthy donors and SLE 

patients, the specificity of these B cells were determined. For each antigen, we 

determined the percentage of antigen-binding IgG among all IgG+ samples within SLE 

patients and healthy individuals, respectively, and then took the ratio of these 

percentages (SLE patients relative to healthy controls). As antigen-binding B cells were 

infrequent for each antigen, the Ab binding results from nine healthy individuals (total 

654 IgG+ samples) were combined, so as those from fourteen SLE patients (742 IgG+ 

samples), to reveal overall distributions of mature B-cell repertoire in healthy donors 

and SLE patients, respectively. 

Mature B cells from SLE patients showed a distinct reactivity with both self- and 

foreign antigens. Compared to healthy controls, mature B-cell compartment in SLE 

patients contained clones that bound certain self- and foreign antigens, such as Sm, Scl-

70, insulin, OVA, KLH, and JRFL gp140, more frequently (Figure 20A). These results 

show that mature B-cell repertoires are different between SLE patients and healthy 

controls. They also suggest that not all self-reactive B cells are treated equally at the 

second tolerance checkpoint, but that some may be removed more efficiently than 

others. 
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Figure 19. Removal of crossreactive mature B cells is impaired in SLE patients 
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(Figure 19, continued) Reactivity of clonal Abs in culture supernatants of individual 
single B-cell cultures (n = 506, from transitional B-cell cultures and n = 742 from mature 
B-cell cultures) from SLE patients were tested by Luminex multiplex assays (see legend 
of Figure 2). (A) Representative diagrams for transitional B cells and mature B cells from 
SLE patients are shown. Each dot represents individual tests for each antigen and 
figures represent n = 77 and 85 for transitional B and mature B cells, respectively. Bars in 
blue indicate threshold MFIs for each antigen (Average + 6 SD of B-cell negative, mock-
treated samples). (B and C) Frequencies of self-reactive B cells (B) and foreign antigen-
reactive B cells that did not react with a panel of self-antigens (C) in transitional and 
mature B cells from SLE patients are shown. Each dot represents individual subjects and 
two B-cell compartments from same individuals are connected with lines. (D) Average 
(n = 14) frequencies of self-reactive B cells that do not react with a panel of foreign 
antigens (Self-only) and foreign antigen-reactive B cells that do (Self- & Foreign) or do 
not (Foreign only) crossreact with a panel of self-antigens in transitional B and mature B 
cells are shown. 

 

To assess whether the skewed binding to certain foreign antigens (OVA, KLH, 

and JRFL gp140) by mature B cells in SLE patients is associated with the failure to 

remove crossreactive B cells in these patients (Figure 19, C and D), foreign reactive B 

cells (in Figure 20A) were subgrouped based on their crossreactivity to self-antigens 

(Figure 20B). Crossreactive B cells but not B cells reactive solely with foreign antigen 

showed the skewed binding pattern (Figure 20B). Thus, crossreactive B cells contribute, 

in part, to the distinct repertoire structure in SLE patients. 

3.3.5 Crossreactive B-cell clones display distinct IGH gene profiles 

To characterize the VHDJH gene signatures of self-reactive B cells, VHDJH 

rearrangements from cDNA synthesized from cell pellets of IgG+ samples were 

amplified and VH, D, and JH gene usage as well as HCDR3 length were compared 
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between four groups of B cells: i) those that bound only self-antigen (S-only); ii) those 

that bound both self- and foreign antigens (S + F); iii) those that bound foreign but not 

self-antigens (F-only); and those that did not react with any antigens in Luminex 

multiplex assay (Unknown). Among self-reactive samples, VHDJH rearrangements from 

samples that bound Sm, RNP, or KYNU were electively recovered for following reasons: 

i) anti-Sm Abs have been used for diagnosing SLE [254, 255]; ii) anti-RNP Abs often 

coexist with anti-Sm Abs and are frequently present in SLE patients [255, 256]; and iii) 

anti-KYNU Abs as self-reactive Abs unrelated to SLE. Consequently, VHDJH 

rearrangements were obtained from 49 self-reactive clones (49/101; 49% of all Sm-, RNP-, 

or KYNU-reactive samples within S-only group, that is 22% of all S-only group), 53 

crossreactive clones (53/106; 50% of all Sm-, RNP-, or KYNU-reactive samples within S + 

F group, that is 30% of all S + F group), 73 foreign-reactive clones (73/97; 75% of all F-

only group), and 31 clones with unknown specificity (31/1,833; 2% of all Unknown 

group). 
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Figure 20. Self-reactive mature B cells in SLE patients exhibit biased reactivity with 
foreign antigens 

The Ab binding results of 654 IgG Abs from 9 healthy individuals and 742 IgG Abs from 
14 SLE patients are combined and the specificities of mature B cells compared between 
healthy and SLE patients. For each antigen, the frequency of antigen reactive Abs was 
calculated. The ratio of the frequency of antigen-reactive B cells from SLE patients 
relative to healthy controls are shown. (A) Results of self-antigens (left) and foreign 
antigens (right) are shown. (B) Foreign antigen binding Abs were further divided by 
their crossreactivity with self-antigens. Antigens given the ratio of ≥ 2 and ≤ 0.5 are 
indicated with red and blue bars, respectively. Abs that bound to KLH or JRFL gp140 
were not found in the Foreign only group of both samples, and are therefore indicated 
as N/A. 
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Consistent with previous studies [31, 257-259], long HCDR3 features self-reactive 

groups. HCDR3 length was comparable (P = 0.081) between F-only (15.3 ± 4.1 a.a.] and 

Unknown (13.8 ± 4.1 a.a.) groups (Figure 21A). These values are similar to those 

previously reported for mature B cells from healthy individuals [31, 260]. By contrast, 

HCDR3 of the S-only group (17.6 ± 4.5 a.a.) and S + F group (18.3 ± 5.1 a.a.) was 

significantly longer (P < 0.001) compared to non self-reactive groups (Figure 21A). 

Although there were no obvious differences in VH and D gene usage between 

self-reactive and non self-reactive groups, the long HCDR3 in self-reactive 

compartments was accompanied by frequent JH6 gene usage (Figure 21, B and C). In 

general, VH3 and VH4 genes, and DH3 genes were most frequently recovered from B cells 

in all groups (Figure 21B). By contrast, JH4 gene was most frequent in F-only (48.0%) and 

Unknown groups (61.3%), while JH6 gene was predominant (49.0%-54.7%) in S-only and 

S + F groups (Figure 21B). Distributions of JH gene usage differed significantly (P = 0.009) 

between self-reactive (S-only plus S + F) and non self-reactive (F-only plus Unknown) 

groups (Figure 21C). Thus, self-reactive BCRs, including crossreactive BCRs, have long 

HCDR3 with frequent JH6 gene usage. 
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Figure 21. Self-reactive Abs exhibit long HCDR3 with frequent JH6 usage 
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(Figure 21, continued) VHDJH rearrangements were recovered from transitional B and 
mature B cells after single B-cell cultures. Based on the reactivity of the culture 
supernatant Abs, samples were grouped as follows: Self-reactive B cells that do not react 
with a panel of foreign antigens (Self only, n = 49), foreign antigen-reactive B cells that 
do (Self + Foreign, n = 53) or do not (Foreign only, n = 73) crossreact with a panel of self-
antigens, and B cells that do not react with any antigens on our panel (Unknown, n = 31). 
Self-reactive Abs in this experiment represent Abs that reacted with RNP, Sm protein, 
and KYNU. (A) HCDR3 lengths are shown. Each dot represents an individual sample. 
∗∗∗, P < 0.001 by Mann-Whitney’s U test. (B) VH, D, and JH gene usages are shown. (C) JH6 
usage was compared between self-reactive (Self only plus Self + Foreign, n = 102) and 
non-self (Foreign only plus Unknown, n = 104) groups. ∗∗, P < 0.01 by chi-square test. 

 

3.4 Discussion 

Immunological tolerance mechanisms suppress autoreactive B cells. While 

crucial for homeostasis, tolerance reduces the array of BCR diversity, creating “holes” in 

the primary B-cell repertoire [206-208, 261]. Studies of the immune responses to 

infections with pathogenic microorganisms, such as C. jejuni and HIV-1, have suggested 

the importance of this “missing” B-cell repertoire in controlling the infections. The 

structural mimicry between the C. jejuni LPS core oligosaccharide and mammalian GM 

gangliosides may cause a rare but severe postinfectious autoimmune polyneuropathy 

(Guillain-Barre syndrome) after C. jejuni infection [242]; consistent with this, the 

antibody responses against C. jejuni are often suboptimal because the crossreactive 

nature of anti-C. jejuni Abs renders them subject to removal by tolerance mechanisms 

[242]. Furthermore, the poly- and/or self-reactivity exhibited by many HIV-1 bNAbs 

may explain the great difficulty in eliciting these bNAbs in response to infection or 
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immunization [206, 207, 261]. This association is consistent with the tolerance hypothesis, 

in which tolerance mechanisms remove or inactivate B cells that produce protective Abs 

due to their dual recognition of self-antigens [243, 244]. However, the extent, if any, of 

loses in the B-cell repertoire to foreign antigens due to physiological tolerance was 

unknown. 

In this chapter, I and my colleagues characterized the reactivity of clonal IgG 

produced by the progeny of single transitional and mature B cells from human blood. 

We found that a substantial fraction (~30%) of IgG Abs from transitional B cells in 

healthy donors bound self-antigens, and that half of these self-reactive Abs also bound 

one or more foreign antigens present in our screen (Figure 16 and Figure 17). In 

agreement with the reduction of self-reactive B cells at the second tolerance checkpoint 

[31, 240], the frequency of self-reactive B cells decreased by half following maturation 

from transitional to mature B cells. In contrast, the frequencies of clonal IgG Abs that 

bound foreign determinants but did not crossreact with self-antigens were unchanged 

across the second tolerance checkpoint (Figure 16 and Figure 17). We noted that the 

frequencies of foreign antigen only binding B cells were lower than those of self-specific 

clones (Figure 16 B and C), and that this may be attributed to the lower number of 

foreign antigens tested.  However, if we consider all foreign specific B-cell clones 

(including those reactive with foreign only and crossreactive with self-antigen, Figure 

17), the frequencies of foreign specific clones are higher than those of self-reactive clones. 
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These results demonstrate that whereas peripheral tolerance specifically acts on self-

reactivity, it removes a subset of foreign specificities, i.e., reactivity to foreign epitopes 

that structurally resemble self antigens. 

My single B-cell culture system supports proliferation, differentiation, and IgG 

secretion of single human B cells. Cloning efficiencies averaged 35% for transitional B 

cells and 45% for mature B cells, respectively. We obtained approximately 2,300 clonal 

IgG Abs from individual transitional and mature B cells with mean concentrations of 3-

20 µg/ml, respectively (Figure 15). By taking advantage of the bead-based multiplex 

assay, the specificity of these clonal IgG Abs were screened against 22 antigens, 

including 12 self-antigens, 7 foreign antigens, anti-Igκ and anti-Igλ for determination of 

light chain type, and BSA as a negative control. Furthermore, because the specificities of 

single B-cell clones are revealed by screening the produced Abs in culture, we can 

reconstitute Abs selectively from desired samples. This feature minimizes the effort of 

synthesizing recombinant Abs from individual B cells. By making recombinant Abs, 

however, large quantities of Abs can be obtained for subsequent studies such as epitope 

mapping and determination of molecular interaction between antigen and Ab by 

crystallography. 

The frequency of self-reactive B cells is about 30% in transitional B cells, and 

decreases by half in mature B cells in healthy donors (Figure 16B). These frequencies are 

very similar to those of HEp-2-reactive Abs reconstituted from single B cells in previous 
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studies [10, 31]. The decrease of self-reactive B cells from transitional to mature B cells is 

consistent with suppression of self-reactive B cells at the second tolerance checkpoint, 

but a substantial fraction (~15%) of mature B cells bind self-antigens at detectable levels 

even after tolerization. This residual cohort of autoreactive implies that B-cell tolerance 

either has a stochastic component or that the BCR avidity of the remnant B cells is below 

some selective threshold. These issues may be determined by a fuller analysis of pre- 

and post-tolerance BCR avidity. 

In contrast to the reduction of self-reactive B cells from transitional to mature B 

cells in healthy individuals, frequencies of self-reactive B cells were unchanged between 

B-cell compartments in SLE patients (Figure 19B), indicating a defective tolerance 

checkpoint in SLE patients [240, 253]. The frequencies of self-reactive B cells in 

transitional and mature B cells in SLE patients were lower than and comparable to those 

in healthy donor controls, respectively. It is possible that the more mature phenotype of 

transitional B cells isolated from SLE patients may contribute to their lower frequency of 

self-reactivity compared to those of healthy donors, and therefore it is likely that this 

pool contains the mixture of transitional B cells pre-and post-tolerance checkpoint. 

Nevertheless, in half of the lupus samples, frequencies of self-reactive B cells increased 

from transitional to mature B cells, whereas none of the healthy samples did (compare 

Figure 16B and Figure 19B); we believe that these differences reflect a distinctive 

property of the SLE donors. We conclude that the types of self-antigens used in binding 
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assays influences the determination of the size of the self-reactive compartment, which 

may differ among individuals, but the reduction of the self-reactive B-cell pool from 

transitional to mature B cells within individuals reflects the second tolerance checkpoint. 

In our hands, the frequency of CD38hiCD10+ transitional B cells in CD19+CD27- 

naïve B-cell compartment of PBMC was significantly lower in SLE donors compared to 

healthy controls, and transitional B cells in SLE patients showed a more mature 

phenotype (Figure 18). This finding is quite different from a previous study [54] in 

which the authors reported that SLE patients have elevated numbers of transitional B 

cells in the circulation. Although we cannot address the reasons for this discrepancy, 

several possibilities can be considered: (1) biased sampling due to a relatively few 

number of patients in studies (n = 14 – 19); (2) differences of medical history – patients in 

the study by Sims et al. [54] were treated with a low-dose of glucocorticoids with or 

without hydroxychloroquine and had SLE Disease Activity Index scores of 0-18, while 

the SLE patients in our study were untreated; and (3) distribution of patients’ age, sex, 

etc. 

Nonetheless, it is noteworthy to mention the difference in the repertoire in the 

mature B-cell compartments of healthy controls and SLE patients. Mature B cells from 

SLE patients showed skewed binding to certain self-antigens and bound preferentially 

to many self-antigens relative to those from healthy individuals (Figure 20A). Similarly, 

they preferentially bound many foreign antigens relative to healthy controls. This biased 
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binding to one or more foreign antigens was limited in the fraction of Abs, which had 

reactivity to both self- and foreign antigens (Figure 20B). In contrast, the binding pattern 

of foreign antigen-reactive Abs that did not react with self-antigens appeared stochastic 

(Figure 20B). As suggested by Haynes et al. [243, 244], ineffective deletion of self-reactive 

mature B cells could provide differential and additional foreign specificities that may 

result in better protection against infectious agents in SLE patients. Consistent with this 

notion, many SLE patients develop anti-influenza Abs upon vaccination, which show 

binding and neutralization capacity higher than those in healthy controls [262]. 

Circulating Ab-secreting cells from SLE patients during a flare display enhanced 

responses to infectious agents [263]. 

What kind of foreign specificities would potentially be available in the self-

reactive compartment? One would be self-reactive B cells that bind foreign antigens 

through epitopes shared with self-antigens. This group of Abs includes the anti-HIV-1 

2F5 Ab [this Ab binds to both the membrane proximal external region of HIV-1 envelope 

and human KYNU through ELDKWA motif [207]] and Abs against oligosaccharides of 

C. jejuni that also react with mammalian GM gangliosides [242]. In addition, self-reactive 

B cells might provide Abs that have long HCDR3 and use JH6 (Figure 21). Long HCDR3 

can contribute to the binding and neutralization activity of anti-HIV-1 bNAbs and anti-

Influenza bNAbs by inserting extended HCDR3 loops into conserved and critical 
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regions of the viruses, such as the CD4 binding pocket on gp120 of HIV-1 and the 

receptor binding site of influenza hemagglutinin [245-248]. 

Tolerance potentially creates “loopholes” in the B-cell repertoire, resulting in the 

loss of a substantial fraction of foreign specificities from the mature B-cell compartment 

(Figure 17). Crossreactive B cells within these “loopholes” may provide protection 

against pathogens that mimic host. Thus, it may be a useful strategy to activate B cells 

that are normally removed from the primary B-cell repertoire by tolerance. This strategy 

requires modulations of tolerance such that crossreactive B cells can escape from 

tolerizing deletion but not develop autoimmune diseases. In theory, one can manipulate 

the second tolerance checkpoint to favor the removal of self-reactive B cells (enforce the 

tolerance checkpoint) and potentially control autoimmune diseases, but it would happen 

at the expense of diminishing the diversity of B-cell repertoire against foreign antigens. 

In contrast, one could release the tolerance checkpoint and expand the B-cell repertoire 

against certain foreign and self-antigens. The other question is whether tolerance is only 

permissive for autoimmune disease and that other factors are required to bring about 

disease. Understanding the regulation of tolerance and crossreactive B cells would help 

develop effective vaccination strategies against microbial pathogens that mimic host. 
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4. Efficient culture system of human naïve and memory 
B cells for use as antigen presenting cells  

In chapter 3, I demonstrated my single B-cell culture method. In this chapter, I 

further modify my culture system for the purpose of generating large numbers of 

autologous antigen-presenting B cells in vitro. The work presented in this chapter is in 

the process of submission. 

4.1 Introduction 

B cells are key to adaptive immunity and are now recognized for their 

multifunctionality: B cells not only produce antibodies, but also present antigens to T 

cells [7], secrete cytokines [8], and regulate other immunocytes [264]. Antigen 

presentation by B cells is involved, to a significant extent, in both immunoprotection and 

the pathogenesis of autoimmune diseases [7, 265, 266]. The effects of antigen 

presentation by B cells on T cells depend on the activation state of B cells. Studies show 

that CD154- or mitogen-activated B cells function as effective APC to induce T-cell 

activation [188, 267], while resting B cells are tolerogenic [268]. 

The antigen presentation function of B cells has long been known [154, 171], and 

B cells are recognized as professional APC along with DCs, macrophages, and thymic 

epithelial cells [170]. Antigen-presenting B cells participate in the initiation and 

continuation of autoimmune diseases such as SLE [269, 270], RA [271, 272], type 1 

diabetes [273], and multiple sclerosis [266] in humans and mice. Beyond the scope of 
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autoimmunity, B cells serving as APC are characteristic of atherosclerosis [274], insulin 

resistance [275], allergy [276], allo-rejection [277], infection, and even immune responses 

elicited by vaccination [181]. 

On the whole, professional APC initiate adaptive immune cellular responses by 

processing and presenting antigens to T cells as well as providing co-stimulatory signals 

necessary for the activation of T cells. These functional properties of APC have been 

applied in the clinical assessment of T-cell responses in vitro; for example, to evaluate the 

efficacy of vaccination [209], to identify the causal allergens for patients [278], and to 

predict the compatibility of allografts [279]. Generally, autologous APC are loaded with 

target antigens and are co-cultured with T cells; T-cell proliferation or function is then 

measured [210, 211]. To develop effective vaccines that target T cells, epitope mapping 

of the vaccine antigens is inevitable [209]. This is because T-cell responses are generally 

focused only a few epitopes among the many present on microbial pathogens [152]. 

With ample epitope candidates and multiple rounds of screening, a thorough mapping 

of T-cell epitopes requires large numbers of APC [209, 212, 213]. 

Indeed, the availability of autologous APC is often problematic in studies of 

human T-cell responses [209]. Although tetramers of MHC molecules conjugated with 

peptides provides an alternative option of measuring T-cell responses to specific 

antigens [280], in practice, only limited numbers of antigens can be assessed using 

tetramers [281], restricting the application of tetramers in large-scale evaluations of 
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candidate epitopes. Furthermore, tetramers cannot be used to identify unknown 

epitopes. For these reasons, autologous APC are still the primary choice in T-cell epitope 

discovery. To overcome the low numbers of APC in the circulating blood, usually the 

rate-limiting factor for mapping human T-cell epitopes, leukapheresis is often required 

to obtain adequate numbers of APC from patient’s blood [212, 213]. Alternatively, APC 

can be expanded in vitro. The low numbers of circulating DCs and macrophages in blood 

and their limited capacity for proliferation in vitro limit their applications [214, 282, 283]. 

In contrast, B cells are more abundant in circulating blood and easier to expand in vitro 

compared to DCs and macrophages [284-286]. To that end, B cells offer a useful and, 

potentially, more convenient source of APC. However, current methods for B-cell 

culture still do not generate sufficient cell numbers [284-286]. 

In this study, I adapted the culture methods established by Luo et al. [224] to 

expand in vitro the numbers of naïve and memory human B cells. This culture method 

efficiently induces the activation, proliferation, and differentiation of unselected or 

antigen-binding B cells. Significantly, the culture-derived (CD) B cells express high 

levels of accessory molecules necessary for effective APC function (MHCII, CD80, and 

CD86) and effectively present both alloantigens and microbial antigens to human T cells. 

Expansion of antigen-specific human memory B cells in CD cultures results in the 

generation of antigen-specific APC activity that is significantly more efficient for the 

cognate antigen than for unrelated antigens of comparable mass. Thus, this culture 
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method provides a platform for studying the BCR and TCR repertoires within a single 

individual. 

4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Human blood samples 

Blood samples were collected from healthy adult donors with informed consent 

in accordance with guidelines from the Duke Institutional Review Board committee. 

Mononuclear cells were isolated by Ficoll-paque plus (GE) density gradient 

centrifugation with SepMate-50 tubes (STEMCELL Technologies). Cells were 

cryopreserved in liquid nitrogen until use. For microbial antigen-specific T-cell studies, 

blood samples were collected 2 to 5 weeks after tetanus-diphtheria boost and/or trivalent 

inactive influenza vaccination. 

4.2.2 Cryopreservation of human cells 

Cells were cryopreserved based on a previous protocol with modifications [287]. 

Briefly, cells were suspended in RPMI 1640 medium (Invitrogen) or neat (FBS) (FCS 

HyClone, Thermo) at a concentration of ≤ 2x107 cells per ml. An equal volume of cooled 

freezing medium containing 20% DMSO (Sigma) and 80% FBS was added dropwise to 

the cell suspension to a final concentration of 10% DMSO. Cells were aliquoted into 

cryovial tubes and placed in a pre-chilled freezing container (Nalgene Mr. Frosty, 

Sigma). Cryovials were stored at -80 ℃ for 4 - 24 hours and then were stored in liquid 

nitrogen until thawing for culture. 
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4.2.3 Monoclonal antibodies and flow cytometry 

The following mouse mAbs specific for human surface antigens were used for 

flow cytometry and cell sorting in this study. Anti-human CD3 APC (clone: HIT3a), CD4 

PE (clone: A151A1), CD8 APC-Cy7 (HIT8a), CD19 PE-Cy7 and APC (HIB19), CD24 PE 

and BV510 (ML5), CD27 BV421 (M-T271), CD38 BV510 (HIT2), CD45 PE-Cy7 (HI30), 

CD80 PE (5D10), CD86 biotin (IT2.2), IgD FITC APC-Cy7 (IA6-2), IgM FITC and APC-

Cy7 (MHM-88), and mouse IgG1 isotype control PE, PE-Cy7, and biotin (MOPC-21) 

were purchased from BioLegend (San Diego, CA). CD38 biotin (HIT2) was purchased 

from eBioscience (San Diego, CA). IgM PE-Cy5 (G20-127), IgG APC (G18-145), CD3 PE-

Cy5 (UCHT1), and mouse IgG1 isotype control APC (MOPC-21), BV510 (X40) and V450 

(MOPC-21) were purchased from BD Biosciences (San Jose, CA). MHC class II FITC 

(TDR31.3) was purchased from LifeSpan BioSciences. Streptavidin-Pacific Orange was 

purchased from Invitrogen. Mouse IgG1k isotype control (MG1K) was purchased from 

Rockland. 

Both analysis of cell phenotypes and cell isolation were performed by flow 

cytometry. Briefly, cells were incubated with fluorochrome-conjugated mAb specific for 

human surface antigen (listed above) and resuspended in PBS containing 2% FBS prior 

to analysis. Bound biotin-conjugated Abs were revealed by fluorochrome-labeled 

streptavidin. Doublets were excluded from the analysis and cell sorting by 

combination(s) of forward scatter (FSC)-A versus FSC-H, FSC-H versus FSC-W, and side 
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scatter (SSC)-H versus SSC-W gatings. Dead cells were excluded by 7-aminoactinomycin 

D+ (7-AAD) staining (BD Biosciences). Labeled cells were analyzed on a BD FACSCanto 

after fixation (BD Cytofix) or sorted on a BD FACSAria using Diva software (BD 

Biosciences). 

4.2.4 Isolation of mature, naïve B cells 

Human mature, naïve B cells were isolated from PBMC by negative selection 

with the EasySep Human Naïve B Cell Enrichment Kit according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions (STEMCELL Technologies). The purity of mature naïve B cells (CD19+ CD27- 

IgM+ IgD+) as determined by flow cytometry was > 94%. 

4.2.5 CD culture system 

Human B cells (1-6 x 103) were plated in 6-well plates or 10-cm tissue culture 

dishes (BD Falcon) to achieve input cell densities of ~100 B cells/cm2. These culture plates 

or dishes were pre-seeded overnight with CD154-expressing stromal cells (CD40LLow cell 

line, gift from David Baltimore) [224]. B cells were cultured in R5 medium [RPMI 1640 

with 5% human serum (Sigma-Aldrich), 55 µM 2-mercaptoethanol, 2 mM L-glutamine, 

100 U/ml penicillin,100 µg/ml streptomycin, 10 mM HEPES, 1 mM sodium pyruvate and 

1% MEM nonessential amino acids (all from Invitrogen)], supplemented with 

recombinant human IL-2 (50 ng/ml), IL-4 (10 ng/ml), IL-21 (10 ng/ml), and BAFF (10 

ng/ml) (all from PeproTech, Rocky Hill, NJ) for 8 days unless indicated otherwise. The 
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final volume of B-cell cultures was 2 ml/well for 6-well plates, and 6 ml/dish for 10-cm 

dishes. 

Cells were fed with fresh R5 medium containing cytokines on days 4 and 6 by 

aspirating half of the old medium without touching the bottom of the wells, and 

replacing the same volume with pre-warmed, fresh medium containing cytokines. In 

some experiments when cultures were carried beyond 8 days, cells were split onto new 

feeder cells on day 8 and medium was changed on post-transfer days +4 and +6. At the 

end of culture, CD B cells were harvested, counted, aliquoted, and cryopreserved in 

liquid nitrogen until use. In experiments quantifying the kinetics of mature naïve B-cell 

proliferation, input cell numbers were optimized to facilitate accurate cell counts: input 

cell numbers on day 0 were 1x104, 2.5x103, and 1x103 per well in 6-well plates for 4-, 6-, 

and 8-day cultures, respectively; beyond 8 days, cells were split onto new feeders and 

the input cell numbers on day 8 were 4x104, 1x104, 2.5x103, and 1x103 per well for 10-, 12-, 

14-, and 16-day cultures, respectively. 

4.2.6 Isolation and culture of antigen-specific human memory B cells 

Human PBMC recovered from tetanus-diphtheria vaccinees were incubated with 

a combination of flowcytometry mAb and tetanus toxoid (TT) conjugated with PE (TT-

PE), which had been generated using R-PE-labeling kit-NH2 kit (Dojindo). Single, live B 

cells (7AAD-CD3-CD19+) were gated, from which IgG memory B cells were defined as 

CD27+CD24hiIgM-IgD-IgG+. IgG memory B cells that did (TT-PE+) or did not (TT-PE-) 
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bind TT were then sorted into CD cultures at ~100 cells/cm2. Following their activation 

and proliferation for 8 days, TT-PE+ and TT-PE- CD B cells were harvested and frozen 

until use. A fraction of day-8 CD B cells were placed into new cultures (~100 CD B 

cells/cm2) and allowed to expand for another 8 days; these day-16 CD B cells were 

harvested and cryopreserved until use. 

4.2.7 Co-culture of T and B cells 

PBMC were thawed and labeled with carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester 

(CFSE, Invitrogen). T cells were isolated by negative selection with the EasySep Human 

T Cell Enrichment Kit (STEMCELL Technologies) from CFSE-labeled PBMC. The 

purities of CD3+ T cells (as determined by flow cytometry) were greater than 98% after 

enrichment. Frozen CD B cells were thawed and counted. Both T and CD B cells were 

suspended well before co-culture. 

Equal numbers (1 x 104 each) of T and CD B cells per well were co-cultured in 96-

well U-bottom plates (Fisher Scientific) in 100 µl per well of R5 medium without 

exogenous cytokines. For alloreactive T-cell proliferation studies, the plates were 

incubated at 37°C in a 5% CO2- humidified incubator for 5 days. For microbial antigen-

specific T-cell proliferation studies, the plates were incubated for 7 days. TT from 

Clostridium tetani (List Biological Laboratories), recombinant influenza HA (H3 

A/Wisconsin/67/2005, kindly provided by S.C. Harrison), and recombinant B. anthracis 

PA (BEI Resources) were used in antigen-specific T-cell proliferation studies. T cells 
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were treated with equal numbers of anti-CD3/CD28 Dynabeads (Invitrogen) as 

positive controls in both alloreactive and microbial antigen-specific T-cell proliferation 

studies. 

4.2.8 CD B-cell immunophenotypic analysis and T-cell proliferation 
analysis 

Analysis of CD B-cell phenotypes and T-cell proliferation was performed by flow 

cytometry. Briefly, cells were incubated with fluorochrome-conjugated mAb specific for 

human surface antigens (listed above) in PBS containing 2% FBS. Bound biotin-

conjugated mAbs were revealed using streptavidin-Pacific Orange. Analysis was 

performed with FlowJo (Tree Star, Ashland, OR). 

CD B cells were phenotyped using flow cytometry. Absolute cell counts were 

performed with Calibrite beads according to the manufacturer’s instructions (BD 

Biosciences) or with a hemocytometer and trypan blue exclusion of dead cells. CD B 

cells were incubated with mAbs for surface staining of CD19, CD45, CD3, MHCII, CD80, 

CD86, CD27, CD24, CD138, IgG, IgM, and IgD. Dead cells were excluded from analysis 

by 7AAD staining. 

T-cell proliferation was assessed as described previously [279]. Briefly, cells were 

washed and resuspended in R5 medium without exogenous cytokines. CFSE dissolved 

in DMSO was added at a final concentration of 5 µM. Cells were mixed well with CFSE 

and incubated in the dark at room temperature for 5 min. Cells were washed three times 

with warm medium to remove excess CFSE and were resuspended in culture medium. 
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After culture, T-cell proliferation was assessed by flow cytometry. Briefly, cells were 

harvested and incubated with mAbs for CD3, CD4, CD8, CD19, and 7AAD. Single, live 

(7AAD–) CD19– CD3+ leukocytes were gated as the T-cell population. The frequency of T-

cell proliferation was determined by CFSE dilution. 

4.2.9 Image acquisition 

Images of cultured mature, naïve B cells were taken with a Canon EOS20D 

camera through the eyepiece lens of an Olympus CKX41 microscope; original 

magnification x200. 

4.2.10 Data analysis 

Graphs were compiled and statistical analysis was performed with two-way 

ANOVA followed by multiple comparison test using GraphPad Prism software, version 

6 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). Results are presented as means ± SD or means ± 

SEM. Differences between TT-binding enriched and unenriched CD B cells in inducing 

T-cell proliferation were considered significant if p<0.05. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Extensive proliferation of human B cells in vitro 

To generate large numbers of activated human B cells in vitro, I developed a B-

cell culture system in which B-cell populations are expanded on feeder cells that express 

low levels of CD154 [224] in medium containing the recombinant human cytokines IL-2, 

IL-4, IL-21, and BAFF. 
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Figure 22. Vigorous proliferation of human mature, naïve B cells in vitro 

Mature, naïve human B cells were isolated from frozen PBMC and cultured (see 
Materials and Methods) for as long as 16 days in CD cultures. (A) B-cell proliferation was 
readily followed by microscopy; representative images of cultured B cells show 
substantial proliferation over time. Initial plating densities were 6000 cells/dish (~100 
cells/cm2) on days 0 and 8. Cultured cell populations were split and transferred to new 
cultures on day 8 and allowed to expand for another 8 days. Original magnification x200. 
(B) Representative flow cytometry profiles of mature, naïve B cells placed into CD 
cultures. Single, live B cells (7AAD-CD3-CD19+) that were CD27-CD24+ and expressed 
surface IgM and IgD were defined as mature, naïve B cells. Typically, >94% of starting B-
cell populations expressed this mature, naïve phenotype. (C) The kinetics of B-cell 
proliferation are shown as fold-increases in viable B-cell (7AAD-CD45+CD19+) numbers 
compared to the number of input cells (day 0). Input cell numbers were optimized to 
facilitate accurate cell counts and B-cell numbers were determined by flow cytometry 
(Materials and Methods). Each symbol represents a donor (n=3); duplicate cultures were 
established for each donor. 
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To evaluate the proliferation of these CD B cells, mature, naïve B cells from 

frozen peripheral blood samples were introduced (day 0) and maintained in cultures for 

as long as 16 days. B-cell numbers increased substantially in this culture system (CD 

culture system); starting with B-cell densities of ~100 cells/cm2, I routinely observed 

clusters of B cells by day 4 of culture that became confluent by day 8 (Figure 22A). To 

avoid overcrowding and promote continued proliferation, I split and transferred 

cultured cells into fresh cultures (100 cells/cm2). These newly-expanded populations 

formed B-cell clusters as early as 2 days after transfer (d8+2) and continued to proliferate 

to confluence by post-transfer day 8 (d8+8) (Figure 22A). This culture system is capable 

of supporting vigorous B-cell proliferation for at least 16 days. Indeed, CD B cells are 

capable of continued proliferation for at least another week in fresh cultures (data not 

shown). 

To quantify the proliferative capacity of human B cells in the CD culture system, 

mature, naïve B cells (CD19+CD27-CD24hiIgM+IgD+) from frozen human peripheral blood 

(Figure 22B) were cultured as described above with the adjustment of input cell 

numbers (see Materials and Methods) to obtain accurate kinetics of B-cell proliferation. 

With an input of 103 B cells per well in culture, B cells expanded to ≥106 cells per well 

after 8 days. Subsequently, cultured B-cell populations were split and transferred to 

fresh cultures at 103 B cells/well on day 8; these cultured B cells continued proliferation 

and reached ≥106 cells 8 days after transfer (day 16). Similar expansion capacity was seen 
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in cells cultured for 4, 6, 10, 12, and 14 days. CD cultures supported logarithmic 

expansion of purified mature, naïve B cells with ≥103-fold increases by day 8 of culture 

and 106-fold increases by day 16 (Figure 22C). 

4.3.2 Naïve B cells become activated and differentiate in CD cultures 

In CD cultures, human mature, naïve B cells soon acquire an activated 

phenotype that promotes effective antigen presentation, and they eventually 

differentiate into antibody-secreting plasmablasts and plasmacytes. To characterize the 

activation and differentiation of CD B cells during culture, I followed the expression of 

MHCII, CD80, CD86, membrane IgG, CD27, and CD138 on CD B cells over 16 days of 

culture. Within 4 days, CD B cells exhibited an activated phenotype that manifested in 

increased expression of MHCII, CD80, and CD86 (Figure 23A). Elevated levels of 

MHCII, CD80, and CD86 were generally sustained through the 16-day culture period 

although CD80 expression declined somewhat by days 14-16 (Figure 23A). 

Later, CD cultures supported IgM → IgG CSR and differentiation to 

plasmablasts/plasmacytes. In these cultures, IgM → IgG CSR first became obvious on 

day 8, with 15 - 20% of cultured naïve mature B cells expressing membrane IgG and 

increasing gradually to peak at 30% - 40% of CD B cells by day 14 (Figure 23B). 

Expression of CD27, a differentiation marker linked to the human B-cell memory 

compartments [216, 288], accumulated slowly on CD B cells until day 12 and then 

sharply increased on days 14-16. CD138 expression, a marker of specialization for 
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antibody secretion [289], came later, increasing abruptly at days 14-16. Thus, the CD 

culture system efficiently activates human mature, naïve B cells and induces B-cell 

proliferation and differentiation. 

Given that many human samples are routinely cryopreserved, I also 

cryopreserved CD B cells to test whether frozen CD B cells retained their proliferative 

and differentiative capacity after the freeze-thaw process, I recultured frozen CD B cells 

to evaluate their ability to be expanded and activated in vitro. Frozen aliquots of day-8 

CD B cells were thawed and cultured at 103 cells per well for 6 days. Like harvested B 

cells from cryopreserved peripheral blood (Figure 22C), the frozen day-8 CD B cells 

proliferated 2 x 102-fold upon reculture, and maintained high expression of activation 

markers (data not shown). Thus, CD B cells are readily cryopreserved and retain their 

activation status and ability to proliferate. 

These findings indicate that the CD culture system supports the extensive 

proliferation of human mature, naïve B cells and upregulates MHCII, CD80, and CD86 

on cultured B cells. Taken together, my results suggest that CD B cells may be capable of 

acting as potent APC for autologous and heterologous T cells. 
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Figure 23. Activation and differentiation of naïve B cells in CD cultures 

Activation of cultured B cells was evident based on increased expression of MHCII, 
CD80, and CD86 during the early culture period, and was followed by differentiation 
into CD27+ and CD138+ populations of class-switched, IgG+ B cells. Frequencies of B cells 
expressing levels of MHCII, CD80, and CD86 (A) and IgG, CD27, and CD138 (B) during 
culture are presented as % of CD19+ cells. Elevated expression of these surface molecules 
was defined based on representative flow histograms that quantified expression in input 
B cells (day 0) and cultured B cells on days 8 and 16; broken black lines indicate 
thresholds for elevated expression. Each symbol represents a single donor (n=3). 
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4.3.3 CD B cells effectively activate allogeneic T-cell proliferation 

To test whether CD B cells function as APC to induce antigen-specific T-cell 

proliferation, I first examined the ability of CD B cells to elicit proliferation of allogeneic 

T cells in mixed-lymphocyte reactions. T cells from 5 unrelated donors (demographic 

data in Table 2) were co-cultured either with their own (autologous) CD B cells or with 

CD B cells from the other donors. CFSE-labeled T cells and unlabeled day-8 CD B cells 

(104 cells each) were co-cultured for 5 days; T-cell proliferation was measured by CFSE 

dilution at the end of co-culture. T cells cultured alone did not proliferate (~0 % 

CFSEdim), whereas introduction of anti-CD3/CD28 beads resulted in proliferation of most 

T cells through multiple divisions (64% - 89% CFSEdim) (Figure 24A). Autologous CD B 

cells did not induce T-cell proliferation (~1 % CFSEdim); in contrast, every CD B-cell 

cohort induced strong proliferation in allogeneic T cells (26% - 67% CFSEdim) (Figure 24B 

and Table 3). Of note, allogeneic T-cell proliferation was observed in both the CD4+ and 

CD8+ compartments (Figure 24B and Table 3). 

Interestingly, the relative intensities of the allogeneic T-cell responses 

corresponded with those found during treatment with anti-CD3/CD28 beads (Figure 24B 

and Table 3); for example, T cells from donor E had the highest proliferation rate 

(CFSEdim 60 ± 5% (mean ± SD)) in response to allogeneic stimulation by CD B cells from 

all donors (32 ± 6%, 41 ± 5%, 46 ± 9%, and 47 ± 5% CFSEdim for donors A, B, C, and D, 

respectively), and also had the most vigorous T-cell division in response to anti-
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CD3/CD28 treatment (89 ± 3%). Conversely, T cells from donor A had the lowest 

proliferation frequency in response to allogeneic stimulation and to anti-CD3/CD28 

treatment. On the other hand, CD B cells from all donors have a similar capability to 

induce allogeneic T-cell proliferation (CFSEdim 47 ± 8%, 46 ± 10%, 43 ±14%, 50 ± 15%, and 

40 ± 9% by CD B cells from donors A, B, C, D, and E, respectively). Collectively, in vitro-

expanded CD B cells efficiently presented alloantigens to induce allogeneic T-cell 

proliferation but did not activate T-cell proliferation non-specifically. 

 

Table 2. Demographic data of five unrelated donors of PBMC 

Donor Age Gender Recent 
vaccination(s) 

Duration between 
vaccination and blood 

collection 
A 47 F Td toxoid 5 weeks 

B 48 F Td toxoid 5 weeks 

C 38 F Flu shot 16 days 

D 39 M Td and Flu shot 16 days 

E 26 M None not applicable 
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Figure 24. CD B cells effectively activate allogeneic T-cell proliferation 

Frozen aliquots of cultured B cells (day 8) were thawed and co-cultured with equal 
numbers (104) of CFSE-labeled allogeneic or autologous T cells. (A) Representative flow 
plots of T-cell proliferation in cultures alone (T only) or in the presence of anti-
CD3/CD28 beads (aCD3/CD28), or in co-cultures with autologous or allogeneic CD B 
cells. (B) CFSE-labeled T cells from 5 unrelated donors (A, B, C, D, and E) were co-
cultured with their own (autologous) or each other’s CD B cells. Matched, CFSE-labeled 
T cells were similarly cultured in the presence of anti-CD3/CD28 beads or alone as 
positive or negative controls, respectively. Five days later, T-cell proliferation was 
estimated by CFSE dilution. Results for T cells co-cultured with CD B cells from donor A 
are illustrated as proliferation of CD3+ (left panel), CD4+ (middle panel), and CD8+ (right 
panel) T-cell populations. Summarized results are shown in Table 3. Results are given as 
mean % CFSEdim ± SD. n=5; 2 independent experiments. 
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Table 3. Summary of percent T-cell proliferation determined by CFSE dilution in 
response to autologous or allogeneic CD B cells§ 

CD3+ 

CFSEdim  
(% of 
CD3+) 

CD B cells 
T 

only‡ aCD3/CD28 
A B C D E 

T 
ce

lls
 

A 3 ± 5¶ 39 ± 5 26 ± 6 35 ± 2 28 ± 2 0 ± 0 64 ± 4 

B 47 ± 7 0 ± 0 39 ± 3 41 ± 10 36 ± 6 0 ± 0 79 ± 8 

C 36 ± 8 43 ± 5 0 ± 0 58 ± 7 47 ± 4 0 ± 0 76 ± 7 

D 52 ± 4 41 ± 7 49 ± 5 2 ± 1 48 ± 7 0 ± 0 84 ± 2 

E 55 ± 5 60 ± 6 58 ± 8 67 ± 3 3 ± 1 0 ± 0 89 ± 3 

 

                      CD4+ 

CFSEdim  
(% of 
CD3+) 

CD B cells 
T only aCD3/CD28 

A B C D E 

T 
ce

lls
 

A 3 ± 5 28 ± 5 22 ± 5 27 ± 1 21 ± 2 0 ± 0 53 ± 6 

B 29 ± 7 0 ± 0 22 ± 5 22 ± 7 17 ± 4 0 ± 0 67 ± 4 

C 23 ± 4 25 ± 2 0 ± 0 31 ± 2 20 ± 2 0 ± 0 62 ± 6 

D 24 ± 5 19 ± 3 24 ± 4 1 ± 1 28 ± 3 0 ± 0 61 ± 3 

E 36 ± 5 40 ± 5 36 ± 7 50 ± 4 1 ± 1 0 ± 0 68 ± 3 

 

                      CD8+ 

CFSEdim  
(% of 
CD3+) 

CD B cells 
T only aCD3/CD28 

A B C D E 

T 
ce

lls
 

A 0 ± 1 9 ± 6 3 ± 3 7 ± 2 7 ± 1 0 ± 0 9 ± 2 

B 17 ± 6 0 ± 0 16 ± 4 19 ± 6 18 ± 4 0 ± 0 10 ± 3 

C 12 ± 4 17 ± 3 0 ± 0 25 ± 6 25 ± 4 0 ± 0 12 ± 1 

D 26 ± 5 21 ± 4 24 ± 3 0 ± 0 18 ± 6 0 ± 0 21 ± 5 

E 15 ± 4 18 ± 2 18 ± 1 15 ± 3 1 ± 1 0 ± 0 16 ± 5 

 

                                                      

§CFSE-labeled T cells from 5 unrelated donors (A, B, C, D, E) were co-cultured with their own (autologous) 
or each other's CD B cells. 
‡ Matched, CFSE-labeled T cells were similarly cultured in the presence of anti-CD3/CD28 beads 
(aCD3/CD28) or alone (T only) as positive or negative controls, respectively. 
¶Percent CFSEdim ± SD cells among CD3+ cells are shown. 
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4.3.4 CD B cells effectively activate antigen-specific autologous T 
cells 

To determine the ability of CD B cells to process and present microbial antigens, I 

co-cultured CD B cells with autologous T cells from recent vaccinees in the presence of 

priming and control (unexposed) vaccine antigens and determined T-cell proliferation 

by CFSE dilution after co-culture for 7 days. Day-8 CD B cells (originating from mature, 

naïve B cells) were co-cultured with autologous T cells from donors recently immunized 

with tetanus-diphtheria toxoid vaccine (donors A and B, 2-5 weeks post-immunization), 

trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine (donor C), or both (donor D). Corresponding 

protein antigens [tetanus toxoid (TT) or recombinant influenza hemagglutinin (HA)], or 

an irrelevant antigen [recombinant B. anthracis protective antigen (rPA)] (10 μg/ml each) 

were added into individual co-cultures (Figure 25). In the absence of added antigen 

(UNSTIM), little or no T-cell proliferation was observed (<5% CFSEdim) whereas cultures 

containing anti-CD3/CD28 beads supported vigorous (>80% CFSEdim) T-cell 

proliferation. Significantly, antigen-dependent, autologous T-cell proliferation correlated 

well with each donor’s recent vaccination history. TT triggered CD3+ T-cell proliferation 

(≤45% CFSEdim) in donors A, B, and D; HA induced T-cell proliferation (13% - 30% 

CFSEdim) in all donors, but the highest frequencies of CFSEdim T cells were observed in 

donors C and D (22% and 30% CFSEdim, respectively) who were recently immunized 

with influenza vaccine. In contrast, rPA did not induce T-cell proliferation (≤5% 

CFSEdim), with the single exception of donor D (15% CFSEdim). On inquiry, we discovered 
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that this individual is exposed to rPA due to his occupation. In all cases, T-cell 

proliferation was most evident in CD4+ T cells: 64% - 90% of the CFSEdim T cells were 

CD4+ (Figure 25). CD B cells efficiently take up, process, and present protein antigens to 

autologous CD4+ T cells and thereby induce antigen-specific T-cell activation and 

proliferation. 

 

Figure 25. Antigen presentation by autologous CD B cells results in T-cell 
proliferation 
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(Figure 25, continued) Frozen aliquots of cultured B cells (day 8) were thawed and co-
cultured with equal numbers (104) of CFSE-labeled autologous T cells from recent 
vaccinees (2 to 5 weeks post-vaccination). Donors A and B received a tetanus-diphtheria 
booster immunization, donor C received the trivalent inactivated influenza vaccine, and 
donor D was injected with both vaccines simultaneously. Tetanus toxoid (TT), 
recombinant influenza HA (H3/Wisconsin), or the irrelevant antigen recombinant B. 
anthracis PA (each, 10 µg/ml) were added into individual co-cultures; cultures without 
added antigen (UNSTIM) or anti-CD3/CD28 beads served as negative and positive 
controls, respectively. After 7 days of culture, T-cell proliferation was estimated by CFSE 
dilution among all (CD3+) T cells, and CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell subsets. Results are 
compiled from 2-4 independent experiments and are presented as means ± SEM. 

 

4.3.5 Antigen-specific human memory B cells are activated and 
proliferate in CD cultures 

Antigen-specific B cells are supremely efficient APC for their cognate antigen 

[154]. Consequently, I determined whether antigen-specific, memory B cells might 

proliferate and differentiate in this culture system and whether cultured memory B cells 

present specific antigens more efficiently than unselected CD B cells. IgG memory B cells 

(CD19+CD27+CD24hiIgM-IgD-IgG+) from the peripheral blood of tetanus-diphtheria 

toxoid vaccinees were sorted based on their capacity to avidly bind TT conjugated with 

PE fluorochrome (TT-PE). Both TT-binding (TT-PE+) and non-TT-binding (TT-PE-) IgG 

memory B-cell populations were then separately expanded in CD cultures. 

A representative example of the sorting strategy to identify TT-specific memory 

B cells shows that approximately 40% of peripheral blood B cells from donor A exhibit 

the CD27+CD24hi memory phenotype, among which ~41% have undergone isotype 

switch (IgM-IgD-); 57% of the class-switched memory B cells express surface IgG (Figure 
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26). Among circulating IgG memory B cells, about 2% were TT-PE+ (Figure 26A). The 

frequency of the memory phenotype in another donor (donor B) is ~35% of circulating B 

cells, and around 53% of these memory B cells are IgM-IgD-; IgG memory cells represent 

35% of the class-switched memory pool. The TT-PE+ frequency among IgG memory B 

cells is about 12%, which is higher than in donor A. Combining data from both donors, 

circulating B cells are composed of 38.4 ± 2.3% (mean ± SD) memory B cells; 47.4 ± 8.5% 

of these memory B cells are class-switched, and 46.5 ± 15.4% of them are IgG+. The 

frequency of TT-PE+ cells in the IgG memory B-cell pool is 7.5 ± 7.3%. Overall, the 

average frequency of TT-PE+ IgG memory B cells is 0.5% among circulating CD19+ B cells 

in these two recent tetanus-diphtheria toxoid vaccinees. 

Isolated memory B cells were seeded at ~100 cells/cm2 in CD cultures and 

allowed to expand for 8 days; subsequently, the proliferating cultured cells were re-

seeded in fresh cultures (at ~100 cells/cm2) for another 8 days (total 16 days). In CD 

cultures, both TT-PE+ and TT-PE- IgG memory B cells proliferated comparably, with 

approximately 103-fold increases by day 8, and 2x105-fold increases by day 16 over input 

cell numbers (Figure 26B). I measured TT binding enrichment by comparing the 

frequencies of positive TT-PE labeling on these CD B cells using flow cytometry. In 

donor A, after subtracting the PE-TT signal (~1%) on cultured TT-PE- memory B cells, I 

found ~ 8% and 6% of CD B cells from the TT-PE+ population after 8 and 16 days of 

culture, respectively, were positively labeled with TT-PE (data not shown). In donor B, 
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we found ~30% and 15% of CD B cells from 8- and 16-day cultures, respectively, were 

positively labeled with TT-PE. These findings indicate a successful enrichment of TT-

binding memory B cells resulting from cell sorting. 

 
Figure 26. In vitro proliferation and activation of antigen-specific human memory B 

cells 

(A) Representative sorting strategy to identify TT-specific memory B cells (from donor A, 
a tetanus-diphtheria vaccine recipient). Single, live B cells (7AAD-CD3-CD19+) were 
gated on the CD27+CD24hiIgM-IgD-IgG+ cell population (IgG memory B cells). IgG 
memory B cells that did (TT-PE+) or did not (TT-PE-) bind TT were then sorted into CD 
cultures. (B) Expansion of TT-binding and TT-nonbinding memory B cells is shown. On 
days 8 and 16, cell numbers were determined by flow cytometry (Materials and Methods); 
B-cell expansion is shown as viable B-cell (7AAD-CD45+ CD19+) numbers over input cells. 
Data are shown as mean fold-increase ± SD; n=2. (C) Representative flow histograms of 
MHCII, CD80, and CD86 on cultured TT+ IgG memory B cells as well as ex vivo B cells. 
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To evaluate whether the cultured cells derived from IgG memory B cells also 

acquire the APC phenotype in CD cultures, the expression levels of surface MHCII, 

CD80, and CD86 on day-8 and day-16 cultured IgG memory B cells were compared to ex 

vivo, unselected IgG memory B cells. Both TT-PE+ and TT-PE- IgG memory B cells 

became activated, increasing expression of MHCII, CD80, and CD86 following 8 days in 

culture; these expression levels subsequently fell by day 16, but remained higher than 

starting levels (Figure 26C). The frequencies of elevated MHCII expression on these cells 

were approximately 92% and 64% by days 8 and 16, respectively; similar trends were 

seen in CD80 (74% and 31% by days 8 and 16) and CD86 expression (92% and 61% by 

days 8 and 16), although the frequencies of elevated CD80 were generally lower 

compared to MHCII and CD86 (Figure 26C). The expression levels of MHCII, CD80, and 

CD86 [measured as mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) by flow cytometry] reduced 

about 45%, 70%, and 65%, respectively, in day-16 cultured cells compared to the 

frequencies in day-8 cells (Figure 26C). Surface IgG expression in CD B cells was also 

assessed. After culture for 8 days, ~75% of cultured IgG memory B cells retained surface 

IgG expression; the frequency of IgG-expressing cells declined to ~35% on day 16. 

However, the total expression levels of surface IgG reduced greatly: I observed a 77% 

and 94% reduction in the MFIs of IgG in day-8 and day-16 cultured IgG memory B cells, 

respectively, as compared to the MFIs in input cells (data not shown). The expression of 

surface MHCII, CD80, CD86, and IgG in CD B cells from sorted TT-PE+ and TT-PE- IgG 
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memory B-cell populations cultured for the same duration were comparable (data not 

shown). 

4.3.6 The presentation efficiency of CD B cells is increased by pre-
selecting for antigen-specific BCRs 

To evaluate the population of CD B cells enriched for TT-binding for their ability 

to induce T-cell proliferation in response to cognate antigens, cultured IgG memory B 

cells were recovered and co-cultured with equal numbers (104) of CFSE-labeled 

autologous T cells from donors A or B who had recently received a tetanus-diphtheria 

booster. Both day-8 and day-16 CD B cells from TT-PE+ and TT-PE- IgG memory B cells 

were tested for their ability to induce T-cell proliferation in the absence or presence of 

TT (7 tested concentrations, 5-fold serial dilutions from 10 μg/ml), HA (2 or 10 μg/ml), or 

irrelevant antigen rPA (10 μg/ml) in the co-cultures. After 7 days of co-culture, total T-

cell proliferation was determined by CFSE dilution (Figure 27). 

Without the addition of microbial antigens, both CD B-cell populations (enriched 

or not for TT-binding) induced little or no autologous T-cell proliferation (CFSEdim ~3% 

and ~5% for TT-PE+ enriched and unenriched CD B cells, respectively, from donor A, 

and CFSEdim ~4% and ~3.5% from donor B). A co-culture well using day-8 unenriched 

CD B cells (CFSEdim ~30%) was an exception, which may have been due to the effect of a 

culture medium component on the T cells. With the addition of rPA, little or no T-cell 

proliferation was induced by either CD B-cell population (CFSEdim ~6% and ~2% for 

donor A or B, respectively). With either the addition of no antigen or irrelevant antigen, 
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cells derived from IgG memory B cells in CD cultures induced little or no T-cell 

proliferation, indicating that the CD B cells from the memory pool, similar to those from 

the naïve mature pool, do not activate T cells nonspecifically (Figure 24, Figure 25, and 

Figure 27). 

With the addition of TT antigen, T-cell proliferation was more robust in the co-

cultures with CD B cells enriched for TT-binding than those with unenriched CD B cells, 

indicating that antigen-driven T-cell proliferation corresponded with the antigen 

specificity of CD B cells (Figure 27, donors A and B). Using day-8 CD B cells from donor 

A, the population of CD B cells enriched for TT-binding induced more T-cell 

proliferation (~20% more CFSEdim T cells), as compared to unenriched CD B cells in 

response to TT at 10 µg/ml (CFSEdim ~45% and ~25% when co-cultured with TT-binding-

enriched or unenriched CD B cells, respectively). By serially reducing TT concentrations, 

I observed about 10% - 38% more CFSEdim T cells in the co-cultures with day-8 CD B cells 

enriched for TT-binding than in those without enrichment in the presence of TT ≥ 0.016 

µg/ml (p<0.0001) (Figure 27, donor A); the superiority of TT-binding-enriched day-8 CD 

B cells in inducing T-cell proliferation remained until the concentrations of TT were 

lower than 0.016 µg/ml. Similarly, day-16 CD B cells enriched for TT binding induced 

more T-cell proliferation (about 10% - 37% more CFSEdim T cells) than unenriched CD B 

cells (p<0.0001) and the advantage remained until TT < 0.4 µg/ml. Day-8 and day-16 TT-

binding enriched CD B cells from donor B also exhibited an enhanced ability to induce 
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T-cell proliferation, with ~10% - 36% more CFSEdim T cells observed at TT ≥ 0.08 µg/ml 

(p<0.01 and p<0.001 for day-8 and day-16, respectively, in comparing TT-binding 

enriched and unenriched CD B cells). 

Furthermore, the population of CD B cells enriched for TT-binding induced 

measurable T-cell proliferation with the addition of the non-cognate antigen, HA at 10 

μg/ml (13% - 23% CFSEdim T cells observed using day-8 CD B cells, and 4% - 9% CFSEdim 

T cells using day-16 CD B cells, both donors), and at 2 μg/ml (5% - 17% and 2% - 5% 

CFSEdim T cells detected using day-8 and day-16 CD B cells, respectively) (Figure 27), 

suggesting that these B cells can acquire antigens through a BCR-independent pathway; 

however, the HA-presenting capacity of TT-PE+ enriched CD B cells was less efficient as 

compared to their presenting capacity for the TT cognate antigen (Figure 27). On the 

other hand, unenriched CD B cells exhibited an antigen-presenting capability that was 

similar to the capability of TT-binding enriched cells in the presence of HA at 10 μg/ml 

(14% - 22% and 7% - 9% CFSEdim T cells observed using day-8 and day-16 unenriched 

CD B cells, respectively) and at 2 μg/ml (10% - 12% and 2% - 3% CFSEdim T cells observed 

using day-8 and day-16 unenriched CD B cells, respectively) (Figure 27). Taken together, 

I found comparable antigen-presenting capacities by CD B-cell populations, regardless 

of TT-binding enrichment, in presenting non-TT antigens (HA and rPA) to autologous T 

cells (p≥0.59 and p≥0.49 for donor A and B, respectively). From the above T-cell 

proliferation results for all tested antigens (Figure 27), we conclude that the expression 
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of TT-specific BCRs on TT-PE+ enriched CD B cells contributed to their superior ability 

for TT presentation as compared to unenriched CD B cells. 

I also noted a difference in antigen-presenting capacities between CD B cells 

from day-8 and day-16 cultures derived from IgG memory B cells. Overall, CD B cells 

from day-8 cultures displayed more efficient antigen-presenting function than CD B 

cells from day-16 cultures (p≤0.0067 and p≤0.0011 for TT-PE+ enriched and unenriched 

CD B cells, respectively) (Figure 27). This loss of activity was not unexpected because 

CD B cells from day-8 cultures expressed higher levels of surface molecules associated 

with APC function, including MHCII, CD80, and CD86, as compared to CD B cells from 

day-16 cultures (Figure 26C). 

Taken together, these results indicate that cells expanded from IgG memory B 

cells in vitro can function as APC that take up antigens through both BCR-dependent 

and BCR-independent pathways. Furthermore, the BCR-dependent antigen uptake 

pathway significantly enhances the antigen-presenting function of these CD B cells in 

inducing autologous T-cell proliferation. 
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Figure 27. TT-specific cultured memory B cells are more efficient than their non-
specific counterparts in inducing the proliferation of TT-specific T cells 

Frozen aliquots of day-8 and day-16 cultured cells derived from TT-PE+ and TT-PE- IgG 
memory B cells were thawed and co-cultured with CFSE-labeled autologous T cells for 7 
days, and T-cell proliferation was estimated by CFSE dilution among all (CD3+) T cells. 
Experiments were performed using cells from two healthy donors (A and B) with a 
recent tetanus-diphtheria booster. TT (10 µg/ml and 5-fold serial dilutions into 6 
additional doses), recombinant influenza HA (H3/Wisconsin) (2 or 10 µg/ml), or 
recombinant B. anthracis PA (10 µg/ml) were added into individual co-cultures; cultures 
without added antigen (UNSTIM) served as negative controls. Results are compiled 
from 2-3 independent experiments and are shown as box-and-whisker plots with 5th 
and 95th percentiles. The proliferation difference in T cells cultured with CD B cells 
enriched for TT-binding or unenriched CD B cells was evaluated with two-way ANOVA 
and a multiple comparison test; **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001; ns, no significant 
difference. 
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4.4 Discussion 

The value of the CD culture system in evaluating T-cell specificity is 

demonstrated by the efficient and large yield of CD B cells that are capable of acting as 

APC to induce T-cell proliferation against alloantigens or pathogenic antigens. 

Furthermore, I showed that human antigen-specific memory B cells can be expanded 

efficiently in vitro and function as highly-effective APC, which should allow them to 

serve as a valuable tool for studying the interaction between cognate T and B cells. 

The utility of CD B cells includes evaluating a B-cell repertoire that changes 

during exposure to antigens in chronic inflammatory conditions [10, 290-292]. Mapping 

the alterations in B-cell repertoires during the courses of diseases may provide insights 

into the pathogenesis of these diseases, and subsequently, potential therapeutic 

strategies for them. For example, the existence of B cells secreting broadly-neutralizing 

antibodies against HIV demonstrates co-evolutionary changes between the B-cell 

repertoire and viral variants [290], and suggests that the timing of humoral immune 

responses does not correspond well with the progression of mutations in HIV antigens. 

Furthermore, B-cell repertoire studies in patients with autoimmune diseases reveal that 

autoreactive B-cell clones are generated as a result of defective tolerance checkpoints as 

well as persistent antigen stimulation [10, 291, 292]. 

Along with humoral responses, the repertoire of T cells theoretically changes 

upon persistent exposure to antigens [271, 293]. This is because T cells are interacting 
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with B cells that can function as APC during chronic inflammatory diseases [294-296]. 

Cognate T and B cells interact and provide reciprocal help required for activation and 

differentiation of both cell types, which results in alterations in both T- and B-cell 

populations [154, 295]. In contrast to studies of B-cell repertoire dynamics, relatively few 

studies of co-evolutional changes between human T-cell repertoires and chronic 

pathogenic antigens have been reported [297, 298]. Furthermore, studies directly 

determining TCR specificity have been rare [193], at least in part because sufficient 

numbers of autologous APC are infrequently available. Here, I have developed and 

explored a method that provides abundant autologous APC using CD B cells and could 

be used to study T-cell repertoire progression. 

My CD culture system induces activation and vigorous expansion of both human 

naïve and memory B cells (Figure 22 and Figure 26). B cells numbers increased by 

approximately 106-fold after 16 days of culture. CD154 expression on feeder cells was 

originally selected to promote the development, activation, and differentiation of pre-B 

and immature B cells in the presence of IL-2, IL10, and CpG [224]. However, I found that 

the low CD154 expression level characteristic of this cell line also supported efficient 

activation, proliferation, and differentiation of naïve and memory B cells in the absence 

of mitogen (Figure 22, Figure 23, and Figure 26). Among the cytokines (IL-2, IL-4, IL-21, 

and BAFF) included in my culture medium, IL-21 was the factor critical to inducing B-

cell proliferation (data not shown), an observation consistent with Good et al.’s findings 
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[299]. My cultures supported more robust and sustained proliferation of B cells than 

other culture methods [159, 188, 299, 300]. In my CD culture system, the rate of B-cell 

expansion was stable over a 16-day culture period after an initial lag phase (Figure 22C). 

Beginning in day 4 of culture, nearly a log increase in cell numbers was observed every 2 

days; the population doubling time in CD B cells (between days 4 and 16 of culture) was 

approximate 15 hours [calculated using the logarithmic least-squares fitting technique 

[301]]. I believe that this CD culture may be the most efficient system to induce primary 

human B-cell division in vitro [159, 188, 300]. 

I have demonstrated that cells derived from mature, naïve B cells are activated 

and express elevated levels of MHCII and co-stimulatory molecules such as CD80 and 

CD86 as early as day 4 (Figure 23A). It has been shown that CD154 alone is sufficient to 

activate B cells in the absence of BCR signaling [104]. The combination of CD154 and 

cytokines successfully enhanced the antigen-presenting function of B cells in the present 

study, consistent with other studies [159, 188, 300]. I have also demonstrated that IgM → 

IgG CSR and plasmacytic differentiation occur 8 and 16 days after culture, respectively 

(Figure 23B). Thus, CD B cells switched from the activation fate to the plasmacytic 

differentiation fate on approximately day 8 of culture. Although plasmacytes may retain 

the expression of surface MHCII, CD80, and CD86 and function as APC [302], studies 

have shown that the expression of mRNA encoding these molecules is very low [302, 

303]. At the end of culture, we found that CD B cells started to downregulate surface 
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expression of CD80 while surface expression of MHCII and CD86 remained unaltered, 

which may reflect an early reduction in expression of these molecules in CD B cells 

(Figure 23). 

The observation that the CD culture system supports activation and extensive 

proliferation of memory B cells (Figure 26B) is consistent with previous reports that 

human memory B cells can be activated and differentiate through a pathway that 

bypasses BCR signaling [106, 299]. However, I found slightly less cell expansion and 

more frequent CD138 expression (although both were statistically-insignificant) on CD B 

cells originating from memory B cells compared to those originating from naïve B cells 

during the same culture period (Figure 22C and Figure 26B). Furthermore, the elevated 

expression of MHCII, CD80, and CD86 on cultured memory B cells declined faster than 

in cultured naïve B cells (Figure 23A and Figure 26C). These findings may be due to 

fundamental differences in the activation capacity and differentiation potential of naïve 

and memory B cells [299, 304]. 

Potent allo-responses by T cells are induced by CD B cells from allogeneic donors 

(Figure 24 and Table 3). I observed alloreactivity among both CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell 

subsets, indicating that antigen-display functions of MHCI and MHCII are normal in CD 

B cells [152]. This suggests that CD B cells acquire antigens derived from dying cells 

and/or through autophagy in an MHCII-dependent pathway [152, 172]; conversely, the 

antigens for MHCI-dependent presentation can be acquired from the intracellular space 
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for canonical presentation and/or from the extracellular space for cross-presentation 

[152, 175]. Unlike allogeneic co-cultures, little or no T-cell proliferation was observed in 

the autologous T-B co-cultures (Figure 24, Figure 25, Figure 27, and Table 3). These 

responses may have contained some minor component of xeno-activation, because we 

did not isolate CD B cells from the CD154-expressing mouse stromal cells after culture. 

Nonetheless, as expected [305], xeno-reactivity of T cells against the mouse stromal cell 

line appeared to be negligible in these conditions (Figure 24, Figure 25, Figure 27, and 

Table 3). 

CD B cells efficiently induced the proliferation of autologous T cells against 

microbial antigens when these cells were prepared from donors who had recently been 

vaccinated with (components of) the same microbial antigens (Figure 25). Presumably, 

this reflects the increased numbers of specific T cells elicited by homologous vaccination 

[193, 306]. CD B cells expanded from non-selected, naïve mature B cells are capable of 

acquiring antigens through BCR-independent fluid-phase endocytosis [156] and 

presenting these antigens to T lymphocytes. As expected [187, 307], the presentation of 

exogenous antigens (TT and HA) by CD B cells to T cells mainly occurs through the 

MHCII-dependent pathway that induces CD4+ T-cell responses (Figure 25).

Interestingly, I observed T-cell responses against rPA in the individual (donor D) 

who had a history of occupation-related exposure to rPA (Figure 25); a low level of 

antibodies against rPA could also be detected in this individual’s plasma (data not 
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shown). Together with the co-culture results, this indicates the presence of both humoral 

and cellular immune responses against rPA in donor D [308, 309]. 

It is applicable to use CD B cells with sets of antigens to determine the antigen 

specificity of T cells and to evaluate post-vaccine cellular responses. The identified 

antigen-responding T cells can be isolated for subsequent determination of the TCR 

repertoire [193]. Alternatively, many studies have used tetramers of MHC molecules 

conjugated with peptides and fluorochromes to separate the target T cells [280]. 

However, some limitations of this method should be considered. First, tetramers allow 

for the identification of T cells specific for pathogens with a few immunodominant 

peptides, not against pathogens with a complex set of epitopes [280, 310]. Second, 

tetramers are not primarily designed to measure the breadth of cellular immune 

responses induced by vaccination [311]. Third, each individual needs an MHC test to 

find MHC-matched tetramers (if available) [312]. In contrast, CD B cells would allow for 

the identification (and subsequent isolation) of T cells against pathogens using a 

complex set of antigens. Because the tested antigens would not be limited to peptide 

forms (Figure 25 and Figure 27), CD B cells would allow more antigens to be tested and 

would provide a suitable method for determining both intensity and breadth of vaccine 

responses. Moreover, an MHC test would not be necessary because both T and B cells 

could be isolated from the same individuals (Figure 25 and Figure 27). In addition to 

specific T-cell isolation, CD B cells could be valuable in defining the characteristics of 
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antigen-specific memory T cells, such as their expression of surface molecules and 

effector molecules. 

One unique feature of antigen-presenting B cells is that B cells uptake antigen in 

both BCR-independent and dependent manners [7, 154, 313]. While non-antigen-specific 

B cells uptake antigens in a BCR-independent manner, antigen-specific B cells uptake 

antigens more efficiently through their high-affinity BCRs [154]. These results (Figure 

27) indicate that memory CD B cells enriched for TT-binding could present TT more 

efficiently than those without enriched for TT-binding, which is consistent with previous 

reports using Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) transformed B cells [154]. My data show that 

ability of HA presentation was comparable in cultured memory B cells with or without 

TT binding-enrichment (Figure 27). In addition, the comparable expression levels of 

MHCII, CD80, CD86, and IgG on both CD B-cell groups (data not shown) suggest that 

BCR-independent APC function was similar in both CD B-cell groups. I therefore 

conclude that the superior ability of TT-binding enriched CD B cells to induce T-cell 

proliferation in the presence of TT was related to their harboring of TT-specific BCRs, 

which uptake TT more efficiently. 

To my knowledge, the potential of activated memory B cells to act as APC in 

humans has not been studied, except in one report showing that activated memory B 

cells isolated from children with chronic idiopathic arthritis may function as APC that 

activate allogeneic T cells [314]. The studies in human antigen-specific memory B cells 
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are often limited due to low cell numbers [128, 315]. To obtain sufficient numbers of 

specific B cells, EBV-transformed B-cell lines are commonly used in studies of the 

interaction between human cognate T and B cells [154]. However, there are potential T-

cell responses to the EBV-infected B cells [316, 317], and thus EBV-transformed B cells 

are not suitable for this type of study. My culture system would enable the expansion of 

antigen-specific human memory B cells in vitro without EBV transformation (Figure 

26B), thus offering the opportunity to use activated and culture-expanded primary cells 

to evaluate the interaction between cognate T and B cells. 

My results suggest utility and immediate application of CD B cells for 

establishing T-cell lines/clones and epitope mapping. Numerous CD B cells originating 

from naïve or memory subsets would provide sufficient numbers of APC without the 

requirement for leukapheresis or EBV transformation. Expanded CD B cells retain 

surface expression of MHCII and co-stimulatory molecules (CD80 and CD86), and 

importantly, CD B cells can serve as APC to induce T-cell proliferation against microbial 

antigens. Furthermore, samples from patients with infectious diseases are infrequent 

accompanied by leukapheresis and abundant numbers of APC. Consequently, this new 

method represents a potentially consequential methodological advance. Thus, the use of 

CD B cells as a source of autologous APC for expanding antigen-specific T cells and 

studying their epitope specificity would be a useful strategy for the development of 

effective T-cell based vaccines and revealing the complexity of co-evolutional changes in 
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the T-cell repertoire during chronic inflammation. In conclusion, this CD culture system 

provides a platform for studying human B- and T-cell repertoires. 
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5. Overall discussion and concluding remarks 

5.1 CD27 expression patterns on human developing B cells and 
the identification of the human fetal B lineage 

I demonstrated that CD27 expression in human B cells is not restricted to the 

memory B-cell pool, but may also mark a distinct fetal lineage. Firstly, CD27 expression 

begins at the pro-B cell stage of human B-cell development (Figure 7). Secondly, CD27+ 

pro-B and pre-B cells are enriched in the fetus relative to the adult (Figure 8). Thirdly, 

CD27+ and CD27- developing B cells exhibit similar expression patterns of TdT, RAG1, 

and VpreB (Figure 9), equally diverse VH gene usage (Figure 10), and comparably 

infrequent point mutations (Figure 12). 

Significantly, CD27+ pre-B cells, whether from FL or BM, expressed higher levels 

of LIN28B mRNA compared to their CD27- counterparts (Figure 13). In mice, the Lin28B 

transcription factor specifies the development of fetal-lineage lymphocytes, including 

MZ and B1 B cells [205]. Recent work done by Richard Hardy’s group showed that the 

expression of Lin28b during mouse fetal B lymphopoiesis depends on another 

transcription factor Aird3a, while Let-7 microRNA inhibits both Lin28b and Aird3a [318]. 

Aird3a-binding site motifs are common in the promoters of VH gene segments in both 

mice and humans [319], and the expression of Aird3a may contribute to the preferential 

usage of certain VH gene segments [318]. 

Whether this post-transcriptional control of fetal and adult B lymphopoiesis by 

LIN28b and Let-7 microRNA exists in human requires further investigation. 
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The human CD27+ developing B cells may be the common origin of innate-like B 

cells (MZ B cells and/or B1-like B cells). Griffin et al. claimed that CD27 marks human 

B1-like B cells (CD20+CD27+CD43+CD70-) that share characteristics with mouse B1 B cells 

[76]. However, the existence of human B1-like B cells is still a debated issue [63]. 

Moreover, CD27 is expressed in T cells in both human and mice [320, 321]. In 

mice, the interaction between CD27 and its ligand (CD70) is important in primary 

immunity and memory T-cell immunity [320, 321]. Two identical twin patients with 

CD27 deficiency presented combined immunodeficiency disease with 

hypogammaglobulinemia and impaired T-cell function [320]. Interestingly, while T-

dependent B-cell activation is impaired in the index patient (at the age of 21 years), T-

independent B-cell functions tested in in vitro to Staphylococcus aureus and IL-2 and in 

vivo to pneumococcal and meningococcal vaccinations are intact [320].  

In cultures optimized to support the development of human fetal pro-B cells and 

murine B1 B-cell progenitors, CD27+ pro-B cells generated IgM+ immature B cells 

significantly more efficiently than did autochthonous CD27- pro-B cells (Figure 14). I 

noted that CD27+ developing B cells lost CD27 expression after culture (data not shown). 

However, I do not know whether the loss of CD27 expression in culture reflects in vivo 

behavior of these cells. Furthermore, it remains unclear whether CD27 is continuously 

expressed through the developing stages by the same subset of B cells, and whether 

CD27 expression is inducible or suppressible during B-cell development. Similarly, it is 
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unknown what role CD27 plays in the decision between fetal and adult B lymphopoiesis. 

Nevertheless, in humans, CD27+ developing B cells exhibit the characteristics of fetal-

lineage progenitor cells. Further work would be required to characterize these CD27+ 

developing B cells and define their properties, including BCR antigen specificity, 

requirement for activation, functions, and genetic prints. 

 

5.2 Distinct B-cell repertoire structure in healthy individuals and 
SLE patients 

Tolerance checkpoints during B-cell development purge the majority of 

autoreactive clones from the mature B-cell pools to prevent the development of 

autoimmune disease [31, 78]. Tolerance checkpoints are, however, often defective in 

autoimmune patients [10]. New therapies (e.g., anti-BAFF antibodies) aim to rescue 

tolerance in these patients, but current methods for determining the efficacy of B-cell 

tolerance in humans are exceptionally labor intensive and expensive [322]. I proposed 

instead to use a novel single B-cell culture method in place of the blind re-expression of 

antibodies from single B cells to define the frequency of autoreactive B cells in the new-

emigrant (T2) and mature B-cell compartments in the peripheral blood of SLE patients 

and healthy controls.  

The high cloning efficiency and the potent induction of proliferation and 

plasmacytic differentiation from single B cells of this single cell culture (Figure 15) 

enable us to reveal alterations in the B-cell repertoire during B-cell maturation, 
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bypassing the traditional cloning methods. In healthy individuals, the second tolerance 

checkpoint eliminates ~50% of autoreactive clones, while it has no effect on the 

frequency of clones specific solely to foreign antigens (Figure 16). The hole created 

during this checkpoint affects clones against self (or self plus foreign) antigens, but not 

those solely against foreign antigens (Figure 16 and Figure 17). I demonstrated the 

specific removal of clones that react to self-antigens by the second tolerance checkpoint. 

In contrast, mature B cells from SLE patients show a failed removal of autoreactive 

clones at the second tolerance checkpoint (Figure 19). Significantly, mature B cells from 

SLE patients display a particular clonal structure of antigen specificity that differs from 

healthy individuals (Figure 20). The B-cell repertoire in SLE patients is broader and 

skewed toward epitopes shared by self and foreign antigens; this phenomenon may be 

linked to the observation that molecular mimicry of infectious pathogens serves as a 

trigger of autoimmune responses [323]. 

In contrast to my expectations, I observed higher frequencies of SSA-reactive 

clones in healthy donors than SLE patients (Figure 20). SSA antibody is frequently used 

in clinical evaluation for autoimmune diseases because circulating anti-SSA antibodies 

are infrequent in healthy individuals, but commonly found in those with autoimmune 

diseases (such as SLE, Sjögren’s syndrome, systemic sclerosis, idiopathic inflammatory 

myopathies, and rheumatoid arthritis) [324]. These observations indicate that additional 

mechanisms (e.g., regulatory T cells) prevent the SSA-specific mature B cells from 
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activating or becoming antibody-secreting cells to avoid autoimmunity in healthy 

individuals [325]. 

Altogether, these results uncovered distinct clonal structures between healthy 

controls and SLE patients. Selected clones are re-expressed for further characterization, 

bypassing the traditional blinded process of antibody re-expression for clones of interest. 

 

5.3 in vitro cultures of human B cells 

In my hands, I can culture human B cells from different stages and induce their 

development, activation, or differentiation: pro-B cells (Figure 14), pre-B cells (data not 

shown), immature/transitional B cells (Figure 15), mature B cells (Figure 15 and Figure 

22), and memory B cells (Figure 26) in a stromal cell-based manner. MS5 stromal cells 

derived from the C3H/HeNSlc mouse strain were first used to support the growth of 

mouse hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells by Itoh et al. in 1989 (ref [326]). Later, this 

stromal cells line has been used to support the differentiation of human HSC to myeloid, 

lymphoid, and megakaryocytic lineages [224, 327]. I applied MS5 stromal cells and a 

cytokine cocktail to support the development of pro-B cells into pre-B cells and 

immature B cells. In the culture designed to support fetal B-lineage progenitors, CD27+ 

pro-B cells showed more efficient developmental progression than did their CD27- 

counterparts (Figure 14), supporting my hypothesis that CD27 identifies fetal-lineage 

developing B cells. 
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In addition to providing critical factors to the cocultured cells (such as growth 

factors, metabolites, extracellular matrix components, and direct cell-cell contact), 

stromal cells can be transduced with desired molecules for additional support [224, 327]. 

The MS40L-low cell line was generated by transducing human CD154, the ligand for 

CD40, into the MS5 cell line for the purpose of activating B cells in vitro [224]. The 

expression of CD40 in B cells starts at the pre-B cell stage (low expression level), and 

increases in immature B cells (intermediate level) and mature B cells (high level) [328]. 

Furthermore, B cells express receptors for IL-2, IL-4, IL-21, and BAFF throughout 

development (although their expression levels vary at each stage [299, 329-333]); the 

exogenous supplements of these cytokines to the CD154-expressing stromal cells 

support the proliferation and activation of B cells originated from developing B cells 

(pre-B cells and immature/transitional B cells), naïve mature B cells, and differentiated B 

cells (memory B cells). Although the proliferation and differentiation of pre-B cells 

recovered from BM (data not shown) are less efficient (with lower cloning efficiency, i.e., 

one-third of those observed in transitional B cells, and the lower yield of total IgG in the 

supernatant), the method allows further examination of the primary tolerance 

checkpoint during B-cell development. Further investigation is required to dissect the 

effects of each cytokine and reagent on B cells at different stages to enhance the culture 

efficiency, for example, to enhance CSR to IgG isotypes by sequential addition or 

removal of certain cytokines from the culture [334]. 
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Next, in order to augment the yields of antigen presenting B cells from the 

culture, I compared the effects of human serum and FBS (supplemented to culture) on B-

cell proliferation. Not surprisingly, I found that human serum supports human B-cell 

division better than FBS does (data not shown). Therefore, I replaced FBS with human 

serum supplemented in the culture medium to generate larger amount of antigen 

presenting B cells; meanwhile I continued to use FBS-supplemented culture for B-cell 

repertoire studies because IgG from human serum would affect the readout of IgG 

produced by cultured B cells. 

I demonstrated that the CD culture system supports the activation of human B 

cells to generate large numbers of antigen presenting B cells. CD B cells are activated 

and differentiate (Figure 23), and exhibit an excellent capacity to present alloantigens 

and microbial protein antigens to T cells, while inducing only minimal nonspecific T-cell 

proliferation (Figure 24 and Figure 25). My lab is not the first group to show that 

activated B cells can function as APC; however, I demonstrated several valuable 

properties of CD cultures and the generated cultured B cells, including the very efficient 

yield, the specific induction of T-cell proliferation, and the ability to produce antigen 

specific APC. Overall, the resulting very large pool of autologous APC can be used to 

evaluate T-cell epitopes and the evolution of the T-cell repertoire. Yet, some questions 

remain unanswered and thus additional survey is required. For example, the activation 

states of B cells after coculture with autologous T cells have not been determined; 
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whether antigen-specific T cells can be established and maintained by CD B cells and 

cultures; for therapeutic purposes, whether I can reach a similar efficacy if I replace 

mouse stromal cells with recombinant human CD154 protein. Finally, how long can I 

maintain the culture and can I prevent B-cell death following differentiation? 

 

5.4 Concluding remarks 

The multitasking nature of B cells makes them indispensable players in both 

innate and adaptive immune responses in both physiological and pathogenic conditions 

[7, 8, 264]. I first characterized the development of human B cells in early stages and 

showed that CD27 marks fetal lineage B-cell progenitors. Secondly, my colleagues and I 

determined the clonal structures between healthy individuals and SLE patients. We 

found that some foreign-specific clones are eliminated at the second tolerance 

checkpoint because of their cross-reactivity to self-antigens; this peripheral tolerance-

driven censorship is impaired in SLE patients, resulting in a distinct B-cell antigen 

specificity structure in lupus. Finally, I developed the CD culture system that vigorously 

expands human naïve and memory B cells; these CD B cells display efficient antigen-

presentation properties and induce the proliferation of autologous antigen-specific T 

cells, thus providing a valuable tool for studying human B- and T-cell responses and 

repertoires. 
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